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$1,000.00 Reward!

TO ANY PERSON, WHO WILL PROVE ANY
PORTION OF THE F0LL0WIN8
STATEMENT UNTRUE!

INSURANCE.
DOW & PIMAI,

weighing 120 lbs!!
The case of Mrs. Annie M. Copeland, wife of Otis W. Copeland,
No. 33 Warren St., Peabody, Mass.,

INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH -AMERICA
Of Piulfldelpnia, Penn.

IS

Incorporated 1794. Commenced Business 1792
Greville E. Fryer,
Charles Platt,
Secretary.
President.
Capital Paid Up in Casli, #3,000,000.
ASSETS, Dee. 31,1891.
Real estate owned by the com-
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Listen to her story :—
One year ago last May I was taken vomiting, and every day X grew weaker and
weaker, and the vomiting spells increased
in frequency and duration, until I would
vomit from 5 to 10 hours every
twenty-four—could not retain any food
upon my stomach—was rapidly reduced in
flesh from 10® lbs. to 45 lbs.
My husband could clasp with thumb and
finger clear around my arm above my elbow.
I suffered terribly with extreme
Constipation. We employed five difbut
ferent Physicians,
they
gave me no relief. One very prominent Physician told my husband Nov. 1st, I
that J could not live three weeks,
and every one of my friends thought he
told the truth.
One night, the first of January, when I
had ail extremely hard spell of vomiting

tion.

064,951.19

274,616.23

the admitted
assets of the company at their__
actual value.89,278,220.00
LIABILITIES, Dec. 31, 189h
Net amount of unpaid losses and

Aggregate of all

claims.$ 483,366.00
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks. 3,549,811.64
All other demands against the
19,667.16
company. Viz: commissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except
4,062,744.69
capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash.- 3,000,000.00
Surplus beyond capital. 2,225,476.31

having VOMITED from 7:30 to 9:30
without ceasing, and my friends expecting
it was my last night on earth—
my husband seeing one of vour strong
testimonials in the Salem News, sent a

...

bottle of DANA’S SAESAPAEILLA. I took a dose;
in a few minutes, threw it up; waited a
little and took another: did not vomit
again for four days—then stopman to

Aggregate amount of liabilities
including net surplus..$9,278,220.00
UCTW & ITSKBAH, Agents,
Portland, Me.
36 Exchange Street,
eodlmsn

the

Druggists for

a

ped entirely. Kept right

taking

on

it according to directions, well diluted
with water. My appetite increased
—Constipation ceased. I gained
rapidly. I can now eat anything I wish,
WEIGH 18® liXSS.,
Enjoy life, and the only thing that worries
me is, that I may grow too fleshy, hut that
don’t worry me "much.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast Maine.
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THOUSANDS

Peabody Miracle.”
very arms of death

pany, unincumbered.S 309,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgage
2,647,398.73
(first liens).
Stocks and bonds owned by the
value.
market
4,o43,880.00
company,
142,100.00
Loans secured by collaterals....
Cash in the company’s principal
770,038.
office and in bank..
27,635.13
Interest due and accrued.
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PRESSED READY FOR WEAR,
No. IS Preble Street.

Foster’s Ferest Gity Dye Hauss.:
eodtf

nov29

Having just received Tuning Forks from the
of the Piano Manufacturers’ AssociaSecretary
ir,,-,
on>
tirmmrpd
tiino. nia.nos t.n thft
as

adopted by the

Assoeia-

*

Having three first-class tuners connected with
house, we are prepared to fill orders
>romptly and guarantee satisfaction.

H A V AN h.
The above word is the name of a certain specie of tobacco plant grown on
the Island of Cuba, which is admitted
by all expert jndges to be the finest
variety of that weed in existence.
From this very choice quality of tobacco the

Cigars

made throughout.
Coupled with
the above fact, we employ none but the
most skilled workmen to make this
famous brand of cigars.
Why, then,
smoke other and inferior goods when
yon can get this superior article at the
All dealers.
same price.
are

„;S65

For these torments of hunanity Ath-lo-pho-ros is a genuine specific. It orignatsd in regular and successful medical practice,
itany physicians prescribe it. By direct, Simple and
icientific action it drives poisonous acids out of the
flood and the system. It invigorates muscles and
imbers joints. It reaches liver and kidneys, cleanses
hem from irritating substances, stops manufacture
)f poisonous acids and restores the organs to health
rad regularity. That ts, Ath-lo-pho-ros cures Ehcunatism and kindred diseases.-B. C. A. Pingrce,
: Norway,Maine,writes: “7 have taken Ath-lo-pho-ros
'Or Rheumatism successfully, and hare caused the
tale of more than 50 bottles."-SI per bottle. Ail
Druggists. The Athiophoros Co., New Haven, Conn,
rreatise on Rheumatism free. Write forit.
S,Tu,Tli,nrmcwGm
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The Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

James

Dempsey's

Successor.

Lewiston, January 28.—At

FOR THE NEW YEAR.:

vas

Office Stationery i

a

meeting

>f the directors of the Lewiston Bleachiry and Dye Works, the resignation of

Dempsey, tendered last
accepted. J. W. Danielson

lames
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his place.
lowdoin Paper Company's Profits Divld
n

ed.

Brunswick, January 28.—The
loin Paper Company made its third

-1KT-

GREAT VARIETY,

! ,nnual

Bowsemi-

dividend
labor
yesterday,
to four and seven tenths per
ent of the last six months’ wages.

mounting

LORING, SHORT & NARION.
dec26eodtf

The Death of Mr.

< if

IV9SSS A. L. SAWYER,

Teacher of Shorthand and
BROWN

BLOCK,

537

Typewriting

CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
wy290Odfcf
Send for circular.

Gilman.

Fredericton, N. B., January 18.—In
1 he case of the death of Mr. Frank Gillian of Bangor, the coroner’s jury has
etnrned a verdict that he was “killed by
.ccidentally falling from and being run
iver by the morning train from Gibson
o

^

and

to the doctrine

He was

majority rule, because that
rule would give the people the sense that
when they went to an election, that election meant something; that it was a determination on their part, not a whim to
be corrected afterwards by the House of
itself.

Woodstock

on

the

morning

of the 2(itli

We also say that in our
blame can be attached to said

January.

ipinion no
ailway.”

The funeral of the late

general

He

mann-

Mr.
! er of the Boston & Maine railroad,
fames T. Furber, will be held at the
Unitarian church, South Lawrence, Mon*
lay, probably at II o’clock.

Last

Chapter of the Story of

n.

The

GOVERNOR’S NOMINATIONS-

Nothing

Bnt

Filibustering

and it would

Harris, Augusta.
State Assayer—George H. Blake, Portland, tl
Commissionei of Wrecks and Shipwrecked
Goods—M. J. Wright, Machiasport.
Fish and Game Warden—Charles N. Allen,
Chelsea.
Trial Justices—William G. Lord. Limington,
.John McManus, Cape Elizabeth; Thomas Boyd,

[Laughter.]

Mr. Reed turned his attention to Mr.

er, Mr. Reed had delivered the censure
of the House upon Mr. Bynum, caused
hearty laughter in which Mr. Bynhm
Mr. Reed called attention to the
fact, that an appeal from the decision of

joined.

the Speaker,

A Favorite Mode of
was

Fillibusterlng,

unknown in the British Parliament.

vogue here, but ho never had
known a case, with one exception, of a
decision of the Chair being overruled.
That exception was the case when a temDorarv Sneaker, through a mistake, had

It was in

An apan incorrect decision.
taken and the House had sustained him. When he realized what he
had done, the Chair had, in a manly
way, rectified his mistake. This left the
House in bad shape, but left him all
right. [Laughter], Perhaps the Democrats thought that by
delivered
was

Hjding

Tlieir Heads in tlie

Sand,

they rendered themselves invisible. Per.
haps they thought that by cutting themselves off from action, they could go to
the people with the neclaration that they
had done nothing because they were prevented by the rules. The majority was
responsible not only for what happened,
but what did not happen. [Applause on
the Republican side]]

Mr. McMillin of Tennessee said if there
thing that made him happier
than another it was that the gentleman
from Maine no
longer occupied the
Speaker’s chair and bis panty was in a
hopeless minority. The Democrats were

here

At the Old

Stand Doing Business

and the-places which had recently known
the Republicans woidd know them no

E. Bird, William A. Allen and Josiah II. Drumof Portland.

mend, Jr.,

THE PERC1VAL CASE.
Defaulting Cashier Make
Charges Against the Bank’s Officers.

Bondsmen of the

Lewiston, January 28.—The pleadings
of the defendants in the suit of the directors of the National Shoe and Leather

Bank of Auburn against the bondsmen
of its

cival,

defaulting cashierj$f&rshall C.
were

filed this afternoon.

PerThe

pleadings make a long document and
raise the technical points already outlined.
In addition they make certain charges
against the officers as follows:
That the plaintiff bank retained and
continued the said Marshall C. Percival
in his office of cashier aforesaid long after
the plaintiff hank had actual knowledge
that said Marshall C. Percival was wil-

fully misapplving and converting to his
private uses the moneys and property of
said bank, and long after said hank had
actual knowledge that said Percival was
guilty of other malfeasance in his said
office as cashier, and, notwithstanding
such knowledge, fraudulently concealed

the same from this defendant and assisted said Percival to cover up the same,
aud furnished him means, moneys and
securities therefor, ancl yet continued
said Percival in his said office ancl thereby enabled him to commit the several defalcations and malfeasances in said assignment of breaches set forth, with
which it now charges this defendant;
ancl after and notwithstanding such
knowledge, said plaintiff bank by its several examinations, and by the records
thereof, ancl by its statements and certificate from time to time published, did
declare that in all respects the accounts
of said Percival were accurate and true,
ancl that all hooks, notes, drafts, securities, moneys and other property of said
bank had been honestly, strictly and

to

the

Message, Re-

His Brief

Evidences

of

American

Patriotism Drawn Out by the Unpleas-

General Harris Will Continue to Care for

put it in the power of a
small minority to prevent the transaction
of business. “And yet,” he said, addressing the Democrats, “you will dp it, Boothbay Harbor.
Notaries Public—Clarence A. Higlit, Portland
although every one of you must be, as Benjamin F. Fernald, Winn; Forrest Goodwin,
the constitution requires, 25 years old.” Skowhegau; Henry H. Goodwin, Biddeford.
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—George
Bynum of Indiana, whom he congratulated upon being on a better track than
he was when he [Mr. Reed] last had the
pleasure of an interview with him. This
allusicn to the occasion, when, as Speak-

President, in

fers
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I transmit herewith additional
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note of Mr. Montt to Mr. Blaine, though
dated January 23, was not delivered at
the State Department till after 12 o’clock
meridan of the 25th, and was not translated and its receipt notified to me until
late in the afternoon of that day.
The response of Mr. Pereira to our
note of January 21, withdraws, with acceptable expressions of regret, the offensive note of Mr. Matta of the 11th ult.,
and also the
Request for the Recall of Mr. Egan.

The treatment of the incident of the assault upon the sailors of the Baltimore
is so conciliatory and friendly that I am
of the opinion that there is good prospect that the difference growing out of
that serious affair can now be adjusted
upon terms satisfactory to this government, by the usual methods and without
special powers from Congress.
This turn in the affairs is very gratify-

ing to me, as I am sure it will be to the
Congress and to our people. The general support of the efforts of the executive to enforce the just right of the nation in this matter has given an instructive and useful illustration of the unity
and patriotism of our people.
Should it be necessary, I will again
communicate with Congress upon the
subject.
Benj. Harrison.

Mr. MONTT TO MR. BLAINE.

Legation

Washington, January 28.—There was
a decided feeling of relief manifested at
the Capitol today over the fact that the
controversy over the Chilian trouble had
terminated peacefully, with credit to the
Conversation among the
United States.
members of the House related to the
would view the
way in which the people
on Monday,
President
the
of
message
coming so shortly before the announcement of the concession by Chili of all
The Demthe United States could ask.
ocratic members were nearly of one
the Rewdiile
mind as to this question,
publican members were disposed to commend the President’s course. Several
Democratic Senators criticised the action
of the President in sending the message
to Congress before Chili’s reply was received.
It was openly admitted at the Navy De-

M.'S P. M.

I

_

Barometer. 29.884:29.305
23.
Thermometer. 14.0
Pew

Point.12.

Humidity..

14.
68.

the surgeon of the cruiser has likewise
been invoked, and in a word, nothing
has been neglected that could tend to
truth to light.
bring the whole
The seamen of the Baltimore made
the
with
their
statements
assistance of an interpreter designated
by themselves, who was an officer of the
cruiser, so that the oath taken by the

Deemed Necessary—Chili's

of

Ciiili,

that arbitration

was

have been concerned in the disorder at
the disposal of the court,
The government of Chili has no data
authorizing it to think that the quarrel
was due to any dislike of

authorized

ment

THEIR BURDENS.

mo

So They Say The American Secretary Hel&
Held Out False Hopes of an Easy Set-

conclude

to

an

my government subsequently approved the agreement concluded by me
and

with you, of .which I also informed you.
As the criminal trial initiated at Val-

Which Mr.

tlement-Statements

Denies—Now Comes Ricardo

Egan
Trumhull

—He, of Course, Improves His Opportunity for Mud Slinging.

Santiago, Chili,

via

Galveston, Janu-

ary 28.—A much better feeling prevailed
Chilian officers continue to
here today.

express surprise at President Harrison’s
ultimatum. The Associated Press correspondent today interviewed one of the
most prominent officials in the Chilian
foreign office. In the course of the interthat
shown plainly
was
he
view
me

C/Uiiian

uiuuc

lureigu

wumu

Minister
directly that
Montt at Washington had been deceived
or misled by any note or word received
by him from the American Secretary of
State, but it was evident the official
thought so. He said Mr. Blaine all along
had given Mr. Montt to understand that
the settlement of the controversy was
being reached and Mr. Blaine a month
ago proposed the submission to arbitration'of the assault upon the Baltimore’s
also
and
men
agreed to accept
not

say

for
the
Montt’s terms
It is
withdrawal of Matta’s telegram.
asserted here that Minister Egan informed the Chilian government a week ago
that the questions at issue were being
settled. Mr. Egan lias declared he salcl
nothing of the kind. Qn the night of
Senor

the

of the

reception

ultimatum

from

President Harrison, a cablegram was received here from Minister Montt, advising the Chilian government to stand firm
as all was favorable in Washington.

the best means of

Agreement Looking to Arbitration,

TntllV/tmil

He Is the Man

I IC

TIDAHC

Who Bought the Arms for
the I f ata.

New York, January 28.—Ricardo L.
Trumbull, member of the Chilian congress, made an address before the Reform
Club here tonight. He was the agent of
the Chilian insurgents who purchased
the arms and ammunitions for the Itata.
Mr. Trumbull stated the report of Chilian animosity toward this country had
been grossly exaggerated. He spoke of
Minister Egan as “Balmaeeda’s good
friend.” He accused Admiral Brown of
furnishing the Balmacediasts’ informaHe
forces.
the
tion of
insurgent
said: “Mr. Egan is a big hearted

paraiso has not yet come to an end, my generous man and offered succor when
.1 was in fear of apprehension, but his
government has not yet been able to kindness to me has
not made me blind
reply to the demands made by that of tj his faults.
He
harbored and
The various docuthe United States.
ments and antecedents to which I have
called your attention in my foregoing
communications were designed to inform the United States government of
the progress of the judicial investigation
and of the facts thereby elicited; they

not, however, constitute a reply,
can only he given when the facts
are definitely brought to light by the
sentence which must by pronounced by
which

the courts.
The testimony which the government
of the United States has caused to be
taken in California from the crew of the
Baltimore cannot take the place of the
trial which is beiug held at Valparaiso,
offences were committed.
where the
This testimony may be useful for disciplinary or administrative purposes in
the United States, hut it cannot serve as
the basis of a judicial sentence, either in
Chili or in the United States.The copy which I have toda y had the
the statement
honor to send you of
made by one of the seamen of the Baltimore at Valparaiso shows that
That Seaman Made No

Charge

against the police. The charges which
he makes Here, in tlie absence of the accused parties, in contradiction of his
first statement, can have no value either
in law or in your enlightened opinion. It
is to be observed, moreover, that the
statement made by this seaman at Valparaiso is attested by the judge, by the
signature of the seaman himself, and by
that of the interpreter, who was an officer

of the Baltimore

who

had

been ap-

pointed for the expeess purpose of inspiring the deponents with confidence.

You were uleasod to state, in your instruction to Mr. Egan, that the under-

nnt,nnmmunic.n.tcd to the United States Government the note that was
addressed to him by Mr. Matta on the 11th
of December last. The first time that
the Honorable Secretary of State saw fit
to call my attention to the aforesaid
note of Mr. Matta, I told him that that
note contained instructions addressed to
that
as I
and
me by Mr. -Matta,
had not been directed to communicate it officially to the Department of
State there was no reason why the Honorable Secretary should take cognizance
of it. I further reminded you that it
ebmfid bile

murderers

red-handed

sheltered

not political refugees, and\turned the
American legation into an asylum of

bloodthirsty outlaws.”

OBITUARY.
Mrs. William

do

1

vuioou

for War.

t.liA nnininn r»f

pondence between this government and settling the difficulty; and, advancing
farther in this 'conciliatory spirit, wc
the government of Chili, consisting of a
even formally agreed that the differences
minister
the
Chilian
note of Mr. Montt,
that might arise should be submitted to
at this capital, to Mr. Blaine, dated Jan- arbitration.
This agreement to accept
arbitration has been tne basis ol several
uary 23, a reply of Mr. Blaine thereto of
of our conferences, especially that of
date January 27, and a dispatch from Mr. the
18th inst., and no antecedent or fact
transat
minister
our
Santiago,
Egan,
interfering therewith has come to my
the
of
Mr.
Pereira,
knowledge. On the contrary, I took ocmitting the response
Chilian minister of foreign affairs, to the casion to inform you, on the 1st
that
note of Mr. Blaine of January 21, which of
governJanuary,
my

faithfully kept and produced.

Navy Department Admits That We Were

close.
In the criminal trial held at Valparaiso, not only have landsmen been heard,
but also the seamen of the Baltimore;
both have been confronted with each
other, the reports of physicians and e$-

witnesses, their confrontation with each
other, the reports of the experts concerning the cause and nature of the
Meets
the
Pinal Answer Expressly
wounds, and the hearing granted to both
this
GovThree Conditions Made by
Chilians and Americans, so that all might
present the claims and charges, and be
ernment.
heard in their own justification, give inWashington, January 28.—The Presi- contestable authority to the trial held at
dent today sent to Congress the addition- Valparaiso.
In the course of our conferences we
al correspondence in the Chilian matter. sometimes considered the case in which
The following is the message:
the government of the United States and
that of Chili should fail to agree, when
Washington, January 28.
To the Senate and House of Representa- the investigation should be terminated
and the two governments should have
tives:
formed their final opinion, and we agreed
gress Now

forever.

uuuatc

you understood that it was necessary
that the ordinary
legal proceedings
(which were not as rapid in Chili as in
the United States) should be held. I have
taken occasion at sundry times to inform
you of what the Chilian authorities were
doing to bring the investigation to a

Powers from Con-

Special

antness—No

Washington, Jan. 23, 1892. j
[Democratic applause.]
Sir:—I have had the honor to receive
Mr. Fiske loses His Case.
Mr. Catchings of Mississippi, defended
note of yesterday, as an enclosure
the proposed rules and animadverted upBiddefobd, January 28.—A decision your
to which you were pleased to transmit to
the
51st
Condivorce
Old
Orchard
code
in
the
on the
was reached
adopted by
me the instructions sent to Mr. Egan on
The libel of Charles the day previous.
gress and the rulings of Speaker Reed. suit at noon today.
with
In the numerous conferences
He referred to the published statement H. Fiske, propritor of Hotel Fiske, was
which you have been pleased to favor me
a
that Mr. Reed had in counting
quorum, dismissed. Mrs. Fiske has already be- I have informed you that, immediately
for divorce on the after the occurrence of the events of
sent to the cloak rooms and included in gun proceedings
his count the gentlemen whose hats were
October 16th, at Valparaiso, which my
of cruelty.
charge
most sincerely deplored, the
upon the hooks.
government
Mr. Reed interrupted with the declarajudicial authorities initiated the inWEATHER.
THE
the
lies
tion that that was only one of
vestigation necessary to throw light
the country had been led to believe.
upon the facts and to detect and punish
Generally Fair.
Mr. Catchings retorted that the genthe guilty parties.
tleman from Maine had, on various occawhich the
the antecedents
From
sions, explained the position taken by
January 28.—[8 p. m.]— government of Chili was able to collect
Washington,
him in the 51st Congress and the counmat, uie
The following is the forecast of the wea- at the very outset it appeared
disorder of October 10th began by a
try had passed judgment on that explaHew
ther for
England: Generally fair; quarrel among drunken sailors, which
nation. [Democratic applause.]
AilvJ {^UUcXdl
slightly warmer; south winds.
assumed considerable proportions, owing
and the rules were read by paragraphs
to the condition of the locality in which
for amendment.
it originated, and the police performed
Local Weather Report.
their duty by re-establishing tranquility
Portland, Me, January 28, 1892.
TALK ABOUT THE MESSAGE.
and placing the persons who seemed to
more

tude, to remark to me that this proceeding of the government of Chili was correct, and although you desired the judicial investigation might be brought to
a close with as little delay as possible,

norfie lin.vA It a An nail aH for

Union, Camden and other surrounding
present.
The village of Warren now numbers 14
conio+ioe nil in
finnri.cliincr f»nn.

min F.
To

AMPLE AS

WE COULD DESIRE.

towns were

Superintendent

rise

CHILI’S ArOLOGY AS

the
of Chili to discover
truth in order to make its future proceedings conform thereto, and in order that
the United States government might be
satisfied that nothing was neglected in
order to do full justice.
You were
pleased, with your high sense of recti-

government

Noble Grand—S. H,.Emery.
Vice Grand—A. A. Moody.

dition.

Escape

THEY WANT MR. BLAINE TO BEAR

duty of the

It was the desire and the

Fourteenth Society Successfully Started in Warren.

Recording Secretary—G. D. Gould.
Treasurer—H. R. Matthews.
Permanent Secretary—E. R. Moody.
Trustees—Thomas Walker, I. E. Starrett and
E. M. Stahl.
Visitors from Rockland, Thomaston,

to

ted, and which had been in part suffered
by persons in the service of a friendly
nation.

the Chilian Trouble,

ORDERS FLOURISH.

Representatives manacling
criticized the Holman amendment, conthe Public Buildings.
tending that the House ought to be as free
[Special to the Press.]
as it could for the purposes of legislation.
In a sarcastic vein, he proceeded to anaAugusta, January 28.—Governor Burlyze and ridicule the rules, and especial- leigh today made the following nominaly satirized the rule limiting the morning tions:
This would give
hour to 60 minutes.
of Public Buildings—Benja-

was one

ME.
POnTIjASTD,
aprUleoalyr
Sufferers from Rheumatism,
^
Neuralgia, Sciatica, etc. ,want
S C i e n t ifl C
Preparation. 110 trifling —no quackery.

CIGAR GO., Mfrs„
Mllk

Congress St.,

394

IRWIN

IRWIN

Congress

asm

nternational Pitch
iur

10c.

proclaimed his adherof majority rule.
He believed in the rule of the majority
even when it had been chosen against the

51st

Santiago Officials Trying

of the offenses which had been commit-

to

the rules of the

investigation which had been initiated
without delay, and which was pushed
forward as speedily as was compatible
with the provisions of the law, with the
obligation of collecting all the elements
of proof that it was possible to collect
in order to throw full light upon the matter, and the necessity of
Promptly Punishing the Perpetrators

Reply.

He favored

committee.

peal

-AND-

In the Sen-

agreements

Doing

for

in favor of

_

janl9

Excuse

views he himself entertained.

Sterling Dow,
H. N. Pinkham.

Premiums in due course of collectioil.
Other properties.

Washington, January 28.

WHERE”SECRET
an

IN CONCLUSION.

Hale.

HOW MR. MONTT JUMPED AT
[Special to the Press.]
January
28.—Warren
Rockland,
Comment on the Chilian CorresponHIS CONCLUSIONS.
I. O. O. F., was instidence—Navy Department Admits That Lodge, No. 126,
tuted at that place tonight, Grand OffiIt Was All Prepared for War.
cers Fessenden of Augusta, Robinson of
Washington, January 28.—The deCamden, and Davis of Portland, being
bate on the report of the committee on
present. The new lodge has a charter
rules was resumed in the House today,
membership of 35, among them being Statements in His Letter Corrected
and Hr. McMillin made a speech in supthe leading business men of the town.
Mr. Reed
port of the proposed rules.
The officers for the first year have been
in Mr. Blaine’s
spoke in opposition to the report of the elected as follows:
ence

35 Exchange St.
Agents for leading
Companies.

by Mr.
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Nothing?—The ex-Speaker’s Allusion
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The

ate today, Mr. Hale made a long speech
in support of his resolution directing the
Secretary of State to furnish the Senate
made with othcopies of all
to the interchange
er countries relating
under
the tariff
of trade and commerce
act of October 1, 1890. After some furresolution
the
went over
ther discussion,
without action.
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Moord.

Dr. W. Moore of Denver. Colorado, is
in this city, having brought East the remains of his wife, who died at Denver,
January 2nd of phthisis. Mrs. Moore, a
few years ago, was in the millinery business at Norway, Me.,and was well-known
as one of Maine’s most capable business
remains were taken to
Her
women.
One sister.
North Auburn for burial.
Mrs. Chas. Packard, lives in Auburn and
her mother and two brothers at Lewiston. Two sisters and a brother live in
California. She was a member of the
Boulevard Congregational church of

Denver.

Pierce.

Daniel

Monmouth, January 28.—Deacon Daniel Pierce of Monmouth died Wednesday
afternoon at 4 o’cloek after an illness of
ten days, aged 83 years and 9 months.
Deacon Pierce was one of the oldest res
idents of Monmouth.
David

Trafton.

[Special to the Press.]
Cornish, January 28.—David Trafton,
a well known and esteemed citizen of
this town, died today at 5.15 p. m., of

pneumonia.
Josliua

S.

Linnekin.

Thomaston. January 28.—Joshua S.
Linnekin, aged 60 years, one of Thomas-

ton’s merchants and the American Exof pneupress agent, died this morning
monia. He leaves a wife and four chil-

dren.
D. W. Baker.
1
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American express agent, died at 12.20
this morning, aged 50, of pneumonia resulting from influenza.
It

Speaks for Itself.

The advertisement of Owen, Moore &
Co., on the second page, makes interesting reading, and contains many announce*
ments of interest to their numerous pat
rons.

doctrine established by the Amerigovernment that documents exchanged between the President and Conduty.
gress or between the Department of
demonstraa
well
it
is
On tlie contrary,
State and the diplomatic representatives
7.0|
countries
Minimum tlier
ted fact that sailors get intoxicated of the United States in foreign
could not form a subject of discussion
when they go ashore after having been
for foreign governments.
Weather Observations.
on board of their vessel for a long time.
I also took the liberty to remind yo u
The intoxi- of
The following are the observations of This is also quite natural.
the Agricultural Department Weather cation of seamen and the disorders to
Tlio Case of ithe Illustrious Webster
Bureau for yesterday, January 28, tak- which it gives rise, although they may
and the representative of Austria in
en at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the obassume serious proportions and occasion
1350. The Austrian government comas
was
unforlamentable
offences,
in
very
servations for each station being given
at that time because it considcase at Valparaiso on the
the
plained
tunately
direction of
this

W
Wind.SW
9
4
Velocity..
Ws ..Cloudy Cldl’ss
Mean dttilytlier... 16.0|Max. vel. wind. 10 SW
Maximum tlier... 27.0 Total precip.0

The

or

Uniform of the United States

that the

police failed

to

perform their

was a
can

...

order:

Temperature,

wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 30°, SW, cloudy: Mew York,32°,
SW, cloudy; Philadelphia, 34°, SW,
cloudless; Washington, 36°, SW, partly
cloudy; Albany, 26°, B, cloudy; Buffalo,
partment today that this government
its
dewas fully prepared to enforce
44°, SW,
cloudy; Detroit, 36°, SW,
had
not
case
cloudy; St.
mands against Chili in
they
cloudy; Chicago, 36°, SW,
St. Vincent., 28°,
been secured by diplomatic negotiations. Paul, 38°, SW, cloudy;
The entire available naval force had been W, cloudless; Huron, So. Dak. 38°, W,
concentrated to be able to make almost partly
cloudy; Bismarck, 34°, MW,
a concerted attack on the Chilian ports.
cloudless; Jacksonvlle, 52 , NW, cloudThe plan contemplated the early seizure less,
the

Itith of'October, cannot constitute an insult to the nation in whose service are
the men who have taken part in the dis-

order, although they certainly do not
justify the oifences committed during

the disorder.
The government of Cliiii could not,
however, form a final opinion concern-ing the nature of the occurrences in
question, or as to whether the police had
or had not
improperly participated
therein, or had failed to perform its du-

ty, until the termination of the judicial,

ered the instructions sent to a representative of the United States unjust or disrespectful to Austria, the said instructions having been published in a message
of the President, who sent it to the Sen“This department,” said Mr. Webate.
ster, “has on former occasions informed
the ministers of foreign powers that a
communication from the President to
either house of Congress is regarded as
tOOKl'mi/BD

OS BECOSD
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domestic communication, of which

or

state has cognizance,
and in more recent cases the great im
propriety of making such communion
tions a subject of correspondence an
diplomatic discussion has been fully
shown.”
The circumstance of publicity' does not
change the character of a communication,
in the opinion of Mr. Webster, “becausi
such is the common and usual mode oi

dinarily

foreign

no

in the communications ol
the President and the Senate.
It was, therefore, on the nature of the
note, and on no other reason, that l
based my abstention from communicating to you the instructions which Mr.
Matta had sent to me on the 11th of De
cember, and I had the honor so to inform
it was fai
you. I added, however, that
from being the purpose of my government to act in a matter at all

proceeding”

Offensive to the President

of the United States or to any member of
his Cabinet, and that Mr. Matta’s note,
if rightly interpreted, admitted of no
such construction.
I afterward had the honor to inform
you that I had received instructions
from my government to inform that of
ftp Tmite'H States
that considerin'! the
views expressed by Messrs. Buchanan
and Webster in 1849 and 1S50, that the
sent by the President to Con-

messages
domestic communications
are
gress
which cannot serve as a basis for the interpretation of foreign powers or their rep
resentatives, my government had no objection to striking out of the note of December 11, such words as might be conthe
sidered
by
disagreeable
On
States
United
government.
an
official teleinst
the
18th
had been adgram was published which
dressed by the commander of the YorkIt
town to the Secretary of the Navy.
was couched in terms that were offensive
view
to the government of Chili, and in
of what we had said concerning the note
of December 11, I deemed it my duty to
call your attention to that telegram. The
lofty spirit of justice which characterizes you did not permit you to hesitate
to tell me that the wording of the
Said Telegram Was Improper
and objectionable. This declaration on
as it
your part, which was as impartial
was just, terminated the incident.
Since the early part of the month of
October, when I had the honor to be invited to unofficial conferences with the
_

representatives of the Department of
State (as the credentials winch accredit-

Minister of Chili had not yet
it has been repeated to me on
various occasions by the United States
government that if the representative of
the Unit.id States at Santiago was not a
persona grata to the government of
Chili it was sufficient for the government,
of Chili so to state, and that the representative would be succeeded by another.
It is a rule based upon the nature of diplomatic relations and designed to make
them frank and cordial, that the representative of a nation must be a personal
grata to the government to which he is
ed me as

arrived),

accredited.

with which you
the conference
to favor mb on the 20tli
were

ion: “I added, however, that it was tar
the purpose of my govern1'iim being
ment to act in a manner at all offensive
United States 01
> the President of the
cabinet. Mr. Mate's
ny member of his
mte‘if rightly interpreted, admitted of
I afterwards had
id such construction.
:!e honor to inform you that I received
istructions from my government to in
orm that of the United States that, conidering the views expressed by Messrs,
luchanan and Webster in 1849 and lS5t
iaf, messages sent by the President to
onoress are domestic communication.vliicli cannot serve as a basis for the inorpretation of foreign powers or their
opresentatives, my governmentfhad no
of
ibjection to striking out of the note be
December 11th, such words as might

T
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representative of the United States at
Santiago was not a persona grata to the
government of Chili, which would be
very glad to receive another representa-

You were
tive from the United States.
pleased to acknowledge that the government of Chili had a right to ask that a
Afterwards,
change should be made.
having your notice, I addressed to you
communication
same
In writing the
which I had made to you verbally.
I have deemed it my duty to state in
this note the foregoing facts, which
show the friendly and cordial purpose of
our conferences, in which you took a
most important part.

With sentiments, etc.,
Pedro Montt.
Hon. James G. Blaine, etc., etc.
MR. BLAINE TO MR.

MONTT.

1
State,
Washington, January 27, 1892. (
Department of

Sir:—I have the honor to acknowledge
your favor dated the 23rd inst., and not
received by me until the 25th. I beg to

comment bn two or three of its recitals.
I think from zeal for your coun try you
have made some mistakes which I shall
proceed to correct. You are right in
saying that I considered the proceedings
of the government of Chili, in making a
judicial investigation of the unhappy
affair at Valparaiso, entirely praiseworthy. But you will remember that as
early as the 25th of November I complained of the length of the judicial proceedings and from time to time renewed
that complaint, saying to you very lately
that the court had already been eighty
days in session, considering a matter
which in the United States would have
been wholly disposed of in two or three
weeks. You replied that

Spanish

Law Was Slow

In process, but exact in its conclusions.
With your statements I had to be content
though impatient for final judgment,
never
Your offer of arbitration was
it
Had
unconditional and exact.
on
insisted
have
would
I
been
your reducing it to writing, for it would
nave Deen

my aury

to

iay

i.

uciure

uic

But I was
President for consideration.
unable to report a mere verbal exchange
of views between us as au agreement to
arbitrate. You did say to me several
times that in that distant future when
the Chilian court slionld render its judgment, if the United States should not be
satisfied with it, the two countries could

arbitrate the matter, but even then you
always maintained Chili would not voluntarily propose arbitration herself, but
would do so when requested by some
friendly power to take that course. On
one occasion you mentioned Spain as a
nation as likely to intervene with Chili
most effectively. Your mention of arbitration was always a method to be adopted in the future if we were not content,
as I have said, with the judgment of the
court. You remarked to adopt it before would be discrediting the judgment
You always
of thecourt in advance.
looked to the future for the proposal and
acceptance of arbitration. Yon say in your
note: “I took occasion to inform you
the first of January that my government
bad authorized me to conclude an agreement
looking to Arbitration.

My government subsequently approved

Yet
agreement concluded by me.”
word was ever
you do not pretend that a
written of the agreement which you say
It is impossible
was made between us.
that I ever sought to bind the governthe

ment of the United States in that way. It
would have been in the highest degree
imprudent for me to do so.
In regard to the Mattanote, which was
the subject of contention between us,
-ou sum

it up by the following declara-

EDUCATIONAL.

1 _MISCELLANEOUS._ | _MISCELLANEOUS._

"MISCELLANEOUS._I_MISCELLANEOUS.

b. L MOORE

today is likely
fair and warmer,

also
will receive pupils in Crayon Portraiture;
from life.
in Academic Drawing from cast and

The weather
to be

PORTLAND,

January

PortStudio, 34 First National Bank Building,

1892.

29,

Monday, February 1st, the Store will be closed for the annual inventory, and
to bring the stock down to its lowest possible notch before that time we shall make
these last two days of our business year the most interesting ones, from a bargain
point, of the whole twelve months.
It will be an opportunity to get the biggest dollars' worth that the Store has

NEXT
stand

■onsidered disagreeable by the United
government.
By your own statement, you evidently
To

1

Justify the Matta Note.

certainly

falls far

not accept your lan-

could

guage, and never did accept language of
that kind as an apology sufficient for the
The Matta note was highly disdisc.
vnrteous to the President and Secretary
if the Navy, imputing to them untruth
and insincerity. Such language does not
admit of the ‘conditional or contingent
apology which you offered. It could be
apologized for only by a frank withdrawal. You always contended it was a communication between the officers of your
own government, and it was not proper

for this government to take any cogniYou quoted the well known
zance of it.
declaration in the Hutzman case in rea
message of a President
gard to
not
subject
to
being
Congress
a
in
foreign
criticism
to
xou

country,

am nox, see tue

uu-

fcrence involved by your government
sending the Matta circular to all the legation of Chili and requesting its several
ministers to publish it so that Chili was
not only responsible for the discourteous language, but for its publication
That
throughout the .civilized world.
you did not comply with Chili’s request
to oublish it here was the
strongest
proof of your own disapproval of the
note.
In regard to Mr. Egan, you complained
many times, very bitterly to me. Espec-

ially
Was He

Deserving of Censure,

to
you thought for not communicating
his government the brutal murder of

young men slain by order of Balmaceda. When the next day, I showed

some

you a

dispatch

of Mr.

Egan, speaking

of

the incident in severe and pro per lanmisguage, you acknowledged you were
taken. I thought you would be satisfied
of
Mr.
but you again spoke disparagingly
Egan, and I said somewhat impatiently:
“Why do you not demand his recall instead of constantly disparaging him,”
intending thereby not to favor his recall
but to put a stop to the frequent menIn referring
tion of Mr. Egan’s name.
to this question,
you remark: “You
that the
were pleased to acknowledge
government of Chili had the right to ask
that a change should be made.”
Undoubtly she has that right, providYou are. too
ed she assigns a reason.
well skilled in diplomatic usage to be
reminded that when a nation is pleased
to declare that a minister is persona non
ly(UVU)

—--

DUU

therefor.
CHILI’S FINAL ANSWER.

Egan, in his despatch to
Secretary Blaine, dated January 25th,
transmitted the reply of the minister of
foreign affairs, Pereira, to his (Egan’s)
Minister

note of the 22d instant.
Senor Pereira reviews the declarations
and conclusions contained in the President’s message and says:
Without any intention of opening a discussion as to the facts referred to by the
communication, which he has extracted,
and confining himself to the first part of
the instructions of the Honorable Secretary of State, the undersigned must state

to Your Excellency
regret with which
the government of Chili sees that His
Excellency the President of the United
States finds reason to continue to regard
the incident of October as an attack
caused by a hostile feeling towards the
uniform of the navy of the United States.
That unfortunate occurrence took place
on a sudden, in a district where the sailors of the vessels lying in the bay of Valparaiso are in the habit of assembling
of
distinction
without
nationality.
Prom the nature of the incident it
would be impossible to prove that there
was no doubt as to the special cause
which served as its origin or pretext, but
the undersigned can assert that that
cause was not a hostile feeling toward
the uniform of the United States, because the people have always esteemed
and respected that uniform ever since
the time when it saw it figuring honorably
in the ranks of the soldiers and sailors,
who in a glorious struggle gave it independence and established the republic.
In view of your communication and
considering that up to date it has been
impossible for the trial initiated by the
judge of the criminal court of Valparaiso to be decided,the undersigned regards
it as his duty to declare once more that
the government of Chili laments the occurrence of October 16.
As for the dispatch addressed under
date of the 11th of December to the Chilian minister in Washington by the minister of foreign relations of the provisional
government, the undersigned submits
that there could not be, on the part of
the government of Chili, the purpose to
inflict any offence upon the government
the
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sires to cultivate the most friendly relations.
Consequently, the undersigned
deplores that in that telegram there
error of
were employed, through an
judgment, the expressions whiqh are offensive in the judgment of your government
Declaring, in fulfillment of a high
duty, courtesy and sincerity toward a
friendly nation, that the government of
Chili

Absolutely Withdraws

of

hostility,

has

the

but

isTOwm

Teacher of the Violin
PUPIL OF EICliBERG,

the sale

The

deepest

entire stock of these
the line, and all fresh and in good condition.

be borne in mind that

Cheviot

black

One

goods

our

Coat,

The

is

new

this season;

terms

breasted, with

shawl

old

no

styles

in

plete line of sizes—colors,

seal

$6.—yesterday’s

Iron stands at

and navy.
A lot of

ment will close out the balance

Ten black and blue worsted
marked down from 90c. and
serge Coats with black Astra-,
$1.00. These are the genuine
chan fur collar silk frogs, were
Norfolk and New Brunswick

sorts marked 75 c.

men’s oil tan driving Gloves
75c, worth $1.50.
$11.00, are now $4.00.
men’s lined Castor Gloves 50c,
goods, and there’s no better.
Three light brown Camel’s
former
price $1.00.
for
Vests
cold
The
Paper
stitched
Beaver
Coats,
hair
men’s heavy buck Gloves 50c,
weather wearing have been cut
edges and Silk lined sleeves, to half.
old price $1.00.
were $12.00, now $4.50.
undressed dog
men’s heavy
Hair
Camel
Warner’s
Dr.
Three
light brown Vienna
old
Glovos
skin
price $1.75.
75c,
Night Gowns for Women and
Coats, real stable collars, pipings Children are to be closed out at
Three lots women’s 4 button
and frogs, were $20.00, today’s
colors black, at 50c,
$1.25 and $2.00, former prices Kid Gloves,
price $7.25.
from $1.00.
down
marked
$2.50 and $4.00.

facings, trimmed with
were
and
braid,
to
down
marked
$9.00.
$25.00,
Two German blue, Cheviots
lar and

nailheads

with light gray fur collar and
facings, silk lined fronts, heavy
silk

garments of
were $27.00,

entire line—

our

are now

and Children’s Union Suits, all

$10.00.

No such sacrifice of new goods
made in this
has ever been
market before.
items

three

or

in

the

Hosiery department will do

to

days ago

hundred oft

marked for

a

sacrifice

are:

Gold Plated Bracelets marked

old prices run from $3 to $12.
THINK OF A TWENTY EIGHT
SIEVEB

HANDEE

and

—THAT’S

tans, in size 8 1-2 only, marked
12 1-2 cents, former prices 25

MEANS.

and 36 cents.

imported

WHAT

UM-

nwniu

IU.11.1, l

FOR

HALF

Corn brooms marked from 50c
to 25c.

SI^E
OFF

10c to 5c.

hair
Silver back
brushes,
combs, mirrors and puff boxes
—the prices cut in half.
Puff boxes (slightly imperfect)
25c,
Rubber hot water bags marked

In this same section

English

are

ten

Macintosh

Storm Coats (Women’s) in the
popular Inverness shape, which

from $1.50 to 75c. and from $2.
down to

to 8c.

colors, reduced

$5 and $8, they’re formerly 23c.
now $10. and $16.
All crewels lc.

a

skein,

a

price.

from 25c. to

old

prices

$1.50

were

the pair,—

HALF BUYS THEM TODAY.

In Men’s
we

offer

Rubber

seven

lively

desire to maintain unalterable the good
and cordial relations which, up to the
present time, exist between the two
countries—a declaration which is made
without reservation in order that it may
receive such publicity as your government may deem suitable. With regard
to the suggestion made touching the
change of the personnel of your legation,
to which the instructions of the Honora-

Oarments

cloth coats with

cape at $2.38, were $4.75, and
twelve others which have been

down to 50c.

Leather Pocket Books marked
down from 25c. to 15c.
Bill Books marked down from

$1.00 to 25c.
Hosiery we shall
selling at all sorts of prices varyVisiting Lists marked down
sell a lot of fine, heavy English
ing from $1.25 to $8, at half the
25c. to 10c.
from
with
double
Cashmere Stockings
present murks. Every coat in
Music Rolls, marked
Leather
and
at
feet,
ONEspliced knees
this lot is a big bargain which
from 50c. to 25c.
down
old
the
prices. will never be
QUARTER
duplicated againOne lot of Silk Beaver TrimThese are the highest, finest
for wraps at 25c. a yard
Two
The
miug
basement
will
sell
and
this
imported,
grade goods
tea
—formerly
$1.00 to $2.00.
brass
kettles
on
wrought
includes
a
comnearly
offering

ble Secretary of State refers, it is incumbent upon the undersigned to declare
that the government of Chili will take
no positive step without the accord of
the government of the United States,
with which it desires to maintain itself
in friendly understanding.
With sentiments of distinguished consideration, X am, your obedient servant,

Lms Pereira.

$
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PERFECT AMD MEDIATE RELIEF
IN CASES OF FAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound Is achieving the most
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occa*
sion to use it by the certainty with which it relieved
them of their sufferings, both externally and intern*
rlly. It is safe and certain in its action.
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys' 'las, Inflammation
deafness. Rheumao f the Eyes or Bowels, Earache,
Shoulders, Piles,
tism, Paifls in Side, Bach ox
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchilx

°rice 25c. and

$1

at al.

druggists.

C MORGAN 4 SONS, Prop’s,
PBOVIQEIWE. fi. I-

eod&wly

apib

The loss of flesh is a trifle.
You think you need not
mind it.

But, if you go

losing

on

lose

a good
for some time or
deal in a short time, you are
running down. Is that a
trifle ?
Get back to vour healthy
weight and generally you get
back to health.

A book on CAREFUL LIVwill tell you what it is to
get there, and when Scott’s
Emulsion of cod-liver oil is
useful. Free.
ING

Scott & Bownb, Chemists, 13a South 5th AveneNew York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s .Emulsion of co ’? (1 v
oil—ail druggists everywhere do. $1.
n

AMERICAN

HOUSE*

BOSTON, MASS.
Under new Management. Both Amer'n & Europ’nPlans
Rooms $1.00 per Day and Upwards
Appointments and Cuisiue unexcelled, and
every attraction for both permanent and transient guests. Located in the commercial centre
of the city and provided with large sample
rooms for travelling men.
KEELER & POCOCK, Proprs.
land

1®

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

FITTINCS, VALVES,
HANGERS,
SHAFTING,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
ORDERS SOLICITED.
DONE.

CHASE & SON & CO.

through Saturday.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.

a

big

Portland Me.

57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.
THE

—

MIKADO
LAUNDRY,
Near
Hall.
5
Myrtle Street,

—

The
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One of the Best Medicines Evei
Invented for

skein.

all

broken lines—to be sold at half

Y.A.

Balsam

—

other
reWorsted Skirts
Knitted
garments,
Thirty-five
which have been sel- duced from $2.00 to $1.00, and
styles,
Stockings,
all high ling at from $2.50 to $12, are cut from $1.62 to Sic.
and silk plaited,
Toboggan Caps 18c.
class foreign goods of the best to half those prices and there’s
si complete line of sizes in the
from $1.25
Worsted Hoods
odd
in
sizes
but
and
quality,
lot.
isi cotton, lisle thread

bit

ARABIAN

$1.

A lot of 8 fold Germantown in

we’ll sell at
marked

«

from 50c to 25c.

Hair Brushes marked from 35c
to 18c.

slates

sort, marked down to 25 cents.
One lot of Women’s Fancy

a

for half, and the

now

TWELVE DOLLARS

One lot of of Women’s extra

round

Dressing Combs marked from

fine

long “Trunk” Hose, fleece lined,
mode colors, regular \ 50 cent

laid out

highest grade
with gold and

Women’s

Stockings,

Other items scattered

one-third off the regular prices.
Of this lot forty are left. We’ll

BKLLJLA,

fleeced

we

silver handles and marked them

down there.
of

our

silk Umbrellas

INCH

lot

and 50c.

_

A few

indicate the size of the markOne

yesterday’s

the different departments and

sell them
Two

half

to

prices.

elegant

most

frogs—the

reduced
mittens
Children’s
Among the other items in this
25c to lOc.
from
a sacout
for
laid
department
And a lot of Boys’ Scotch wool
rifice are an odd lot of Baby’s
at 10c, former prices 25c
Gloves
Suits
Union
Women’s
Shirts,
reduced

!

rjB urn fits4

Eight heavy beaver Jackets,
The linens counter will sell a
of Dr. Warner’s Camel Hair
double breasted, roll collar, and
Health Underwear at $1.38 per lot of about ten dozen fancy
puffed sleeves at $2.38, were
with
The regular price damask Towels
deep
garment.
$6.50.
at all stores is $2.75—only a borders and knotted fringe at
from
made
Twelve others
37 1-3 cents each, formerly 62
few sizes left.
colors
heavy English Cheviot,
75c and a lot of brown bath
and
Twenty dozen Men’s extra
and
blue
black, at $2.88,
with red borders, large
towels
all
heavy Merino Shirts, in
marked down from $8.00.
at
the same price—were
size,
down
marked
sizes, at 25c.,
Coats
Four diagonal serge
50c.
and
from
gray
50c.,—brown
with Astrachan facing and pipAll the fancy border hemstitch
mixture.
ing, trimmed with frogs and
tliASA
turn
nmuu
uaiv
giitiiuaiciuiMCis
buttons, were $9.00 yesterday,
been selling at 12 l-2c. AND
arc several other small lots oft'
today the price is $3.00.
Men’s Shirts and Drawers in WORTH IT, go into this sale at
Two light gray serge Jackets,
better qualities, which are to 6c. and the line includes hun>
trimAstrachan cloth
gray
half the
be sold for
prices dreds of styles and patterns.
mings and black silk frogs, marked on the tickets,—and a
In the Glove Department is a
were $10.00, marked down to
lot oft Boys’ Norfolk and New lot of men’s lined kid mittens,
$3.75.
Brunswick Shirts at 20 and 25c. the common $1.50 and $1.75

Three black and blue worsted
diagonals, with black bear col-

Thurston’s Piano House, 3 Free
Street Block, Portland.
d6m
aug27_

It should

price $12.
Three upright Umbrella stands
Infants’ fine Cashcollar, $3.60, marked down to
mere 3-1 length Stockings, in at 75c. marked from $1.50.
$1.50.
Bussian Bowls, Candle sticks,
Three others same style and seal and navy, at half the markof
And
the
balance
Plates, baking dishes,
ed
Japanese
with
prices.
plush pipings
material,
Iron commode sets, bouillion cups
of
Children’s
Scotch
lot
the
collar
round
and
front
$4.50,
Stockings advertised a few days and Indian baskets at exactly
marked down to $1.88.
others of a little finer ago at 25 cents will be sold to- half the regular marked prices.
Ten
These goods are in perfect concloth and trimmed with silk day for 12 1-2 cents.
is
as
indeed
nearly
dition,
piping, have been $6.00, are
The Men’s Underwear departin
this sale.
offered
every tiling
marked for this sale $2.18.
double

ST.,

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT

of
or

Cloaks, Jackets and Coats.

cut of all has been made in the

will receive pupils September 1st,

description

In C hildren's

the said expressions, the undersigned
trusts that this frank and explicit declaration, which confirms that which had already been made to the Honorable Secretary of State in Washington, will carry
to the mind of His Excellency, Mr. Harrison, and of his government, that the
people of Chili, far from entertaining a

feeling

following partial lists give a meagre notion of what we are to do,
short of showing you the extent of the sacrifice we are to make.
will be strictly cash, and no goods to be returned.

The

attempted

dec30eodlm

land. Me.

States

In

pleased

=

City

are about to add to our laundry business
a stock of Chinese and Japanese Fancy
Goods, and also a choice line of tea. All goods
are imported direot from China, and are of the

WE

finest quality.
We snail be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.

Please Call and See Us.

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
d3m

dec21

N. E. REDLON,
ST.,

255 FEDERAL

Portland, Me.
Estimates for Buildings of all kinds furnished.
Brick and Stonework, Cementing and Excavating done at short notice.
Mr F E. Eedlon was admitted to the hrm
Jan 1.1892. Prompt and personal attention
given and satisfaction guaranteed.
8
F. E. EEDLON.
N E. EEDLON.
eodlmo*
janl5

SOUTHERN

PINE

Timber, Plank and Flooring Boards.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices.

DEERING, WINSLOW
PORTLAND, ME,

janlO

&

CO.,

HEAD BROWNS WHARF.

eodtf

M1SCEIAAHEOUS.

$430

and her heifer calf for
farm of

THE MAINE JERSEYS.

to go to

the

Vanderbilt’s Son-in-Law,

A Prominent Breeder’s Reminiscences
of Early Herds.

of St. Lambert's

Blanchard, of Broadmoor
Cumberland, gives Reminiscencs
A.

I HATE TO ASK NIY DOCTOH.”
False modesty and procrastination are
responsible for much female suffering. Wo
can excuse the instinctive delicacy that sugconcealment to the young, but there is
for those who

no excuse
ance

of

a

reject the assist-

woman.

LYDIA E, PiMM'ScS^uTd

,

is an entire and permanent cure for the worst
forms of female disease, and instantly relieves all weaknesses and ailments peculiar
+-»ihn soy.
Tt is sold bv all Druggists as a
standard article, or sent by mail, in lorm
of Pills or Lozenges, on receipt of §1.00.
For the euro of Kidney Complaints,
either sex, the Compound has no rival.
Mrs. Pinkham freely answers letters of
inquiry. Enclose stamp for reply.
>»Scnd two 2-cent stampsiorMrsTPinkhamVV
beautiful 88-page illustrated book, entitled \
"GUIDE TO HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE."
It contains a volume of valuable information, a
X It has saved lives, and may save yours, r

ff

|

0
a

Lyclla E. Pir.kham Sled. Co., Lynn, Mass.

C.

of
early
Maine—Some Famous

"

gests

J.

Owned in

Maine—The

Breedingiin

this State

C.

Jerseys

Animals

was

a sum

which 1 felt confident her
owner would not refuse, replying to the
man in the meanwhile that I did know
where she was and that I was in all probability her owner or soon would be. My
telegram however scared the owner instead of bringing a trade and I failed to
Later I visited him and
secure her.
made a still higher offer which was refused. Two months later she died from
milk fever oil his hands.
for Finette

George
the

test

from

man

a

hastily penned a dispatch, offering

DANE AND TILTON FARMS.

Farm

phenomenal

Massachusetts came to me inquiring if I knew
where the cow Finette was. I determined Massachusetts should not have
her, so I grasped a telegraph blank and
made known,

FINE AMIMALS ON THE BOUTELLE,

Mr.

Dr. W. S. Webb. Finette I tried to buy
many times but her owner—the Doctor
had sold her—would never listen to
temptation. Once just after Mary Anne

of

Once

Standard

of

is High.

Her granddaughter Obella, S,0S0, uniting the Ha jali with the St. Lambert blood,
won many prizes, and is still living, having a test of 16 lbs. butter to her credit,
and three tested daughters, one being a
member of the celebrated herd of Ayer
& McKinney, New York State.
Through ‘‘Lord Aylmer” the bull that
came with Dr. Boutelle’s purchase at St.
Lambert, the fame of “Millbrook Farm”
He
Jerseys was greatly augmented.
sired 3felia Ann, 5,444 a cow I sold to J.
H. Walker of Worcester, testing for him
IS lbs. 4 oz. butter in 7 days and producOne of them
ing 4 tested daughters.
Daisy Morrison, tested 25 lbs. 12& oz. in

[Special to the Press.]

Auburn, Jan. 28.—This has been the
last day’s session of the State Dairymen’s
Association and the winter meeting
Breeders.
of
the
Maine
Jersey
In the daily convention this morning,
L. K. Berry, of the Forest City Creameof
ry, Portland, illustrated the operation
the Laval separater, Professor Balentine
exnlained the Babcock tester as a preface to his talk on “The Chemistry of the
Churn.” This afternoon, I. O. Winslow
of St. Albans spoke on home grain proWalker, in liis catalogue claims her to
ducts for the dairy cow. He was fol- be the best cow he ever owned outside of
lowed by Thomas Daggett on growing the Victor family. I purchased her of
Premi- Capt. C. B. Lakin of Augusta, in a lot of
corn and disposing of the crop.
out liis herd, preboard 8 Jerseys when he sold
first
and
first
both
special
ums,
paratory to moving to Virginia.
awarded
were
I remember when we came to her in
premium, a silver set,
Capt. Lakin said, “There’s
Mrs. C. E. Moore of Winthrop. The the pasture,
a cow that will make 14 lbs. butter a
Wilbetween
divided
was
second special
I was struck with her size and
week.”
lis Cobb and Mrs. M. L. Robbins of Win- immense udder and color of skin, and
throp. The second board premium was took her without questioning his price of
divided between JohnL. Howe of Greene
and Mrs. M. L. Robbins of Winthrop.
The third board premium was divided
between B. F. & F. H. Briggs of Auburn
and Mrs. A. W. Bachelder of East Win-

$190.

I sold her

the

next

summer

to

Walker’s agent for $225, little dreaming
I was selling a pure St. Lambert cow,
and one of the best of
That Famous

Family

This was all before
throp.
Mary Anne of St. Lambert’s test became
One of the most interesting articles on known.
A month later her test was
the programme was the paper by George made public and I saw at once my misBlanchard, of Boadmoor Farm, Cumber- take in selling Melia Ann. I hastened to
land Centre. Mr. Blanchard’s paper was partially compensate for my error by
his subject being “Reminis- buying for $400, a full sister “Silver Hair
as

follows,

cences

of the

Early A. J. C. C. Jerseys

of

Maine:
The subject assigned me “The History
of the early A. J. C. C. Jerseys of Maine”
is a very important one, and it is high
time that a paper be written and matter
collected to preserve the facts concerning
our early Jerseys,(particularly so when the
the death of one of our

as

events

proved.

4,665.”

This cow was much handsomer in colthan “Melia Ann” being a beaatiful
silver gray, a large noble looking cow.
With the great advance in prices of the
St; Lamberts I was enabled the following
spring to sell her for $910.
Florimel, 3,725 another daughter of
or

340 Imp. out
Maharajah 794, by Rajah
do Lis
of imported “Fleur
014,” is the
b>oz.
lbs.
butter.
sire of Italian, 17
General Tilton practiced letting out
bulls throughout the state, thus introblood among the dairy
ducing the Jersey
farmers.
T
Before I

^°
now

Mr. J. G.

Shaw,

The largest cut down of prices at the most unheard of low rate.
A first class stock of Hats,
You cannot afford to pass this great sale.
Call and look them over.
and you know that we keep nice goods.

ters for the best Jerseys, Ogden Farm of
There he purchased
Newport, R. Isome of the very choicest blood of that
noted herd and I think Maine can claim
as good a share of the far reaching influence of the Ogden Farm Jersey blood as

THIS STOCK MUST BE CLOSED OUT.
FURS!'

Tennessee or any other state, especially
when it is remembered that not only
Shaw, but General Tilton and Dane drew
from the same source.
Jersey breeders
know liow largeiy the Tennessee farmers’ Jferseys are made up from the blood
of the Rajah cow Oonan, 1485, the cow
that once stood second to Eurotas.
was

with the
Tennessee

Blue Grass

and climate and the improved system of
testing there practiced she would have
reached a high butter test. Her daughter Pride of the Hill 4877 tested 141pounds butter on ordinary feed, and her
grand-daughter Pridalia 7249 tested last
year in Ohio 26} pounds butter.

FURS!

FURS!

is
They are going fast, and at almost one-half their value. Now
some of our
had
We
of
them.
hundreds
NECK
to
time
TIES,
buy.
your
Colits value.
spring stock all in and now you can buy it at one-third
lars and Cuffs and Shirts at the same rate.
Cloves, Umbrellas and Bags we have cut the prices so you will buy.
Remember this Sale is only for a short time.

_of rWflo™ 17'^—_T

also once owned at
We did not get an Oonan
or a Landseer’s Fancy, but we did get
some cows of the same blood and apparently then as good as the above
named famous cows.
May it not have
been the fault of our Maine breeders in
not testing and thus bringing out to the
world the latent power in this magnificent selection we received from Ogden
Farm.
Certainly “we builded better
than we knew."
Genivere 1484 a daughter of the great
Rajah was perhaps the best and most
noted cow bought by Shaw from the
She
long shared the
Ogden Farm.
honors fat the fairs with Dane’s great
She was a magnificent
cow Corona.
cow and I have no reason to doubt that

SACRIFICE.

GREAT

A

blood.
Possessed of means to buy the best,
and having a great interest for introducing the best blood into the state, he went
to what was then considered headquar-

Fancy
Ogden Farm.

—

MERRY’S

Hartland, then of Detroit, this
is largely indebted for its Jersey

seer’s

jAM?

—

of

state

SALE'

FIRE

purchased any Jerseys I hired

for one year the bull Vandal, 1700, of
General Tilton, and notwithstanding the
the high serpre judice against Jerseys
vice fee and tlic competition of many
cows
114
to his service
scrub bulls, I had
3/fc $2 Ccldl.
made
Tilton
General
many sales
other
states, and
trougliout this and
broken
was
up Maine rewhen the herd
ceived the benefit as much, if not more,
than any other state in retaining most of
these fine Jerseys within her borders.

Street,

Middle

222

THE HALL RUBBER COMPANY'S STORE.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL

d8t

Jan22

I

and chanced to remark, ‘What you say goes.’
“And what did she do?”
“She murmured my name very, very softly.”
—N. Y. Sun.
Taken after dinner, Ayer’s Pills promote easy
Have you seen Ayer’s Almanac?

digestion.

“Well, what sort of a night has madam had?”
“Heaven be praised, Herr Doctor, she is decidedly better. She drank a basin of beef tea
this morning and when she had finished she

SALE

GREAT

-orMadagascar Queen 1806, a grand- threw the basin at the servant’s head.”—Generdaughter of Rajah out of Duchess of al Anzeiger.
this great bull, was a large squirrel gray Ogden 1507 was another of the great
Best iodides and vegetable alteratives make
cows purchased at Ogden Farm.
cow, her dam being Finette. Sko proved
past year records
Fannie Micawber 1804 was a cow high- Ayer’s Sarsaparilla the best blood medicine,
earliest and most noted Jerseys breeders, a great breeder, all her stock being iirstPride of St. Croix, 3,318, a not- ly prized by Mr. Shaw, a noble cow with
Dr. N. R. Boutelle of Waterville, a man class.
and the richest
who did as much probably as any man in ed cow in the Provinces, was another an immense udder
“Here, my good fellow,” said an English lord
colored skin of any cow I ever saw—as it at a Philadelphia hotel table, as he slyly laid a
the State to start the breeding of Jerseys daughter,
The golden hue of dollar under Ilia napkin.
I well remember what a fine looking was written of her.
in Maine oh a good and profitable basis.
her skin is so intense, one is tempted to
Not having the time to collect the data herd Dr. Boutelle had at the
“What is that for?” asked the waiter without
I
am
art
of
nature caused the
believe
instead
necessary for a complete history,
moving.
New England Fair at Portland,
nATnnoiiori
rivn.w from mv own memory
richness which exude? seemingly from
“For? Why, that is for you. Take it.”
One of her daughters,
and personal experience in preparing tins a large number of young cows in a every pore.
For me ? And why for me ?”
to
There are hundreds and hundreds of men and
it
in
of
tested
Fannie
Cream
therefore
I
you
this
same
and
Brook,
present
line—all solid grays—one being
paper,
“Surely von must understand,” whispered the
T
4"
OtTAT»_
104 pounds butter.
more in the form of a “Reminiscence”
lord in astonishment; “that is your tip. I never
A long line of New Hampshire
o
wuu ucovv7 ui^u y^u
Pride of St. Croix.
yjKjy
Nutshell 729, a grandson of Rajah was give less than a dollar.”
than a “History.”
us
to
the
came
said
waiter,
cows
these
butter
are
we
“You
through purchased at Ogden Farm by Shaw in
mistaken, sir,”
coats or Ulsters for this season. To all
As my mind wanders back to those great
drawing lumself up haughtily. “I am paid by
lie was oy jMeiasKO nu cousiuereu
iiazei Jiye, 1,014, asonoi jjoiu iivmiei.
iBiz.
early days when Jerseys were “a new
simply say NOW’S THE TIME.
thing under the sun” ancl I think upon Our President lias two of them in his them to be the best son of Rajah, and I am an American.” us
Nutshell
If. B.—This was told
by a hotel man, who
the blood or family elements of those herd; Silkey Morrill and Lilly of Leeds, was out of Fanny Ogden 1564.
We have 890 Winter Overcoats and Ulsters in
said lie hoped to die it it was not true. We are
original J erseys, (we must remember both testing over 14 lbs. butter per week. was bred on the females of the Ogden expecting
his
death.
moment
to
hear
of
every
sizes for Men, Young Men and Boys with prices
there were no families in Jerseys then) The animals bred by Dr. Boutelie were Farm purchase and got some very lino —Tile Christian Register.
of
with
some
stock.
we
see
I can plainly
began
sold in various places throughout the
crowded away down, and are to be sold,---That is,
It is not in the province of this paper
the best Jerseys in the country, although state so that many of our Jerseys today
that
the prices are so low for the
I am sorry to say we did not know it then. contain more or less of the St. Lambert to chronicle anything more than facts
Baby cried,
that
I
so
to
We had the St, Lambert blood in its blood from this source.
the.
are
taken
Jerseys,
pertaining
early
quickly.
Mother Bighed,
people see it at once and they
Maine secured quite a draft from the cannot mention the subsequent purchases
purity, straight from its birth-place; the
to
33
to
: Castoria!
sizes
and
the.
of
or speak of the
Men’s
at
St.
these
noted
breeders
Doctor
44,
prices
herd
Lambert,
the
Doctor’s
prescribed
Overcoats,
herd
St.
Lambert
Stephens
through
Rajah blood from its fountain head Og- efforts, but wo can see today what a many fine Jerseys brought into the state
$25.00.
other
in after years.
den Farm, Newport, R. I.
grand chance this state had owing to its *bySuffice parties
Jimmy Got the Cake.
to
it to say, take them all in all
In 1874, when I first became interested proximity to Montreal—St. Lambert beMen’s
Ulsters, sizes 33 to 44,
a
“And where are you going. Katy?” called
in Jerseys and invested a little money in ing across the river from Montreal—of and I doubt if any state can show much
Ulster
Bargain, $12,
Huston street mother from a third story window The King Frieze, a Stalwart
what many thought a crazy speculation, buying largely of that herd when Steph- better foundation stock than ours.
We at least ought not in any way he to her daughter on the sidewalk.
there were but three volumes of the ens was selling so liberally at low prices,
46.
to
sizes
33
“Well, go on; hut remember that if she begins
American Jersey Cattle Club Herd Regis- Marv Anno and four other cows selling ashamed of our blood, and if this paper
to $15. We
DOWN IN THE MOUTH. ter
to brag that Ids pulse lias been up to 110 you
sizes 30 to 44,
for only $600. We simply missed a great can give such encouragement of our want to sav that our Jimmy's pulse saw that Boy’s Overcoats,
published, and the
on with
that
will
had
the
breeders
lie
week
Breeders
the
sizes and
better
press
fifteen
in
these
they
too many
Principal
and went
have
opportunity.
her bluff you on pulses.’—
No wonder: Blood out of
Euclid 520, a son of imported Law- new faith in Maine bred Jerseys and with measles. Don’t let World.
and owners of A. J. C. C. Jerseys in
some
out
close
to
values
offer
and won the laudable ambition to sustain and en- New York Evening
stom- Maine were Dr. N. R. Boutelle, Water- rence, was used by Dr. Boutelie
order, liver
hance their present high' standard it will
He
was long
him.
for
many prizes
small lots.
J. and N. Dane, Jr. of Kennebunk; used in the herd of T. J. Hand the second not have been written in vain.
Still Hope.
ach upset and kidney troub- ville;
to $10.
“Alas, we have lost all,” said the Boston mer- Children’s Cape Overcoats, age 4 to 12,
Gen. W. S. Tilton of Togus; and G. J.
secretary of the A. J. C. C.
WIT AND WISDOM.
J. and N. Dane, Jr. of Kennebunlc, next
chant, “all; the firm has failed.”
les. It is a wonder that you Shaw of Detroit. And I think it lhay
to
Ulsters
I have not the
attention.
“No, not all,” replied the prudent and dutiful Boys’
animals com- receive our
Too liusy.
j daughter, “remember that you have me, father.” Boys’ Overcoats
Indian truthfully bo said that the
and up.
to verify my statements, but I
dates
are alive.
prising tixese four herds were the foun- think they must have been the first par“Ah, my child,” lie said with a sad smile as ne
DOUBLE THE SALES in
show
will
dation stock of the A. J. C. C. Jerseys of
February
a
herd
of
on
start
on
the
to
ties in Maine
Jersys
looked at the 885.6« edition of Browning
Maine, and therefore the Jerseys of a scale worthy to be called a herd.
center table, “but what can you do?”
Winter Overcoats at our store of any month this
'i ^ will save which this paper is intended to describe.
And the maiden, with the true faith of the
N.
Dane
Jr.
her
her
within
breedwas
through
four
shining
of
these
that
As I think
Same Overcoats, Lower Prices,
power
pioneer
Reason:
season.
eyeglasses, replied softly, “I can start a new
■( you; it ers, I can give no one the first place, they has long been noted as one of the best if
movement you know.”—Colorado Better Weather.
reform
dress
were all giants in their line; all importSun.
not the best judge of a Jersey cow in
is an un- ers of first-class
Jerseys, and as I rememAlso in connection with our sale of Winter
Maine. His purchase certainly sustained
as I have seen them, both
herds
their
ber
U!
and medium
Overcoats we put on sale 450
at home and at the fairs, it almost seems his noted judgment. A much finer lot of
of
backward
instead
have
me
we
to
gone
stato
than
the
reduced
came
into
'"'cure for
Jerseys never
weight Overcoats at the same
Still it may Dane’s
forward in our breeding.
selection.
original
nice
of
'— Consti- have been the novelty that dazzled my
prices. We show a large variety
Imported Corona 1159 led the cows—a
I was a novice in Jersey cow that
won 1st prizes and sweep
eyes then.
long
Great attractions are made for this sale. An opthe
to
and unaccustomed
sight stakes at the fairs and received this compation, breeding
as
the
Come to
creature
of such a beautiful
Jersey mendation from Col. Waring at the New
portunity not to be allowed to pass by.
Liver cow.
1877.
Portland
in
Fair
Speakin
England
our store with
your pocket
$10, $12 or
They were magnificent herds notwith- idg to Dane he said “Ton ought to brood
Stylish Overshoes
C o m
see ITS GREAT BUYING POWER.
standing and it's a great pity that so this cow as long as she hangs together.”
and
Feet.
Slim
For your long', Narrow,
animals with
Standard Jr., 1252 led the herd. It has
with trade,
plaint, many of the foundation
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
The air is full
were allowed to be

j Ml
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good quality

$3.50

$5

$25.

$2.50

altogether
exceptional

deranged,

$1

$15.
$3.75
$2.50

Kickapoo

vT\Sagwa

failing

light
greatly

MM Goods

Specially.

a

$15

$5,

Loss
Rheu-

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
of

Appetite, Scrofula,

tnoflcm

rFHIc

Physical

Put your

order

onrl

house in
the

by taking

Fpvpr

great

and Herb Remedy,
Kickapoo Indian Sagwa. For

Root
sale

by

all

druggists.

their descendants
sold from the state. Our people were
not awake and alive to the great value
in the Jersey, as they are beginning to
be in these later days.
1 will take each of these four original
breeders in the order in which I have

been written of this bull that he was the
iu
very best bidl brought into Maine
the'earlv days. However this may be he
1 should
left a noble lot of daughters.
be'perfectly content to own some of them

written tnem ana analyze as nest r can,
the blood elements in these herds, although it will be impossible to particularize each animal or give them the
in the order in which they were origin-

great golden butter bull

ally bought.

blood in Dr. Boutelle
herd and the one which (judging from its
descendants) produced its greatest value
The

was

principal

the
St. Lambert.

THE

GREAT

INDIAN

He

VEGETABLE REMEDY

FOR COUGHS, COLDS, SORE

THROAT, INFLUENZA,
par

Bottle,^

5

Battles, $2.00.

#
-frc

4f

j*

J

%
Nausea,

For Heartburn. Sour
Water Brash, Wind in Stomach, Distress
Sr
or Fullness after Eating, Indigestion,
Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough,
Offensive Breath and
j$.

J

Sii Stomach Troubles*
t For
Dr. Bronson’s
Troches, made from
M
Pepsin

C

Roots. Barks, Gums and Pepsin, are re-Jp
liable and effective. 25c. and 50c. a box.
Of all druggists or by malL

5

BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence JLL »

•k
X

Stephens of St. Lambert, Canada
private sales the following year these

and at

Hebe, 489.
Pinette, 2787.
Idalia. 1310.

leaving

The

eod2wtc

excellent

first female Jersey I

descendants.
ever

owned

daughters by Lord AylAnother one of her daughters I
mer.
purchased and afterward sold for §700
was one

deolQ

many

of her

UUUgLU/

ijurno

uoiu^iitcio

of the noted bull Coeur de Lion 381, the
of the early importations. These cows were marvels of
richness and tilled the eye in every particular. I have never seen cows that

suited me much better than .these Coeur
de Lion cows. Mr. Lane once sent me a
ball of butter made from Maggie Morton
2985 m January. It was as yellow as
gold and vet no coloring was made.
Gen. W. S. Tilton, military governor of
the Soldiers Home at Togus, Maine,
brought a flue herd of Jerseys into the
state and they held unrivalled sway at
fairs for a long while. Gen. Tilton being
widely known and keeping his Jerseys
well before the public, the Togus herd
became celebrated far and wide, adding
largely to Maine's reputation as a Jersey

Maharajah

His fellow townsman, C. M. Barrel
purchased Amelia 2nd, 1730. These animals were bred at his farm and their descendants sold and scattered throughout
the state and Provinces. Some of the
most noted cows in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia as I have personal testimony
from the lips of their owners are from
Pride of
same Boutelle stock.
this
Lachine and Hebe were sold to the colfarm.
Idalia
produced only one
lege
calf, a bull. Sorelle died without progeny. Finette proved a very line breeder

Ml. lJtLllV

state.

Sorelle, 2780.
Lord Aylmer, 1067.

*^*^toHr*dht**i^**********

| A Simple Remedy
Stomach,

at auction of S. Sheldon

pure St. Lambert animals:
Pride of Lackine, 1731.

ETC.

Price 50c.

purchased

now.

was

Ins

leading

bull.

He

had two daughters of Coeur de Lion 318
in his herd Honey 1758 and Viva 1S81.
the bull
Through these three animals
and the two cows came the fame lamely
of the Togus herd. Honey possessed an
Immense udder and was kept by the
General as a family cow, until ho left the
state. Her descendants are to be seen
in this state.
Vi via won her greatest renown as being the dam of Vivacity 1705—Sire Maharajah sweepstakes bull at the New England Fair 1877, in Portland, Col.
Waring Judge. She made a pound of
butter from less than 5 quarts of milk.
She was a rich golden fawn, very handher stock
some, and a first-class breeder;

today

Vivalia
possessing great intrinsic merit.
one of her daughters tested 14 lbs. 4 oz.
butter as a 4 year old.

The Skeptical Aunt—'What does he
do, Dolly, for a living?

Dolly (greatly surprised)—Why, auntie, he does not have time to earn a living while we are engaged.—Life.
The neatest and best preparation to color tho
whiskers is Buckingham’s Dye.
No Deception.
Em-aged Customer (rushing wildly into the
drug store)—Say, this scalp lotion lias taken all
the hair out of my head. I’ve a great mind to
sue vou for damages.
Druggist (cooliy)—You couldn’t coilect damages, mv dear sir. for I have witnesses to prove
that 1 simply told you the lotion would preserve
your scalp, and any:jury could see plainly that
scalp is all there.—Pharmaceutical Era.
of lactic acid from the blood,
and stop its over-production, and you cure and
kill rheumatism, neuralgia and kindred horrors.
This Ath-lo-pho-ros surely does.

Expel

excess

MEN’S Higli Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,
Fanners and Mechanics.
Keep your Feet Comfortable.
CHILDREN’S, MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress Iligb Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOR EVERYBODY

Men’s

$2.00, $3.00,
IUUJ3IW

and

$4.00

Bin IN

report.

brahchTbrown,
Round the

461

Corner,

STATION.

|

Gengress St.

Sign of Gold Boot.

dec31|eodtf

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.

he wrapped up his gun,
“I don’t think any one will say that we are goof going to church.
ing out shooting instead
That doesn’t look much like a gun, eh?”
more like a fishing rod
looks
It
indeed.
"No,
—New York Kecorder.
as

John B. Cough, wrote: “For Sore Throat,
especially when tending to ulceration, I have
found J'onCs Extract very beneficial.”
“I’ve gone slcar hack on slang,” said Bylins
with emphasis.
“Why?” inquired his friend.
“l

vv:is calling,,a 11 y°UB8 woman last evening

Strictly

All “errors of refraction” of tha
eyes which cause so many headtired, weak and aching
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN
548 1-2

Congress

St.

CONSULTATION FREE.
jan24

H. E.

255 Middle

to you.

SKILLS,

TUJEL©3r.

One

Price.

W. C.

Street, Portland, Me.

WARE, Manager.

jan2sdtf

CLEARING IIP SALE
CXI?"8

—

LOTS.
Great Bargain Week.

OIDID

MEDDLE

eodtf

Chandler’s Mttsic Store 431
febOeoclti
Congress Street.
Order Slate at

us

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

—-

aches.

Disguis I.
“There,” said he,

charged

The murmur of sales fills every aisle,
The Bargains in Overcoats are fulfilling
Their destiny, and go spinning away from

Shoes

Examine BROWN’S $8.00 Shoes.
BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes vs. all other
$3.00 Shoes. You please examine ami

UNION

goods.

MANSION
jan2G

T LARRABEE,
dtt

PRESS.

PORTLAND DAILY

WHITEHEAD

AND

Torpedoes That

AND

Slay Ho

Used in

MAINE STATE PRESS.

with Chili.

Subscription Rates.

[Special Correspondence.!
York. Jan. 22.—The

Daily (In advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six week3.

SI.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than’ these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; halt price each succeeding week.
Spec ial Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
In Daily Press

$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is a space of tho width of a
column and one inch long.
similar adWant, To Let, For Sate and
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display.
Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adnsemenis not

paiu
rates.

m

auvcAu^e,

yviy»

uo

yuoi^cu

at regular
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
97 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
Portland, Me.

THE

PRESS.

FRIDAY, FAKUARY

29.

What proof has the Argus to oSer that
license has diminished drinking and
drunkenness in Baltimore?
The Argus

accuses us

of unfairness

in

statement of the classes that are protected by license laws. It says that the
Baltimore license law excludes not only
drunkards and imbeciles, but minors and
disreputable persons. So the classes of
people protected by the license law would
our

read, as amended, drunkards, imbeciles,
disreputable persons and minors.
We again call the attention of Republicans to the fact that only two days more
remain on which the Board of Registra-

place names on
the voting list.
Neglect now means
much inconvenience later on and perhaps
failure to get on the list at all. Citizens
who want to take part in the municipal
eleotion in March, and every citizen
should, ought to register now.
tion will be in session to

It is rather too bad to undertake to
make Minister Montt the scapegoat for

the delay in the settlement of the Chilian
matter, and it is entirely unjust. Montt
has borne himself under trying circumstances with great dignity and moderation^ He was opposed to war and undoubtedly he has done all in his power
to bring about an amicable adjustment.
Chili’s
apology is all that we can ask, and doubtless we should have been content with
considerable less. With this excitement
out of the way life will be very dreary to
the correspondents, who will now have
to content themselves with tales of political warfare between valiant legislators and aspirants for the Presidential
The Chilian

war

is

all

over.

War

United
New
States, in case of a war with Chili will
have both the Whitehead and the Howell
torpedo at its command. The former is
an English invention and was introduced
into the service of the English and
French navy many years ago. Its detractive power has been fully demonstrated, most recently during the civil
war in Chili last year, when the Eucaiada
was sent to the bottom of Caldera bay.

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.

a

V'HITEHEAD

overcome

the

scruples

objectors

two

on

not.
The editor of the Atlanta Constitution
writes to a gentleman in Hope, in this

explanation of the views of his
paper in regard to the Democratic nomiHis idea is that
nee for the Presidency.
the party should defer to the wishes of
the doubtful states of New York, IndiIf they are for Hill
ana and New Jersey.
then Hill should be nominated; if for
Cleveland, then Cleveland should be the
state,

in

candidate. As Hill carries the bigges*
of those states in his vest pocket the inevitable outcome Of deferring to the Constitution’s views will be the nomination
of Hill.
The course of lectures to be delivered
before the Augusta Blaine club this winter by the candidates for Congress in the
Third district opened on Wednesday with
Milliken on
a lecture by the Hon. S. L.
the tariff.
The sneaker discussed the

question

very

clearly,

explaining

the

difference between a tariff for revenue
only and a tariff for protection, and
pointing out the superiority of the latter

fostering home industry.
prepared an interesting statistical paper on the appropriahas passed
which
tions
Congress
of
for the benefit
public buildings
and river and harbor improvements
district
the third
in
during Mr.
as a means

of

Mr. Milliken has also

Milliken’s term of office.

The

paper

is

in the

Republican papers in the Third district.
Judging from the showing there is not much

published simultaneously

left for Congress to do in the way of
public works in that district, unless to

build the Shore Line Railroad and gather
the ice crop on the Kennebec.
C U R R E N TCO!MM

ENt!

A GOOD WORD FROM BOSTON.

[Boston Wool and Cotton Reporter.]
“The Press is the nicest family paper
that comes into our office.
Bright and
clean, spicy and loyal, attractive and
reliable.”

in the blood,
ulcers, catarrh, and

ment 6.

The vertical rudders are set at a certain angle before the torpedo is fired, according to the conditions existing and
the course the torpedo is to pursue.
In its appearance the Howell torpedo
much resembles the Whitehead. It has
four
distinct detachable sections—
namely, the nose, which carries the firing pin and its connections; the head,
carrying the explosive charge and detonator. A heavy flywheel and the shaft
gearing are placed in the main section
while the driving mechanism is carried
in the stem section. In order to prevent
accidents the nose piece with its firing
pin is screwed upon the head only at the
last moment before firing. It is chiefly
in its propelling machinery, which at
present is considered the most perfect in
existence, that the Howell torpedo differs radically from the Whitehead.
The motive power of the Howell is
derived from the heavy flywheel mounted in the main compartment, with its
axles at right angles to the longitudinal section of the torpedo. A motor is

effective of all

THE HOWELL

TORPEDO.

Hnrsfifs.

B. D. & H. M.

Sirene,
The C. B. a la Spirite,
The P. N.,
The No. 4 Hundred,

191
PnrHund

to

.Tuniiont

Card

PRINTER,

JOS

PRINTERS’

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders by mail
tended to.
All

or

ISLAND

telephone promptly

Chicago.

EVERETT

Congress

FAHNESTOCK &

organicing

women

in

818 Middle Street, Portland,
Letters of Credit, available In all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange ou principal
European Cities.

steamer

MERRI

a.

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Islan
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

dtf
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QONSUMPTION l

M.

Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds,
jane

Sale, We Offer:

Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6’s, due
1896.
Portland Water Co. 6’s, due 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco Water Co. 1st 6’s,
1905.
Knox County O’s, due 1894.
Eastport, Maine, Water Co. First
Mortgage 5’s, due 1918.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901.
Mt. Vernon, Ind., Water Co. First

Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,

ivaxer 10. o s, aue
Jamestown, a.
1908.
Arkansaw Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.

Providence, Nov. 18, 1891.
Mr. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your Liquid
Food. I have taken five 6-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung lias healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find X can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall come out
X
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known in Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES.
Agents of the Cheque Bank, ‘Ld,’

H. M. PfiYSON & GO.,
BANKERS,
32

jan9dtf
We should be pleased to send you circulars,
and solicit a portion of your business.
COBEY, MILLIKEtf & CO.,

Street.

We Offer,

Subject
Sale,

see us.

eod3ra

decll

Exchange

BONDS.

(Members N. Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Send for circular, or, better still, call and

General Fund Bonds.

to

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver Citv Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

IS INVALUABLE for

35c.

and

$1

at all

SWAN &BAIRETT,

Druggists.

E. MORGAN &

SONS, Prop’ll,

BANKERS,

PROVIDENCE. R. I.

■

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dtf
Uec29

—

THE

evening.

FOREST.

Prices 15, 25, 35 and 50 cents.

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,

-OF-

A Guaranteed Cure for Files of whateve
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind o
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, ltecent or Heredi
tary. This remedy has positively never beei
known to fail. ¥l.oo a box, 0 boxes for ¥5.00
J
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to eacl
of
at
om
6
when
purchased
boxes
purchaser
time, to refund the S5.00 paid if not cured
Guarantee issued by W. W. WHIPPLE i
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
oct28eodtf
ment Square, Portland, Me.

me.,

foutiiAKTd,

B824.

Incorporated

tive Act of 1891.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of
the State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
_

itssesstsu

vitiuauuu.

BANKERS,
Exchange Sts.
jan5dtf

Cor. JJIiddle and

RAYMOND’S
VACATION

eod&eow3m

President.
lebli

WOODS.

on

RANCHE.

CITY

HALL.

Thursday Evening, F'eb. 7th,

(EXTRA.)

DURELL

LILLIAN

Opera
35 Artists,

Company,

Selected Chorus,

Orchestra of Ten

33kXXTiSXC3X-a.T«JS.
the following Principals in Ambrose
Thomas’s Charming Grand Opera
in English,

and

MIGNON.
Miss Lillian Durell, Prima Donna; Dr.
G. Bob Clark (of the Buggies) Basso; Mr,
J. C. Bartlett, Tenor, Miss Lauella 'Wagner,
Soprano; Miss Mary Bosley, Contralto; Mr.
W. H. Dodd, Baritone; Mr. Alex Emslie,
Baritone; Mr. Leon Keach, Director.

ALL TRAVELING EXPENSES INCLUDED.

Admission
Deserved Seats 50 and 75cts.
35 cts. On sale at Stoekbridge’s Music Store.
Half fare on M. C. R. R., G. T. Ry. and P. &
Late
R. R. R. to all holding “Opera” tickets.
trains on all above. Librettos on sale.

A WINTER

AT GIXjBEHT’S.

EXCURSIONS.

jan26dlw

IN

CALIFORNIA
Special Pullman Vestibuled Trains, including
Palace Sleeping and Dining Cars, will leave
Boston for California as follows:
February 11. Via Chicago and Santa Fe.
February 83. Via New Orleans and El Paso
(Mardi Gras Trip).
Marcli 10. Via Chicago and Santa Fe.
The tickets cover Every Expense of Travel
both ways, and allow entire freedom while on
the Pacific Coast. They may be used returning
on Any Regular Train until July, with a
Choice of Four Different Routes, or with
any one of Nine Returning Parties under
Special Escort._
February 5 and

WALTZING CLASS
MONDAY EVENING.
ASSEMBLY
THURSDAY EVENING.
dtf
janl 9

SPECIAL

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB,
Washington St. (opposite School St),
BOSTON.
jan28d3t

“caOugHt-

SZ3C

SALE

Opera “Mignon,” Eebruary 3rd,
Tableau D’Art, February 10th.
A Parlor Match, March 10th.
Paul B. DuChiallu, Mai’ch 28th,
Primrose & W est.
Bostonians.
Now is the time to purchase Course Ticketsi
for last half—six of the best entertainments.
Call at Stockbridge’s at once. Half fare and
late trains to ail lioldiug Course tiokets.

jan29dlw

more
pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good
more

J-TTUBBYT
Will Offer One More Lot of
the Famous

NAUGHT CAN.

BLACK SILK WARP

THURSTON’S
PI A AO HOUSE

Henriettas

Supplies these in perfection.

ALSO ORGANS
Come and

sec

or

send for Cata-

At

logue.
TUNING TO

entertainments.

Course Tickets!!

Be more beautiful,

pi^visro ?

popular

TICKET00^® ®’

May 6. Excursions to Wash-

February 20. A party will leave New York
by the French line for a Tour Through Europe
by Special Train.
February 23. Forty Days’ Tour through
Mexico, returning via El Paso, Sante Fe and
Kansas City.
April 23. Spring Trip to Colorado, California, the Pacific Northwest, Alaska, the Yellowstone Park, etc.
Send for descriptive book, mentioning the
particular tour desired.

ORDER.

ly

Reduced

Prices.

These goods are manufactured expressfor Arnold, Constable & Co., who

working for years, testing
materials, color and finish, in order to
obtain the best goods possible for their
fine retail trade, and as the result, have
produced a Black Silk Warp Henrietta
which is guaranteed to he superior to
have been

S.

THURSTON,

8 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
dec;24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

No other
the world.
will prove so satisfactory or
the wearer. Some ladies have
cleansed and made over for
any in

TO PRINTERS.
Committee-on Rules and Orders will, until Saturday the 30t h inst. at 5 o’clock p. in.
receive bids for printing, stitching and binding
in paper, one hundred copies of the Revised
Ordinances of the City of Portland, about two
hundred pages, small pica. The bid to be per
page, size oi the -‘Auditor’s Annual Report."
Title anil outside page to be counted.
The bidder must agree to keep the type standing for tlie use of the city, in order to facilitate
the printing of further revision.
Bids may he left at the City Clerk’s office,
directed to Charles R. Lewis, Chairman of Committee.
January 26th, 1892._Jan27dtd

CLASS

FOR SALE OR

RENT; ALSO

OHOANS
Very Fancy

time

Cashier,

LUCKY

jairiudtf

Special Scenery, Elegant Costumes, Superb
Company, Beautiful Music.

PIANOS

or

Plain at

uimu

ivuvuu

Henrietta
useful to
had them

the third
-o

color or lustre.
We make these special sales, under
price, in order to introduce them very
extensively, knowing full well that every
sale we make will bring us continued
patronage and a very favorable recommendation of the goods to their friends.
The prices for this sale will be as follows, which is about 25 cents per yard
under price; §3 cents, §1.00, §1.15, $1.25,
§1.35, $1.50, $1.62, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25.
The numbers we would mention as the
most popular and selling more freely
than any others, and extra value, are
those at $1.15, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50.
Samples sent to any add) ess in America when requested.

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
nova

3,

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Saturday Matinee,

I MOULTON,

WOODBURY

—

[

and

Two Performances of the

FIRST

Accounts of individuals, firms and corporations received on favorable terms.

Building, Tuesday

THE

OF

KICK

2

1,

February

Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin
at the National Bank, New York City.
Real value of Taxable Property.. .*15,000,000
Assessed value of TaxableProperty 6,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this
146,000
issue).
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
the City of Duluth January 1, 1894, by Legisla*

THE

the Com-

JOHN F. THOMPSON, Chairman.

THE

DUE JULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.

—

deposits.

Jan22lu

OF

FLOWER

Wednesday Evening, Feb. 3rd.
(IN THE POPULAR COURSE.)

296

City
City

Examining Board.
regular quarterly meeting of the Police
City

r

_or_

SIX PER CENT.

Police

room,
February 2.

CYNTHIA;

FEBRUARY 4, 5 and 6.

,,,

Interest allowed

mon

dtf

LONDON.

Old Point Comfort and Richmond; FebJohnstowu, Pa., Passenger Railway ington,
ruary 5. March 11, April 1 and May 6, four par1910.
due
First
Co.
Mortgage 6’s,

n

Board will be held in
THEExamining
Council

and 30,

29

Page Dramatic Co

Justin

considerable surplus above

J.B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers,

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

; SdjRt to

2,1891,
ON
CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.4 >
m., for Portland and intermediate landing!

St.

.. ..

a

IHTa

2wteod3m

dec29

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO
and after Nov.

lD/xiH'IninJ

/XC

INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Mor
v
day, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peak *
Island, 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m. i
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s an 1
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

J. R. LIBBY,
jan22

earning

are

We recommend these bonds for investment.

SMITH,

life.

been discovered
which infects paper money and is found
nowhere else. It is invisible to the unassisted eye, does not attach itself to persons, but multiplies at a rapid rate.
are

f
&

STEAMERS.

parasite has

Socialists

Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

They Casco Bay Steamboat Company
Bargain at
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

50c.

Offers its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semiannually, in denominations of $100, $200, $250.
$600, $1,000 and $6,000.
Organized in 1876 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.

novlleodtf

specimens

A new

I

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland

An Odd Lot, in sizes from 27 to 30,
worth from $1.00 to $1.75, all to be closed
at the One Price, 50c.
Black Sateen Corsets, very
1 case

price,

COMPANY,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

EXCHANGE,

*IW1**14

a^d condition of animal

I THE MIDDLESEX BANKING

ITT

at the

dtf

Paid up Capital $600,000.

50c.

superior

$10, 00 Oreceive

ilap el M DM, lit,

ilsTlUB INCOME.

Husdked at 39c.

have been considered

JANUARY

our

jly25

ta.nl dill!

1809.

1

in

in small or iarge amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

Street.
Harry Mighels Verril

Book,

follows:
$1.50
$2.00 Quality at
“
“
$1-75
$2.50
“
“
$2.00
$3.00
These famous French Corsets are too
well known to need any comment, and
the above prices are simply to close out
what we have in stock.
The C. B. a la Spibite, a perfect copy
of the Popular French Corset that sells
for $2.50, will be closed out at only $1.00.
The P. N. will be closed at 75c.

e

iU

VERRILL,

LARGE SIZES.

Great

or

Lessee and Manager.

Saturday Saturday Matinee,

and

Business

Agent for Portland and vicinity, 185 Middle St., Portland.
eodom

GARDINER,

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

WM. M. MARKS,

in

a

Investors of $100

=riday

PER ANNUM, BY COUPONSATTACHEDTO
STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL
sank !N the COUNTRY.

Deposits

i

STREET.

as

The No. 4

invested only in centrally located

nov24

Middle

Byron D. Verrili,

Black, White,
Coksets,
Pink, Blue and Gold, will be closed out
The C. P.

are

partowner of such property.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Tice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Counsellors fit Law

its weight carries a larger
charge. Under such conditions it is at
once evident that the Howell torpedo
must be the better of the two.
For launching a torpedo a central pivoting tube is generally used. It is mounted either on the deck of a topedo boat
or on board a ship, and is as a matter of
fact a smoothbore breechloading gun
307 Wall street, 1
which can be turned and pointed in any
Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,189X.. 1
Gents—I have been restored to health by the
direction. A small pipe is secured to
was conthe tube underneath and on each side, use of your Liquid Food. My trouble
stomach and bowels, and I could
the two pipes being connected at their sumption of the
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
forward ends by a cross pipe. One pipe
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
opens into the breech of the tube. The weight was reduced to 100 pounds. Last August
other pipe, being fitted at its rear end I tried your Food, and have used it up to this
like a breechloading gun, receives a date daily. I have recovered my former health,
6mall charge of powder used for firing and now w eigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. C. HUGUNIN.
the torpedo from the tube.
The firing is done in the following
The torpedo is placed ‘in the
manner:
Andover, Mass., Dec, 2,1891.
launching tube and the door closed and
secured by a lever. Then a cartridge A. L. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I would like to tell you of our ex
containing less than half a pound of
with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
perience
the
on
the
in
is
right
pipe
placed
powder
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my husside of the tube. When all is ready the
band’s life.
cartridge is exploded and the expansion
Two years ago, my husband worn outwith exair
in
of the powder gas compresses the
cessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
the left pipe, and the compressed air en- severe illness of mine, together with the
nf
Vivrrlv
tering the breech of the tube ejects the
nervous exdirect
down
The
action
broke
therefrom.
completely,
school,
torpedo
of powder on a torpedo would cause a haustion, severe rliematism, amounting almost
shock which would explode the former to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
that he could not
in the tube, and thus instead of destroy- of the digestive system, so
-X.
...1J 1-1 „1^.4
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nourlUg »U &ULU1J
ishment, brought him down very low.
the tiring vessel.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
If the torpedo is fired from an abovething after another, but all to no good. At last
it
beone
water tube, as the
described,
he lilt on your Liquid Food; the effect was maggins its flight in the air. Striking the ical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
water it sinks into the desired depth and thrill of new life; liis improvement was very
is then controlled by its own rudders rapid, his appetite ravenous, and lie gained flesh
and propelled by its own machinery. very fast. His rheumatism, too, which had
for several years, was
Under-water tubes are constructed on troubled him exceedingly
much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
nearly the same principle as above-water very
and felt like a new man. To all who knew him
tubes, and placed at the bow. stern and and liis former condition, he was a walking
each side of the vessel.
advertisement of Murdock’s Liquid Food. Since
Lieut. F. de Cloth.
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
overwork or indigestion, a litfle of the Liquid
The greatest market for wild animals Food will soon set him right again.
circuses
where
in the world, the place
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
and museums purchase their wild beast gratitude, and this acknowledgement of the
curiosities, is the establishment of the benefit received, I am,
Yours respectfully,
firm of Hagenbech, in Hamburg. In a
MRS. FERCIVAL F. MAKSTON,
plain storehouse, 500 yards by 600, they
Andover, Mass.
janllM.W&F'tf
of every kind
have in stock
tion
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attached to the nywneei ana spins n
around at the rate of 9,000 revolutions
per minute. There is in a Howell torpedo a stored force of 500,000 foot pounds

available for propulsion, etc., and as the
gyroscope principle is utilized, the flywheel has a great directive power and
keeps the torpedo in the direction in
which it was pointed when tired from
the tube. On the other hand, the great
directive power of the flywheel does
away with the necessity of vertical rudders—another great gain over the Whitehead.
Though the Howell is the smaller of
the two torpedoes it is more easily
handled than the Whitehead, has much
better directive qualities and in propor-

jan27d3t

blacd-purifiers.
Has Cured Others

Honest

THE FUNDS OF THE

6rEB

office of said company at
Payne
Alabama, on Wednesday, February 17, 1892
at 2 o’clock p. m
to act upon the lollowiu;
business:
1st. To elect a board of directors for th
ensuing year.
2nd. To act upon any other business tha
may come before the meeting.
By order of the Directors.
W. p KICK. President.
TEUE P. PIEECE, Secretary.

The most

are

Those affording Absolute Security of Principal and

Pi

THE
at the

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

What

Safe Investments?

Home Company, under Boston management,

Stockholders’ Meeting of the For
Payne Investment Company.
stockholders of the Fort Payne Invest
ment Company are hereby notified to mee
F ort

Annual

use

will

jan22dtd

January 21,1892.

consumption,

TORPEDO.

The Howell torpedo is of American
origin and was invented by Captain
Howell, of the United States navy, it
has not yet been tested in actual warfare, but in the opinion of experts is the
better weapon of the two.
The Whitehead fish torpedo consists of
a cigar shaped envelope of steel or bronze
divided into six compartments, as shown
in the illustration. No. 1 contains the
firing arrangements and No. 2 the mechanism for regulating the depth of Uie
torpedo below the surface of the water.
The third compartment is the reservoir
containing compressed air, the pressure
being upward of 1,000 pounds per square
inch. In the fourth compartment is stored
away a small three cylinder engine
which is run by compressed air. The
machinery puts two two-bladed propellers into motion. As they turn in opposite directions the turning effect upon
the tornedo is thus neutralized. Compartment 5 is the buoyancy chamber. It
is only an air tight shell filled with air at
atmospheric pressure. In actual service
an automatic arrangement admits water
to this chamber and causes the torpedo
to sink in case it is fired at an enemy
and fails to hit. The bevel gear, causing the two propellers to work in opposite directions, is placed in compart-

of the

the New York
Democratic State committee to his plan
of holding a convention in February to
put himself in nomination for the Presidency and the convention will undoubtedly be held. Some of Hill’s friends,
notably the New York World, think he
has made a mistake, but his enemies are
evidently very much afraid that he has
one or

scrofulous humor

sconomical,
safe, speedy, and

nomination.
Hill has

FT!HE Annual Meeting of the Maine Stean
X Ship Company for the choice of officer
and the transaction of any other V,VsliiesS ,lJla ;
may legilly come before them, will be held a S
their office, Franklin Wharf, on WEDNESDAY
tlie third day of February, 1S92, at 10 o’elocl
A. M.
Fer Order
HENEY FOX, Clerk.
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married, October 27, 1886, Mabel,
laughter of Wm. L. and Mary J. Hurd,
He

BAR’S MEMORIAL BAY.

who survives him.
In the spring of the present

year, his

apparently completely
no doubt or questioning
anticipation of
scarcely have
more suddenly or unexpectedly;

lealth was

re-es-

tablished and

Marks of Eespeet to Memories of Deceased.

seemed to mar his happy
the future. Heath could
come
m

almost unnoticed
Ailment of Two

became at

W. H. SARGENT AND ELLIOT KING
THE SUBJECTS.

Been

It Hail

Planned

That

Resolutions

Should Be Introduced in Memory of
the

Bate

George

Were

They

E.

B.

Jackson, but

Deferred-Remarks by

George E.
Bird, George C. Hopkins, and Charles
Dunn, Jr.—Judge Haskell’s Reply.

Judge

Putnam and

Messrs.

noon

of

Day’s

Duration

Friday,

March 27th

and the

sum-

hastily
ilarmingly painful,
moned physicians advised him that a
grave surgical operation afforded the
only hope of relief.
He received the intelligence with profound calmness, and asked and improved

short time to prapare his affairs for a
fatal result and cheerfully submitted
The following
himself to the surgeons.
lay gave hope of his recovery. Early in
of
March
the forenoon
29, fully
Sunday,
conscious, and with physical strength

wounds.
Honest,
bleeding
he
straightforward, frank and generous and
Calmly
His call was early.
was.
He lived true
bravely he answered it.
to duty—that done, he died in obedience
to a summons so short that it startles us.
We mourn his loss. We had no time to
words of comsay good bye, and speak
fort while yet he lingered alive. We can
but sorrow, and adorn his tomb with
garlands of our love.
’Tis but a step from the cradle, with

lullaby of love, to that great wayside
inn, where all, at length, must sleep; and
where the only salutation is good night.”
The resolution may bo spread upon the
records of the court, and out of respect
for the memory of the deceased, the
court will now adjourn.
The court then adjourned sine die.
its

i

SUPERIOR COURT.
Jury Decides That Martin J. Sullivan

The

Was

Guilty.

MISC EILAN EOD S.

court.

SUPREME-JUDICIAL

without

STATEMENT OF THE

BEFOBE JUD&E HASKELL.
et al vs. HenThursday—T. L- Mayo
et als, in equity.
This
ry M. Sanford
was a hearing in equity- adjourned from
the plaintiffs and
Sagadahoc county,
defendants were no-owners of the
schooner Frank Lam birth, the plaintiffs
owners.
in the fall
being the managingwas
changed from a
of 1887 the vessel
schoonei
rig, and was
barkentine to a
toi eign and
withdrawn from the
put into
and
was
trade
the coastwise
subsequentseek
to
recover
of
ly lost. 'The plaintiffs
the defendants their proportionate share
still due
on the
of an indebtedness
includes a
schooner, which indebtedness
tor
balance of the expense
changing from
The dea barkentine to a schooner rig.
the
change was unfendants claim that
and
was
made withauthorized by them
and that therefore
out tlieir knowledge,
Decision
reserved.
they are not liable.
George E. Huges. William
E. Hogan.

suddenly
seemingly unimpaired,
The Superior court room was crowded
OFFICE.
pired. If thoughtfulness and tender refor
calmness
and
unflinching
others,
yesterday morning with denizens from
gard
courage make death less distressing, his
Centro street and Gorham’s Corner to
Comand Winter Arrangement
FaU
In the Supreme Court yesterday afterndeed was happy.
hear the trial of Martin J. Sullivan for
in
exercises
in tesand
October
memorial
4,
1891.
the
occurred
Fairly
concurring
earnestly
mencing
noon,
on Deputy Sheriff
II. Sargent
cifying to his possession of all those an assault and battery
memory of the late William
which
have been so happily asA. Plummer, of the liquor force.
Charles
jualities
in
The resolutions
and Elliot King.
| cribed to him hv the gentleman who On the
ARBIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
morning of July 28th last,
E. B. Jack- moved the
memory of the late George
resolution, I second their
and Western, via Boston and Maine
Southern
Plummer
Deputy Sheriffs Sterling and
railroad (Eastern division)-Arrive 12.30 a. m„
son were also to have been presented,
idoption.
to arrest Sulli- 5.05 and 11.301>. m.;.close 8.00 a. m. 12 m.,
44
street
went
to
Centre
the
moved
C.
George
Hopkins, Esq.,
but it was explained by Sewall C. Strout,
m.; Sunday, arrives 1.15 p. m.,
-esolution of respect to the memory of van. Sullivan made his way over the 5.15 and 9.15 p. 9.15
p. m.
closes 3.30 and
Esq., that the committee having them in ;he late
roofs to a building on Pleasant street.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections
charge were not ready.
railroad
(Western division)
Maine
Elliott King, Esq.,
Plummer had run to this building and via Boston &
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; close
Hon. William L. Putnam presented
m.
resisted
8 a. m. and 2.45 p.
Mr. Hopkins said that several years ago found his man in it. Sullivan
the resolutions relating to Mr. Sargent,
Eastern, via Maine Central Eallroad—Arrive
office arrest, and struck Plummer a powerful
same
the
he
occupied
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; close 12.20 and 9.15 p. m,
saying as he did so:
a
cnncnea
hlummer
found
the
he
had
on
blow
who
with Mr. King,
jaw.
AUnilSlG Intel
utiuy
jncuoo
do him, and a long struggle took place. A via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
I hold in my hand appropriate resolu- kindly, warm hearted man anxious to
0.00 a. m., l.oo and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.15 a.
□rood to liia fellow men.
Mr. Kinff was
crowd of persons gathered, and as often m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
tions concerning our late brother, Mr.
Sargent, which' have been prepared by also an honest man and an honest law- as Plummer got the best of Sullivan
Farmington, intermediate offices and connecanother member of this bar, an apprecitions via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
his
in
one would pull him back and give
some
was
honest
He
impulse
by
1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m., and
ative friend, and which resolutions the yer.
relations to clients and to his associates. Martin a chance to recover. Once, when 12.20 p. m.
committee adopts. These I will move in
This honest impulse often led him to Plummer was
Bockland, intermediate offices and connections
behalf of the committee before closing.
being pulled back, Martin via
Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and
the poorest traits in his
I desire to say, most emphatically, that represent only
In
the
in
the
6
kicked
him
side.
was
p. m.; close at 6.15, and 12.20 p. m.
He
struggle
rather than the best.
character,
in
actin moving these resolutions and
Skouhegan, intermediate offices and conneca man of acute mind, with power as an
they got around by the stove, and Plum- tions,
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00
ing as chairman of the committee hav- orator to make a very clear presentation mer
hold
of
a stick of wood and used
a.
no
got
m., and 1.00 p. m.; close at 12.20 p. m.
I
am
performing
ing them in charge,
the
also
He
powof a subject.
possessed
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.00
it over Martin’s head until he said he
merely perfunctory duty.
er of understanding the prepossessions
а. m. and 1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close 6.30 and
If a sad task like this- can be grateful,
would give in and go. They got up, and 8.00 a. m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
of
a jury, and thus the means of leading
it is with the utmost gratification that I
He did Plummer led him down stairs to the
Ranoo;-—Arrive 2.00 a. m., l.OO.and 6. p. m.;
them to'his own conclusions.
find myself possessed of the opportunity
at 6.15 a. m., 12.20 and 9.15 p. m.
not enjoy the advantages of an early eduwhere Martin suddenly yanked Close
street,
and privilege of uttering a tribute to the
credit for doing so
Biddeford mid Saco—Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.30
and
deserved
cation
himself free and disappeared, Plummer, 5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close at 6.00 and 8.00 a.
memory of our deceased brother—a tri- much without those
advantages.
bute none the less heartfelt because, unm., 12.00, 2.45 and 5.15 p. m.
Mr. Hopkins presented the reso- in his exhausted condition, being unable
After
Canada, intermediate offices and connections
der the circumstances, it must be brief.
Sullivan kept out of the via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25 p. in.;
to chase him.
lutions, they were seconded by
My first acquaintance with Mr. Sargent
m.
1
Charles Dunn, Jr., Esq.
officers’ reach, being in Massachusetts, close 6.30 a. m. and p.
of such character as to be worthy of
A. If., intermediate offices and conGorham,,
entrance
on
at
his
commenced
It
was
subsethe name,
Mr. Dunn said that his
acquaintance until December 2-lth.
nections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
the study of the law, when he became a
found by Dr. Way, who exam- 8.40 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.; close 6.30 a. m., 1.00
Never have I had with Mr. King began when the former quently
and 4.30 p. m.
student in my office.
Mr. Dunn also ined Plummer, that two of his ribs were
was a student at law.
a student more
Swanton, Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
knew of him as a resident of Presque broken.
Enthusiastic, Earnest, Willing,
Arrive at 8.20 p. in.; close at8.00 a. in.
Sullivan claims that he did not strike
where the deceased was characterBartlett, A. H., intermediate offices and condevoted and unselfish than he, or more Isle,
Plummer at all.
nections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
in
business.
and
ized
industry
by aptness
at 10.00 a. m. and 8.20 p. m.; close at
Arrive
courteous and ready to assist whomsoThe jury was out but a short time and 8.00 a. m. and 2.45 p. m.
Mr. King as a lawyer was characterized
ever else might be about the office.
men
to
a
of
kindness
in
verdict
just entering brought
young
guilty. George
by
Bochestcr, A. H., intermediate offices and conHis disposition was to probe every- the law. In his course as a lawyer he
Portland ARocliester railroad—ArM. Seiders defended, and County Attor- nections, via
rive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
thing to the bottom with great eagerness always strove to avoid litigation by ef- ney Robinson appeared for the state.
11.45 a. m.
—the same disposition which he has fecting settlements out of court.
City Westbrook—Arrive at 8.40 a. m. 1.45 and
The next case was against Michael Mcб. 00 p. m.
JUDGE HASKELL’S REMARKS.
shown in the useful work accomplished
for
a
17
old,
liquor
years
boy
Donough,
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m., 1.45
At the conclusion of the addresses,
by him with reference to the York rec6.00 and 8.20 p. m.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45
nuisance. The officers say Michael has
a. m., and 5.30 p. m.
ords, and many other matters of public Judge Haskell spoke as follows:
been bottle carrier for Welch’s saloon on
he

ex-

uj

j. utu

llicviiciiuvy

xxuitui

historical interest.
His earnest and

lighted-up countebetrayed the student, as it afterthe
man.
ward betrayed
nance

For some time after he was admitted
tq the bar he remained in my office as a
practitioner, to my great satisfaction and
contentment in every particular; and his
departure on the hazardous and bfeld enterprise in the Spanish main, of which
lie LUUJS. Lilt;

iCctu,

w«x»

regret—not through,

uu mo

lack of

a OULIJ.A.C IU

hope

for his

success, but from a sense of personal
loss of his daily assistance and compan-

ionship.

that time on our acquaintance
continued of an intimate and most
friendly character so long as he lived;
and I can say no more for anyone than to
give my testimony to the fact that he
was, always, in ali relations, true, earFrom

nest, generous and brave.

I move the passage of the resolutions.
George E. Bird, Esq., in seconding the

members
have died, Mr. Jackson, well advanced
in life, Mr. King, past middle age, and
Mr. Sargent, younger still, all summoned,
regardless of age or station, without
Within

a

year, three of

our

premonition.

“Along the cool sequestered vale of life
They kept the noiseless tenor of their way,”

T * UGU Ui

Ol

OUUUV/ii,

“The melancholy days are come, the saddest ol

the year.”
“The corn is cut, the manor full of game,
Men drop so fast ere life’s mid stage we tread,
Few know so many friends alive, as dead.”

Notice of the death of the two last
be taken by the bar at this
time.
Mr. King came to the Bar late in life.
He was bom in 1841 and bred to agricultural pursuits, in Minot, Androscoggin
After a brief service in the
county.
army, near the close of the war, followed
by some years of varied employment, he
entered upon the study of law and became a practitioner in his native county.
From there he moved to Portland, and

only will

resolutions, said:
May it please the court, before second- first attracted notice by
ing the adoption of the resolutions offerAdvocating the Greenback Cause,
I beg permission to
ed by Mr. Putman.
read a short biographical sketch of our
He was a fluent speaker, and was much
deceased brother which X have prepared
sought for as a stump orator. Thereat the suggestion of the committee,
after he followed the practice of his proWilliam Mitchell Sargent was born
His business was
fession in this city.
at
Eldorado,
5,
184S,
Ark.,
September
and died at Portland on Easter morning neither large nor lucrative, but he purin 1891.
He
sued it with diligence and fidelity.
Although he was born in the South, wa s
the court and
courteous
to
always
his parents were of New England origin,
brethren of the Bar. He was
both being natives of Yarmouth, Me;, true to his
considerate of his clients’ necessities,
where their families bad long resided.
I
served them faithfully and well.
He continued to live at the place of his and
Commencement of the Civil War

when he came to the North to complete
His parents soon followhis education.
ed.
Entering the high school at Portland
in 1861 and passing the usual time in preparation, he was admitted in Jnly 1865
to Harvard College, which gave him the
degree of Bachelor of Arts in 1869 and

1872 that of Master of Arts.
two years
After graduation,
were
spent in teaching in Connecticut and
New Jersey and reading law as time was
In June 1871, returning to
afforded.
Portland, which thenceforth became his
home, lie entered the office of Hon. W.
L. Putnam and was admitted to the bar
of Cumberland county in October 1872.
Immediately he began, and for the next
eight years, continued the p ractice of

his profession, being
in

fl-io

invf'stiorntinn nf

knew his word or his honor in professional matters to be questioned. He
had a generous, hearty bearing, anti I
those qualities that
am glad to speak of
leave an affectionate remembrance benever

birth until the

largely employed
tit.lpK

which

un-

doubtedly led to a fondness for antiquarian and genealogical research, in all
of which he became well and enviably
known.
But in 1880, his belief in the possibility
and profitableness of river mining in the
United States of Columbia led to his undertaking the organization and equipan expedition to the
river
ment of
Atrato. Into this enterprise he threw

hind.
I only knew Mr. King as a lawyer.
Certain it is, that he had natural gifts;
and had his early training been to the
law, he would have gaineci greater success

at the

Bar.

Our

jealous mistress; and

profession

success

in it

is n

rarely

those who enter it without
early training suited to its demands.
The genial and pleasant address ol
Brother King we shall miss, and 1 air
comes

to

glad that the Bar has joined in some
pression of regard for his memory.

ex

He

taken in the midst of mature years
It may b<
with little notice of his call.
so with us;and it is a comfort to know
was

that those who survive are accustomec
to express some affection for the dead.
We do this today as a duty and a pleas
ure, flowing from fraternal bonds.

multitude of

resoluteness overcame
difficulties. He sailed with the expedition he had organized in February, 1881,
but overcome with labor and anxiety a
serious illness compelled his return immediately on his arrival at Cartagena.
His recovery was slow.
He, however, resumed his practice in
1882orl883.
Shortly after he began,
under the direction of the Maine Historical Society, the editing of the earliest
volumes of York Deeds, six of which
were published under his supervision.
In 18S8 he jiublished a volume of the
under the title
earliest Maine wills,
“Maine Wills,” and from time to time
contributed papers and material to the
Maine Historical
Society and Maine
Genealogical Society, of both of which
he was a valued member. Whatever he
did was done with earnestness and zeal,
and thoroughness and .exactness were his
constant aim.

Cynthia.
At Portland Theatre this and Saturday
evenings and Saturday afternoon, Paige’s
World’s Fair Company will again appear

from th<

the Bar.

Foi

several years he studied under the guid
ing hand of a learned and experienced
instructor.

His

tastes led him into historical and genea
logical research that, once entered upon
enkindled a zeal and stimulated a persenatura
vex'ance that could but produce
results. The volumes of ancient deed!
and wills of the county of York, a worl
of years, largely prepared and published
under his directioii, will forever marl
and show tin
the peculiar accuracy
scholarly tastes of the man, arising from
hard
thai
the
prize,
bought
only study and discipline can give.
Mr. Sargent had polite address anc
polished manner. His chosen associate!
were persons of literary tastes, fond o:
But for im
learning and of letters.
paired health, his attainments were sun !
to have given him a more prominent po
sition in the profession.
Although foi
many years before the sddden illnesi ;
that carried him off, he engaged in worl :
outside his vocation, we cannot forge ;
the ties of friendship that early bourn
him to us, ties that could not be severec

selling for $12.75 must leave their order
Friday or Saturday as none will be taken
at the price after Monday, February 1st.
We

m. to

following

Concert,

sonnet was written on

the occasion of the debut of Miss Leo
nora Von Stosch in New York, October
in the New York

18th, and published

Critic of November 7th:
TO A YOUNG VIOLINIST.

Fair sister of the muses! ’tis the hour
Dearest of all, when thou dost wed thy art.;
No bride more radiant, a more single heart
Gave to her chosen—and what a noble dower!
Graces aldn to forest and to flower;
A spirit blithe as dawn; a soul astart;
A nature rich, to keep thee what thou art—
A star of beauty and a flame of power.
Now, while the tranced throng turn each tc

Sharing their joy, think!st

then on

those younj

years,
When many

a day and night was unbeguued
Save by this love (that lightened toil and tears!
melts
Thv music
upon the verge of speech,
Fame crowns the artist, I, the constant child.

—Jt. U. Johnson.

just'been present
Stradivarius violin, costing

Miss Von Stosch has

with

ed

a

$5000, which
tonight.

she will use at the concei-1

Miss Von Stosch will play Vieuxtemps’
“Balle do Polonaise,” and Sarasate’s
“Gypsy Dances.”
Lillian Durell

Opera Company.
lift

(TlVATl

an

extra

next

and as
Tin

leading characters are solo artists of merMiss Lilit and established reputation.
lian Durcll, though young, has already
attained an enviable position among so
work
pranos, both in concert and stage
She is

a

pure dramatic soprano, possess

rich, musical voice, highly culti
She is also a charming actress
vated.
combining a beautiful stage presence
graceful bearing and attractive manner
Tickets are on sale at Stockbridge’s.

ing

a

Paderewski.

Paderewski, the great pi
anist, who will appear at City Hall, Feb
the Bostoi
ruary 20th and March 1st,
Herald says:
“He is a player that completely satisfies and constantly surprises the mos
calmly critical hearer, and the enthusi ;
Speaking

of

1st.

Cashier's Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30 a,
7.00 p. in.; Money order department, 9 a.
to 6.00 p. in.
Registry departmont, 9.00
a. in. to 6.00 p. m,
General Delivery, (Sundays excepted) 7.30
a. ill. to 7.00 p. ill.
Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a. m.
Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section oi the city between High and
India streets, at 7.00 and 9.15 a. m., 12.30,1.30,
and 5.15 p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.
Sunday delivery at Post
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. m. Collections
from street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00
and 8.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.

actual value.$351,167.42
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.8 16,390.00
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks.
76,052.98
All other demands against the cometc.
viz:
2,509.25
commissions,
pany,
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus... 94,962.23
Capital actually paid up in cash.... 200,000.00

In this city, Jau. 24, by Eev. ,T. M. Frost, Alden Z. Cates and Mrs. Ada A. Hayden, both oi
Portland.
In Lisbon Falls, Jan. 27, by Eev. Geo. Plummer, Fred Joyce and Miss Kate Mattock, both
of Lisbon Falls.
In Naples. Dec. 24, Osborne B. Shaw and Miss
Julia M. Nason, botli of Sebago.
In Naples. Dec. 27, Melville S. Brackett oi
Naples and Miss Minerva Maines of Otlsfleld.
In Cutler, .Tan. 16. Ernest E. Huntley and
Miss Esther Itamsdell.
In South China, Jan. 22, J. Lincoln Jones and
Miss Lora Silbey.
In Shapleigli. Jan. 13, Eoscoe E. Grant and
Miss Etta M. Hurd, both of Acton.

^ait/ajuuuuuui.

XZ.IZ —

eluding

The City Directory drew another ver;
large and delighted audience last night
George S. Staley, in "‘A Royal Pass,’
soon

be

a

u.tuuiuvu

surplus. $351,107.42

net

Agent,
Building.

Rank

First National

5,

jan23law3wS

Goods shown in Cloak and Suit Room.

Traders and Meciianics Insurance Co.
(MUTUAL)
of XjO \A/BXjXj,
Incorporated June

BROTHERS.

RINES

Fire, Smoke and Water!

1348.

STATEMENT JAN. 1, 1893.
risk.1833,858,193.00
Reserved for Re-insurance. $247,864.13
630.31
Commissions.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 398 985.15
Amount at

Total Cash Assets. $647,479.59
Cash. S 33,995.59
Bonds and Stocks. 118,017.60
Mortgages and Collateral Notes.. 485,053.80
5,729.45
Interest due and accrued.
4,683.25
Premiums Due, gross.

$647,479.69

ENTIRE

STOCK

OE

Deposit Notes.$495,714.05

This Company Pays the Following Dividends:

BITS, CAPS, CLOVES,
-j3l3NTX>-

On One-year Policies.30 per cent.
On Three-year Policies.50
On Pive-year Policies.70
J. if.
5,

Boom

WEBSTER, Agent,

First

Cents’

Furnishings,

To be closed out in 30
regardless of cost.

Building.
law3wS

Holyoke Mutual Fire ins, Go.
Annual
Amount at

SALEM, MASS.

Statement, January 1, 1892.
$35,175,101.03*

Bisk,

ASSETS.

CASH

days

Bank

National

jan23

OF

Real Estate.? 40,uuu.oo
Mortgages. 114,750.00
Bonds, Stocks, etc. 664.511.75
9,710.43
Interest accrued, etc.
731.19
Premiums due, gross.

Cash..'.».

9,083.49

$838,786.86

LIABILITIES.
Reserved for reinsux-anee.$250,629.40

Unpaid

3,250.00

losses.

119.96
Commissions.
Guaranty capital. 100,000.00
liabilities.
484,787.50
Surplus over all

$838,786.86
$500,069.61

Contingent Assets.

20 per cent
Dividends on polieiesfor one year,
three years, 50
five years,
70

AGENTS : Thomas H. Riley, Brunswick,
Joseph H. Webster, Portland, Me., 1st
NationalBank Bld'g,Rooms. jn23dlaxv3wS
Me.;

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1S78.
.

We have

a

complete

UL1,

UJLUU HUSH,

years 26 days.
Ill Bristol, Jail. 15,
In Bristol, Jail. 17,
36 years.
In Nobleboro, Jan.
72 years.

Eobert Covel, aged 65 yrs
Constantine McLain, aged

11, Joseph C. Eollins,

agec

In Nobleboro, Jan. 19, Patience Bryant, agec

85 years.

1ft

T-111

f’si.Yit

ThoqdTi W

from which the excess of
oil has been remo'* ed, is

AND NEW MOWN HAY.

Pure
and it is Soluble.

CEORCE

70 years.
In

Norway, Jan. 19, Mrs. Thomas Austin

aged 87 years.
In Norway, Jan. IS, Mrs. Moses Parsons
aged 79 yews.
In Bethel, Jan. 16, Mrs. Cynthia Russell, aget
82

years.
In Buckfield, Jan. 14, Truman Shaw, aget
_

PIANOS.

T

In Bnckileld, Jan. 17. J.

W. Adams, aget

85 years.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 18, Mrs. Catharine
aged 72 years.
In East Waldobero, Jan. 14, George
aged 75 years.
,,

Spear
Spear

1,

Stwftj

Sons Go.

STE5NWAY,
WEBER,
HAKDSV5AN,
GABLER,
HENNiNG,

PIARTOS.
We have just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Pianos for the
Holiday trade.
AH of our instruments are carefully selected

by

an

540 CONGRESS ST.
T. O. McGOUXiUIlIC,
eodtf
dec2
HVCo.xa.^xSOi".

A Famous
French Chef
once

Monmouth, Jan.25, Mrs. Hannah W. Mars
of the late B. P. Marston, aged 7-4
years 9 months.
In Augusta. Jan. 21, Mrs. Martha C. Mason
aged 89

Liebig Company’s

In

Extract of Beef.”

years._

Genuine only with signature. Invaluable in

improved and economic cookery. For Soups,

SMKYO,

Sauces
Dishes.

Elm

Street,

Biddeford,

Maine.

Parties in want of Brass, Composition oi
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspont
before ordering elsewhere, first class work a
dec31eod2m
reasonable prices.

a

n

d

Made

ja«26eodlm
The Non Forfeitable and Incontestable features of the policies of the

Jess than

c>«.

cent

IS

CO.,

for invalids
for persons in health.

admirably adapted

well

as

Sold

as

by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO.,

Dorchester,

Mess.

W.ALLEN,
dtf

STEVENS & JONES

Strength!

COiMP'ii.Ki'S',

Manufacturing
Stationers.
LITHOGRAPHING,
PRINTING M BINDING
A

wrote: “The very soul of

ton, widow

FOUNDRY,

C.

CUJJ'

JLli

UUUUIUUSj UUUiUUlUg,
strengthening, easily digested,

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O BAILEY.
marl 4

economical, costing
and

BABLEY 8t

expert.

Bailey.

BRASS

F. ©.

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.

cooking is the stock-pot, and
the finest stock-pot is

G. W.

No Chemicals
used in its preparation. It has
more than three times the strength of
Cocoa mixed with Starch, Arrowroot
or
Sugar, and is therefore far more
C&

AUCTION SALES.

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

In Whitefleld. Jan. 7, Mrs. Emeline Bailey
formerly of Woolwich, aged 84 years 9 months
In-Whitefleld, Jan. 18, Mrs. Margaret J. Bai
ley. aged 80 years 7 months,—wife of John S

_

FRYE,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

m

69 years.

C.

Congress Street.

320

Sim

aged 75 years.
Ill Headfield, Jan, 12, Mrs. Mary W Sanford
aged 85 years.
In Augusta, Jan. 15, Erastus Haskell, form
erly of Winthrop, aged 78 years.
In Hallowed, Mrs. Darius 0. Nye, aged 61 yn
In Norway, Jan. 20, Littleton Holden, aget

itlAX

BLOSSOM, LILY OF THE YALLEY,
FRANGIPANNI, CLOVE PINK,

are

In Damariscotta, Jan. 19, Mrs. Harriet Chap

1.. llT.,l,lcKnn/\

Baker & Co.’s

Breakfast
Goeoa

cashmere

JljtliXU laWr H,

HULhl,

are

We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons feeling iliat they
will give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a handsome stoppered bottle con
taining a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents.

Ill this city, Jan. 27, Hattie
E. M. Harlow, aged 2 years 4

May, daughter ol
months 4 days.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 1 o’clock
at No. 97 1-2 Middle streat.
In Cumberland Centre, Jan. 27, William Blan
cliard. aged 83 years 9 months 16 days.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock
fi bm his late residence.
In Brunswick, Jau. 21, Nellie B. Joy, aged 2f

line of these Standard Odors among which
the following:

ylaxg ylaxg, white hose, jockey club,

DEATHS.

85

Notes.

56,205.19

Surplus beyond capital.

J. H. WEBSTER,

MARRIAGES.

here.”

Ullie Akerstrom will

sets

OFFICE HOTJKS.

of the audience of yesterday may lx
safely taken as a sample of that which ii
sure to characterize his further recital:

and

of all the admitted asof the company at their

Aggregate

Room

asm

Portland Theatre.

any Suit to be done

until the first of March.
However, the
orders for Suits are taken before February

moils,

511 t.llA StAA.lr

Wednesday,
entertainment Thursday.

bridge “Pop”

notpromise

Cash, S200,000.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1891.
Heal Estate owned by the company, unincumbered. 875,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
31,900.00
liens).
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value. 139,880.00
3,900.00
Loans secm-ed by collaterals.
Cash in the company’s principal
90,253.68
office and in bank.
682.83
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection
9,081.82
1,079.01)
Rents.

in.

Tonight the Rossini Club will give
their concert at City Hall, assisted by
Miss Leonora Yon Stosch, violinist. The
Artistic Federation of Brussels says
“Mile. Yon Stosch, a young and graceful
girl, played the ‘Rondo Capriccioso’ of
Saint-Saens, with instinctive dash, elegance and feeling. Her technique is fine,
her tone invariably pure.” Good seats
can be obtained at Stockbridge’s.
The

can

III.

mous years ago, and better than most of
the modern dramas.
The Rossini

are

we

Duel! Pond, WestbrookfWindham, Raymond
and South Casco—Arrive at 12 m.; close at 1.45
p. ill.
Cape Elizabeth and Bowem Beach, KnightvlUe
—Arrive at 10.00 a. m.; close at 2.45 p. m.

a popular drama,’ the piece being
“Cynthia, the Gypsy Queen,” made far

in

-O-

came

vuimuoiuuuo

South Portland (Ferry, Village) and Willard
—Arrive at 8 a. m., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a.
ni. and 2.15 p. in.
East Deering—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.; close at
5.30 p. m.

Sargent,

youngest of the three,
university to training' for

the

uuu

advan-

Easlport, (tri-weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.,
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
Chebeague, Lonrt and Bailey’s Islands—Arrive
at 9.15 a. m.; close-at 1.30 p. m.
Peak’s Island—Arrive 10.00 a. m.; close 1.45

p.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

mill
Mr.

opportunities were well
improved; but, when the goal had beer
reached, and he had fairly begun hi.1
himself with all the
professional life, full of hope and antici
pation, his health failed him, and, for a
and
Ardor
Hopefulness
time, he was compelled to devote him
of his nature and by his energy and self to more restful pursuits; and his
a

SenVerdict guilty.
Centre street.
tenced to pay a fine of $200 and costs,
and if not paid in ten days to six months
in jail. Committed.

WJU'-'V.J

Paid lip in

Capital

All customers who wish to take
tage of the sale of the $17 Suits

Y., DEC. 31,1891.

N.

ALBANY,

OF

PORTLAND-POST

—

Co.,

Commerce Insurance

Specialty.
Orders tor BLANK BOOKS and
CHECK BOOKS promptly attended to.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL
ian27eodtf

A. R. & E. A.

Real Estate
$50,000
in large

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

COMEMRCIAL

ality.

■VO.

9 8

PAPER.

4, Jose Building.
EXCHANGE STREET,

Rooms 3

iui

L©si2i

or

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSUItANOE COMPANY, places them in the
frontrank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

«

laiCi s. Out no equal.

hi id

eodly

— *****

The Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
it now,
treasure more vainaWo than gold. Lend
man, and learn to
every WEAKaad NERVOUS
Review*
(Copyrighted.)
jledicaL
•—
bo STRONG
does

DOTEN,

and Loans.
t©

Gold Mcdnl PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREDISEASES
all
MATURE DECLINE, and
and YTEAKNBSSE5 of MAN. M pages, doth,
Only *1.00
gilt; 125 invaluable prescriptions.
By mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements
SEND
cf the Dross and voluntary fr’KS* B* e HC\\U
testimonials cf tho cared. ■ »*“■■■« WU#.
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatCERment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and
m&Tv rTTKT!.
Adcl^e*^ Pr. W. IT- Prrkcr,.or
Tho Peabody Medical Institute* No. 4 Bulfinch St.,
Boston, Marts.
imiTho Peabody Medical Institute has many

__eod&wly

FTJBIiIO S^3L.3ES
-op-

SIDE-WHEEL PASSENGER STEAMER
“E-IiORUDA.”
THE BALTIMORE STEAM PACKET CO.
sell, by public auction, at the COLUMBIAN
AND
DRY-DOCK COMIllON WORKS
PANY’S DOCK. BALTIMORE, their SideWheel Steamer “FLORIDA.” 1200 tons gross
measurement, on WEDNESDAY, February 17,
Terms and lull de1802. at 1 o’clock P. M.
scription mailed, or Steamer shown on application to
D. .1. HILL.. Silpt. Balto. Steam Packet Co.,
or WM. SEEMULLER & CO.. Aucts..
11 So. Charles St.. Baltimore, Md.
will

janlS,20,23,25,S0,febl,6,8,13,15

VISIONS.
Visions

again.
Leaving in their airy train
soft
and
low.
Just a rhythm,
Of their movement to and fro—
Something like an old refrain.
come

and go

’Tis the way with summer rain;
’Tis the way with joy and pain;
’Tis tho way with ail we ken
Of the lives of mortal men;
Just to come, then go again.
—W. N. Roundy in Harper’s Weekly.

THE ROBBER.

“"When I tell you, you will not believe me.”
“Never mind; tell us, all the same.”
“Willingly, but I feel the necessity of
first declaring that my story is true in
every particular, improbable as it seems.
Artists alone will not bo surprised, particularly those who lived in that period
when the spirit of fun and frolic pervaded artist life, even in the most seri-

circumstances.”
in the

This conversation took place
sa’Va-manger of the Hotel de Barbison
among a lot of students.
The old artist who had just spoken
placed himself astride his chair and continued:
Well, we had diued that evening with
Sorieul. Poor fellow, he is now dead!
There were only three of us—Sorieul,
Le Poittevin and myself. Sorieul was
me wiiuesi

oi us

an,

tmu

i.u

™ « uau

dined at lii3 house signifies—we were all
drunk. Le Poitteviu alone retained hi:;
sel)s0s_a little cloudy, it is true—still ho
knew what ho was doing. Ah! we were
young in those days.
Lying on the carpet in a little room adjoining the atelier, we discussed in the
most extravagant manner all kinds of

improbable things.
Sorienl, flat on his back, his feet

on the back of a chair, talked
about battles and the uniforms worn during the empire. Suddenly getting up,
he went to a large wardrobe and took

perched

down a complete suit of hussar uniform,
dressed himself in it, then tried to persuade Le Poittevin to costume himself
When he resisted wa
as a grenadier.
seized him, undressed him, and forced
him into an immense uniform which
completely swallowed him up.
1 disguised myself as a cuirassier, and
Sorienl made us execute some very com-

plicated

menenvers.

Then he exclaimed, “A3 we are now
soldiers, we must drink like soldiers!”
A punch was lighted, swallowed;
again and again the flames rose up from
the bowl of rum. We sang th* old songs
which the troopers of the Grand Army
sang in ancient times.
Suddenly Le Poittevin, who in spits
of all this was still master of himself,
made us a sign to be silent; after listening a moment, he said, in a low voice,
“I am sure 1 hear some one walking in
the atelier!”
sorieul

goi up

as wtu as lie cuuiu, auu

cried out, “A robber! what luck!” and
began to troll the “Marseillaise,” “To
arms! To arms, ye brave!”
We dashed to a panoply of arms and
equipped ourselves according to our uniforms. I had a kind of musket, with a
saber; Le Poittevin a gigantic gun with
a bayonet; Sorieul, not finding what he
wanted, seized a horse pistol, which he
stuck in his belt, and a boarding ax,
which he wildly brandished. Then
cautiously opening the door of the atelier, the army entered the suspected ter-

ritory.

in the midst of this
vast room, encumbered with easels, pictures and strange, unexpected objects
of furniture, Sorieul called a halt and
said: “I constitute myself general. Let
You cuirasus hold a council of war.
siers, go and cut off the retreat of the
You
enemy, that is, ‘Lock the door.’
grenadiers will be my escort.”
I executed the commanded movement,
then joined the troop that formed the
When

we were

reconnoitering party.
1 was searching behind a great screen,
a lighted candle in my hand, when a
furious noise burst forth.

Tiie Island of Juan Fernandez Coming
Into Prominence.

In Case

1 darted out

to find Le Poittevin had stuck his bayonet into the breast of a lay figure, and
Sorieul was trying to cut off the head

with his ax.
The mistake being recognized the general commanded, “Be more prudent!”
and again we commenced operations.
For twenty minutes at least we ransacked every comer and crevice of the
atelier without success. At last Lo Poittovin thought of opening a large closet.
It was dark and deep. 1 thrust in my
arm, holding the light, bnt quickly recoiled; a man—a living, breathing man
—was there looking at me!
I immediately shut the door and secured it by two turns of the key; then
wo held a new council of war.
Opinions were very much divided. Sorieul wanted to smoke out the robber, Le
Poittevin to take him by famine; I proposed to blow him up with powder.
The advice of Le Poittevin prevailed.
While he mounted guard with his
gigantic gun we ran off for the remainder of the punch and our pipes; when
we installed ourselves before the locked
door and drank to the health of the prisoner.

At the end of half an hour Sorieul said;
“All the same, 1 would like to see him
nearer! Suppose we take him by force!”
I.cried “Bravo!” Each one dashed to
his arms, the closet door was opened,
Sorieul cocking his pistol—which was
not loaded—was the first to rush in, we
followed, howling and j’elling. It was
an awful scrimmage in the dark, and
after five minutes of frightful struggling

brought out an old, dirty, ragged
looking beggar with long white hair.
we

We hound him hand and foot and proceeded to question him. He would not
answer a word.
Then Sorieul, full of dignified drunkenness, said, “We must try this man, and
pas3 sentence upon him.” 1 was so
drunk the proposition seemed perfectly
natural to me. Lo Poittevin was charged
with the defense, and 1 to sustain the
accusation. Ho was condemned to death;
only one dissenting voice, that of his defender.
We were going to execute the
sentence, when a serious scruple came to
Sorieul. He said: “This man ought not

of War with the

and Turned Into

a

Carried away by his example, I fired
in my turn. My musket was an old
flintlock, and sent forth a tiny spark,

to my

great surprise.

Then Le Poittovin said in grave tones.
"Have we the right to kill this man?*
Sorieul in groat astonishment cried
out, “Certainly, when we have condemned him to death!”
“But,” continued Le Poittevin, “they
don't shoot civilians. They are always
hanged. We must take this one to the
n Ld LiVJU.

This argument appeared conclusive.
We picked up the old fellow—he
would not walk a step—bound him securely to a plank taken from the model
table, and carried him, Le Poittevin at
the head, I at the foot, while Sorieul,
armed to the teeth, closed the line of
march.
When we reached the station house,
the sentinel arrested us. The chief of
police was sent for. He knew us well,

nearly every day witnessing some of out
jokes, pranks and unheard of capers.
He refused to receive our prisonori

Sorieul insisted; then the officer severely invited ns to return home and make
no mure noise.
The troop Rgain took up the line of
march and returned to the atelier.
“What are we going to do with this
old robber?” i asked.
Le Poittevin, touched with tender
pity, declared he looked terribly exhausted. Truly the old fellow had an
agonizing appearance, gagged, tied hand
and foot and securely bound to his

plank.

taken in my turn with violent
1 took off his gag and said, “Well,
my poor old man, how do you feel now?”
1

was

pity.

He groaned, “In the name of God, Fve
had enough!”
Then Sorieul became affectionately paternal. He untied him, placed him in
an armchair, fondled him, called him
“thee” and “thou.” And to comfort
him we all three ran off to make him a
fresh punch, The old scamp, tranquilly
seated in his armchair, coolly regarded us.
W nen tlie puncn wasreaciy we roucnea
glasses with him, “wishing him long life
and prosperity.”
Our prisoner drank as much as a regiment, and when daylight appeared he
got up and said, “1 am sorry to leave
you, gentlemen, but 1 must go.”
were
We
desolate,
heartbroken,
begged him to stay, but he would remain no longer. Then we followed him
to the door, shook hands with him.
Sorieul lighted him through the vestibule and called out: “Take care, my
old friend, there’s a bad step there!
Don’t fall!”
A hearty' laugh followed this ridiculous story of the old artist, who got up,
lighted his pipe and standing in front
of us added:
“The drollest part of my story, gentlemen, is this: Every word of it is
true!”—Translated from the French of
Guy de Maupassant by M. E. B. for Ro-

Be

South Sea

Captnred
Gibraltar.

Famous Fortresses.

ways been

places

of romantic interest as well as
of great political importance.
which
Thoso
command impor«...
’1
taut waters have
been struggled for with desperate energy, and it is scarcely necessary to add
that Great Britain has secured the most
important. Gibraltar and Aden, commanding the Mediterranean and the
Red sea, and insuring control of the
route to India, are hers; Malta, the
great naval station in the eastern Medir

r>._^

us

cuasi, line ib

ucaiijr

JUAN FERNANDEZ.

twice that of the United States, extending from latitude 24 to 56 south. Deducting Patagonia west, however, over
which Chilian jurisdiction is but nominal, the coast line runs through but 19
degs. of latitude; and as Chili is nowhere over 290 miles vide, and in some
places but fifty, its configuration is much
like a yard of ribbon, and the total of
real Chilian area is but 133,000 square

miles.
The harbors in the order of their excellence are Talcahuana, Coquimbo,
Valparaiso, Caldera aod Valdivia, but
the third is the most important. It is evident therefore that if there is war the
islands will be of vast importance. Incidentally it may be noted that in no part
of the world do American sailors enjoy
better health than on the coast of Chili,
and that the climate of Juan Fernandez
is perfection—if such there be in this
mance.
world.
Peeled Almonds Are Nutritive.
The island so famous in song and
An English physician is till this mo- story, often called “Robinson Crusoe’s
ment the sole authority for a statement island,” lies about 400 miles west of
concerning the nutritive value of peeled Valparaiso, in latitude 33 degs. and 38
almonds. “I seldom go my ronnds,” he min. south—just the right latitude for a
says, “without taking a little packet of seagirt isle to have all the advantages of
almonds with me, and 1 find 1 am car- the tropics and temperate zones. It is
ried on for hours without so much as about one-third larger than Staten Isremembering that I have missed my tea land—that is, it contains about ninety
He does not advocate square miles, its greatest length being
or luncheon.”
their whoiesomo qualities except indi- seventeen miles and greatest width sixrectly, but he will doubtless find many teen miles. Port Cumberland is the
only good harbor, and not only is the
ready disciples to his theory.
Peeled and browned and salted al- island landlocked on all sides, but reefs
monds are a much prized dainty', hither- surround it in such a way that there are
to indulged in with caution under the but few openings into the comparatively
impression that they were most per- calm water inshore.
nicious in their effects upon the digestive
organs. A few seasons ago in Washington the serious illness of several society' women was alleged to have been
caused by persistent almond munching,
and the discussion evoked at that time
created a projuice against the crisp
and toothsome edible. If we have been
mistaken all these years the gayety of
the future, at least, is added to.—Her
romt or view m JNew xorK
One of Nature’s

limes.

Cathedrals.

One of the most interesting curiosities
in New Mexico is the famous “Navajo
Church,” a few miles from Wingate, at
the foot of a largo butte, a, rock much
resembling a cathedral, with tall spires
and Gothic buttresses. It is an object
of great reverence to the Navajo tribe.
—Goldthwaite’s Geographical Magazine
Mexican Flowers.

The most striking characteristic of
the Mexican flowers is their deep, rich
color. The prevailing hues are always
glowing and intense. The tropical forests of the country afford a rich field for
the botanists, for in their shades bloom
tlio most exquisitely tinted flowers and

orchids.—Philadelphia Ledger.
A

Purely Private Matter.

The chaplain of a convict prison asked
one of his flock who was in durance rile
for manslaughter what man he had
killed. “It was a woman, my wife, and
not a man,” he replied; “but, sir,” he

continued,

“it was

altogether

a

private

matter, with which the public has
concern.”—Good Words.

no

We thought he had a "lrog ni his throat” bnt
lie was only hoarse; a hottle ol' Dr. Pull's Cough
Syrup relieved the trouble at ouce.

Captain
Alexander Selkirk, the supposed original of Robinson Crusoe. Next a Spaniard named Juan Fernandez located
there with his family and gave the
island population and a name. Quite a
community had gathered when Chili bea

independent

and made the island

penal colony.

The convicts were indulged in a great
deal of liberty and the garrison was
small. One night the former rose in revolt, massacred the soldiers and many
of the hon»t villagers of Port Cumberland, but rum, rioting and mutual murder soon reduced them to a handful.
Then came a Chilian man-of-war and
slaughtered all the survivors except a
in the wild
very few, who found refuge
interior. A little later the mate of an
American whaler found a few widows
and
of th9 convicts living in

daughters

in a hidden valley; he deserted,
took up his abode with them, and rounded a family which still has representatives on the island.
cave

a

Just reSALE—Molasses and Tea.
a choice new Ponce, Porto Rico
if
of
you like line
molasses, first the season;
goods we have it; also the fourth lot oi that
We.
tea.
are
famous 50c
receiving very nattering testimony in regard to the quality and
it
tea.
if
of
this
strength
you have not tried
call for sample free. GEO. H. LORD, 272 Con20-1
gress street.
SALE—Or exchange for small house,
purchaser giving mortgage for difference,
no cash required, a gentlemen's brick residence,
at
every modern improvement, property valued
$8500, near High street; also two pieces of
rented property that pay about 14 .per cent
W. P. CARR. Real Estate,
on investment.
29-1
Room 0, second floor, 185 Middle St.

FORceived

Franklin

venturers found

an

abundant meat sup-

A.1’==

Six Dollars a fear if Paid la Advance.
•*

street.28-th

Four
SALE—And Storage To Let.
single second band sleighs, some old comforts ill plush and gree.il cloth, prices from $15
to $35; 1 set light driving harnesses at a bargain ; also storage for carriages and sleighs at
FERN A hi) &
stable. 697 Congress street.

=

Daily

PAID

NOT

171011

ADVANCE, S7.C0.

IN

1

SAWYER.__28-1

of the best -wholesale and
markets in the city of
on one ot the principal
Boston,
anil
no restrictions; new
lease
five
streets;
year
refrigerator having a capacity of one ear beef;
also horse and butcher's wagon if wanted. Best
of reasons given for selling. Address P. O. Box
1613, Portland. Me.__27-1
SALE—One
IJORjobbing
provision
and located

Full and Complete Telegraphic news.
Local

Cabinet

Upright
SALE—Elegant
FOIt
Grand Pianoforte, 7 1-3 octoves; used but
warrantee from maker
si
tone

x

months; good as new;

Will be sold at

years.

this

a

sacrifice

great

Fields

State

and

as

COMPLETELY

office.20-1

the grocer, 291 Con-

SALE—Whitney
FORgress
St., sells Saur-Iiraut for 12c qt, 40c
dealer in the city to
He

challenges any
gallon.
Sole agent
match his 50c Tea for the money.
for Arabian Coffee.25-1

COVERED.

at cost

I have

FUST-CLASS FINANCIAL AIS HE
NEWS

few imported

domestic overcoatings, suitings and
IVORandSALE
left which I will sell at cost, to
1

a

DEPARTMENTS.

trouserings

make room for Spring goods. Perfect fit or no
FltEl) W. GEOSSTUCK, 10 Free
money.
23-1

street.

_

Despite the drift of waifs and outcasts
and the incoming of honest Chilian colonists the population is not one-tenth what
the island would sustain. It is the ideal
place for an American coaling and military station and capable of being easily
made the Gibraltar of the South seas.
The largest vessels could easily enter the
harbor of Port Cumberland, but nowhere else could they reach the shore,
and from the heights a garrison could
defend it against the navies of the world.
El Yunke (The Anvil), the highest
mountain on the island, rises but 3,000
feet above the sea. With the Nicaragua
canal completed and Juan Fernandez
held and fortified the United States
need not beg any South American nation
to treat her sailors decently.
Arica is the most southern port save
one in Peru, and therefore a place of
great importance in relation to Chili,
and the Morro or high rocky headland
by it is a natural fortress of immense
strength. On this Peru has long maintained a garrison, but that nation is not
now in a condition to utilize its strength.
The history of Gibraltar shows the immense advantage of holding such places.
The Saracens fortified it in 712 and held
It

against tile vyiirisnans

lur oai

yema.

Later they captured it and held it twenty-nine years. Then the Spaniards held
it 240 years, till the famous Sir George
Rooke and the Prince of Hesse Darmstadt, with combined British and Dutch
fleets, captured it on Aug. 4, 1704. In
1779-83 occurred the ever memorable
siege by the combined naval forces of
France and Spain.
For three years the attention of the
civilized world was fixed upon that rock,
and on several occasions the most furious bombardments were maintained for
weeks. In December, 1781, a thousand
pieces of fixed artillery and forty-seven
ships of the line played on the fortress,
while 40,000 men pressed the approaches
from the land side. Yet the English,
numbering 7,000 men, under Sir Gilbert
Elliott, beat them off. At one time, it
is claimed, about 800 English in an advanced fortress drove back the whole attacking land force. In September, 1782,
the besiegers succeeded in getting ten
great floating batteries close to the
fortress, and on the 13th one of the most
dreadful cannonadings in history took
At midnight every floating battery
but one had been set on fire by red hot

place.

shot, and all tlieir crews were drowned or
killed save 400, who were rescued by the
British. The latter lost sixteen killed
and sixty-eight wounded. In February,
1783, the general peace was concluded,
and that ended the famous siege.
.1. H. Beadle.

SALE—'The line residence, No. 41
Thomas street. Modern and first class in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
No. 243 Commercial street._]anl2-q

ITiOR

storied house, corner of
volt SALE—A
Sheridan and Monument streets. Apply at
the house, 87 MONUMENT STREET.
8-4_

I

SALE—At cost, rather than' carry over
my Fall and Winter Woolens. Trousers
from $5 up, Suits from §20 up. Overcoats from
$20 up, for cash only. Good fit or no money.
F. W. GROSSTUCIv. 10 Free street. jan2-7

FOR

cat with white throat and
the
28-1

_

ost—On Congress street, between Elsworth
j street and Monument square, lady’s gold
watch and chain, marked or. inside of hack case,
Please leave
Vesta C. Wbitton, Fairfield, Me.
at GEO. M. YOUNG'S*Monument square, and
28-1
receive reward._

I-

_

j-utuivi

mu

gicaicai

cure uu

earth for Kheumatism and Neuralgia in
tuelr worst chronic forms; 1 suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. SufferMISS E. S.
ers write to me and enclose stamp.
OKU, East Harpswell. Me.jan9ri&w2m*

_Thomaston,

jail22FM&Wtf

LPT.—The entire floor, up two flights,
Two
rooms will
separate or together.
Inquire of A. 1'. HILL & CO., 500 Congress street.___2 <3-1
0 LET—Two very desirable tenements, centrally located; Price $10 and $12 per
month; also for sale <3 houses near Union
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchange

street.___25-1

and well located
occupied by
fancy goods
Ohcnery
Co., as a
establishment; also a manufactory connected
therewith. Frontage about 20 feet, dentil So
BENJAMIN
feet. Possession Feb. 1, 1892.
SHAW, 51% Exchange street._ianiu-tf
mo LET—Very desirable rooms at 457 Cuin.S_ borlanu street._18-1
mo BE LET~Th<r~eiegarit residence of tile
A late N. C. Sawyer, in Decring, is offered
for lease for a term of years; possession given
immediatelv. Inquire id K. A. NOYES, Treas.
Public Library. «5 Exchange St._2-tf
KENT—The spacious
No. 241 Middle,
1,101:store
&
wholesale
now

raio LET-One or”two flats hi lmilding No 21
.1 Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, (5
oct7-t£
Danforth street.

_

■
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ing Press, and Delivered All Over "Western Maine in the Morning.

Me.

WANTED.
$30, $50, $100

$10, $20,
furnito $10,000, in city and vicinity,
WANTED—To
libraries,horses, carriages,
loan

on

ture, pianos, organs,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages,

and
furniture leases. Business confidential.
1S5
LOAN
CO..
COLLATERAL
PORTLAND
29-1
Middle street, room C, second floor.
notes

pav off

A TRIAL FOR ONE MONTH GOSTS

A young lady, 18
years of age. wants a situation in Portland, vvhere she can come as one of the family,
to assist about the house or in the care of an
old or feeble person, and where she cauhave a
timp
«tnflv
'Rpfprpnp.ps eivfin
Address Miss F., No. 30 Brown street, Port-

WANTED—Situation.

50 cts. IN ADVANCE.

Me._28-1

land,

for general housework.

girl
at DK. WHIDDEN’S, 033
WANTED—A
Apply at
street.28-1
once

Congress

American boy, of about

bright
18 yeai-s, to learn the apothecary’s busiWANTED—A
A
chance, both for learning and

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

good

ness.

Address with
advancement for the right one.
reference, “CAPSICUM,” Press office, City.

’_

28-1

-’ST-’-ANTED—An assistant bookkeeper in the
V? Portland office of a manufacturing busiAddress Assistant, care Carrier No. 8,
ness.
28-1
Portland, Maine._

©7

GO.'

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

WANTED—For general housework

Glltl,
Apply at -10 PINK ST.28-1

WANTED-Two Scandinavian girls, would
\\ like situations, would prefer places together if possible, doing table and chamber
work, either city or country. Apply at rear of
28-1
103 GKKKN ST._
to collect and
CHAS.

energetic
WANTED—An
solicit. Good references wanted.
57
Exchange
man

street,

STANSFIELD, Supt,,
room

28.__27-1
hotel man who thoroughly
the

WANTED—A
understands the business to take
of
first-class resort hotel,

management a
with from 85,000 to 10,000 preferred. To
right party a salary of S2,000 to $3,000.
dress A. B.. Phess

-AT-

one

the
Ad-

office.20-1

manufacturer having more
business than he can attend to wishes to
sell a part or all of his business or take new
capital in. Business established and goods in
demand.
Pays large profit. Address U-55,
Press Office.20-1

WANTED—A

and

stenographer
who is
WANTED—Position
office accountant by a young
shorthand writer and bookkeeper;
as

man

an

exoert

have also had some experience in
work. Best of references. Address

1040. Saco,

newspaper
Lock Box

Me._25-1
desires

young lady
to do writing in
WANTED—A
in store
70 Foss street, Biddeford.
or

position

a
an

office.

Twelve

23-1

\N TED—All persons in want of trunks or
bags to call‘at E. D. KEYNOLDS, 550
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
evenings until !)■ _;<ml3-3

Pages filled with interesting and Valuable
Reading Matter.

W

TV-OTICE—Wanted to buy from
-A- 1

UUW HVllHl

Vi

i,uoirv«

y.o.u.Mo,

7

AGENTS.
life
WTANTED.—Agents wanted for reliable
W insurance, cheapest known; only 25 single

assessments total since 188i>.

Reserve

management, no “endowments.” “partnership policies, or any specula-

fund, responsible
tive features.

Liberal terms to

previous experience
PROVIDED
deuce invited.

1

THE Mm OF THE WEEK COMPLETELY OREL

S1000 to $15,-

highest, cash price for ladies dresses, gents
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats: call, or address letter or postal to S.
auglOtf
LEVI, 97 Middle street.

If You Read the MAINE STATE PRESS You
Will be Well informed on the Leading
Topics of the Day
IN

STATE, NATION, FOREIGN COUNTRIES, and the WORLD OF ART and LITERATURE.

canvassers,

AID suriS"
bOClLTV,

THE BEST MARINE NEWSPAPER IN MAINE.

Me.___ym^O-8

of

one

profusely

Co.’s clothing store.
To over A. E. Hill & be
let

THE

ALL

FOR

READING

_

Paper

history
the Dr. Graves, SawteU and Almy murders,
AGENTS
large book.
illustrated, all in

LET.

INTERESTING

Family Circle Every Day.

CASTINE, ME.
Nearly new, and well furnished throughout ; lias 52 guest rooms ; Is finely located,
and specially adapted to Summer Guests.
Owing to decease of a large owner it will he
J. E. MOORE,
sold cheap. Address

Send 10 cents
Eeiis for 1 u cents.
LANE,
JOHN J.
and

terms.
Laconia, N.

fine corner

1

GENERAL

Hotel,

_A.cadian

WANTED to sell the

TO

AND

-THE-

Address M.,

striped
white underneath, whoever returns
LOST—A
same to 209 STATE ST. will he rewarded.

—JL iirtvo

SALE 2

FOR

a

LOST AND FOUND.

INSTRUCTING

two

Portland,

only the remains of cliff dwellings dug by convicts. Nearly all the
early navigators in the Pacific saw the
island, and some of them turned cattle,
goats, pigs and horses loose upon it, and
these multiplied so rapidly that later ad-

ill

every respect;
will
easy driver. Owner lias no use for her, and
sell horse, harness and sleigh for $110.00, or
Can be seen at 203
horse separate for $85.00.

St.25-1

_

are

old, weighs

SALE—Horse seven

years
In good condition; kind
EOR925 pounds.
will stand without hitching, and

Page

IVOR

the city where
you can get every description of gold,
silver and nickel plating done; we give special
attention to cleaning, repairing and refinishing
old plated ware, hand plating on carriage

these

Runner
20-1.

UNO FOR SALE-One Traverse
Pung at 269 COMMERCIAL ST.

Eight

SALE—At a great bargain, a modern
1
Mansard roof house on corner lot: 11 rooms,
hot and cold water, bathroom, hot water heating and all modern improvements; situated in
best locality on Munjoy Hill, near Fort Sumner
Park. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42l/2 Exchange

ITIOUNIJ—The only place in

As the mist rolls away the front of
tho limestone hill above Port Cumberland seems to be pierced by the embrasures of an immense fortification, but

An

_

gain. Address C.,

JT

Every visitor siieaks with enthusiasm
of the glorious picture the island presents at first view—tho great clifis of
many colored rock, the sloping vales between so richly colored by tropical vegetation, the wild fruits and plants, the
clear waters rolling gently on tho sandy
shores where the beach is sloping, and
the deep, beautifully blue sky over all.
In the early morning, as a rule, all the
peaks of the island are wrapped in mist,
which soon rolls up in light, fleecy
clouds and is then dissipated by the
rising sun.

mum iiAiLr mm

IAOR
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Holi.

fax, St. Helena, the Capo of Good Hope
and many othei’s.
On the western continent each nation
is as yet the owner of its natural foi'tifications, and no such anomaly as that at
Gibraltar is yet established; but in view
of possible troxxble between tho United
states and Chili, the Island of Juan Fernandez has all at once attracted much
attention. In a study of the situation it
is first of all necessary to note that the
Pacific coast of the Americas is as a rule
“landlocked” from Alaska to Patagonia
—that is, lofty mountains run close to
the shore and for long distances there
is very little beach—while on the Atlantic side thei'e is almost everywhere a
gentle slope to the ocean, and so fortifications must be artificial.
Beginning at the northwest corner of
the United States tho approaches are as
a rule easy, and no other state has so
much deep water interior navigation as
Washington. At the mouth of the Columbia, however, the difficulties are
great, and there it may be said there is a
natural fortification. At San Francisco
is one of the greatest natural defenses in
the world, and San Diego is also quite
defensible.
According to the official
summary the United States has but
three good harbors on all its Pacific
coast, which extends through 17 degs.
of latitude.
Chili does not seem to be much better
supplied, tnougu

spot aB their rendezvous, it being just
about far enough from the coast for a
refuge and refitting station.
in 1704 a Scotch sailing master in
Dampier’s squadron, after a quarrel
with his captain, was left on the island
by his own request and lived a solitary
life four years and ten months, till taken
off by
Woodes Rogers. This was

came

HE natural forof the
tresses
world haye al-

gag him for fear he would arouse the
Then he rolled over the
neighbors.
fioor, turning, twisting, upsetting the
easels, pictures, canvases, until Sorieul Is?!
got out of patience and angrily exclaimed, “Come, let ns finish him!”
with that he put his pistol to tne head
of the miserable wretch and pulled the

trigger.

United States

Selkirk’s Old Home Might

began to cry "Help! help!” with such
strength and vigor we were forced to

[The author of this story, Guy de Maupassant, has recently become insane."]

ous

*> die without the consolation or religion.
Seme one must go for a priest.”
I objected—said it was too late. Then
Sorienl proposed that 1 should fill that
office, and I exhorted the criminal to
unburden his sins into my bosom.
The poor old wretch had been rolling
his frightened eyes for about five minutes. no doubt wondering what kind of
madmen he had fallen into the hands of.
You will laugh when I tell you Sorienl
forced him down upon his knees, saying.
"Confess to this gentleman, for thy last
tour has come!”
Horribly frightened, the old scoundrel

to samp e
lubl sUei,

H.__

If you are a Farmer you Want the Paper to Keep
MISCELLANEOUS._
You Posted on Prices of YOUR PRODUCTS.

ad4RD—Mr. John H. Grant is this day
HASmitted as a partner m our firm.
KELL & JONES.
1QOO
28~1
Portland, Me., January 1, ISOitotii'v-will the responsible parties that
Market hot
rive a eood deed of the
of land
eive me the price per foot for that lot
on delivery of
cash
same,
the
with the plan of
the deed if the price is accepted. To tlieCitym
Ill Mate
Portland. PELEGBARKER, No.
A

A.

C

N

Ysar; ONE DOLLAR tor Six Months; FIFTY CENTS
Throe Months; and 25 Cents for TrisS Subsoription of Six Weeks,

TWO DOLLARS
for

a

street.__f7~‘of

a
PICTURES' PICTURES! Those in want
mature, for a small amount of money,
us.
framed.
oil
Pictures
would do well to call
and skate
Plush roods and albums, skates
REYNOLPS, Cor. Oak and Con-

1

lied

E.V
straps.8
gress streets.

__irJ—

beware of the many wortlifamous
less substitutes of Flora A. Jones’
article. 11 ice
Blush of Roses. Get the genuine
HRUGTOUR
substitute.
no
cents. Take

Caution—Ladies

7G

GIST.

DO,,
Address, PORTLAND PUBLISHING
street,
97 :E3£:ol!L^:o.^e>

PORTLAND,

-

IHAIHfE.
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FEEDING

SCIENTIFICALLY.

There are three classes of substances
(hat give value to food for animals or
luman beings—fat, protein and carbohydrates. The fats are pure fat or oil
fata found In
fery similar to the pure
meat or butter. The protein is the food
ihat is used in the animal system to
make muscle and lean meat. These can
lot be made from fatty food—protein is
ibsolutely necessary for such formation
The carbohydrates comprise snoh substances as starch, sugar, etc., which are
made over by the animal into fat—as
butter, tallow or pork.
There need be no difficulty in understanding these terms if we remember
that the fat and the carbohydrates cannot possibly make anything but fat meat
or butter, and the protein cannot possibly make fat meat, but only loan or
muscle.
The fats are more valuable
than the carbohydrates, because they
are more digestible and more easily
made into meat or butter. In fact, when
figuring the value of a feeding ration
scientists consider the fats equal in value
to the protein, and both worth about five
times as much, pound for pound, as the
carbohydrates. We can easily understand that all these classes of substances
must be fed and that trouble will follow
if we give too much of one and too little of another.
uougni at .amnersr con-

tained the following quantities of these
three feeding substances in pounds per
ton:
CottOD
Corn- Wheat seed Linseed Gluten
meal.
meal.
meal.
bran. meal.

85)4

Fat..
Protein..

227

88
325

Cirbohy

204
601

ISO

181

680

020

1,000

422

726

999

Total... .1,671*4 1,413

1,427

1,506

1,760

drates.. 1,359

The substances that go to make up
the full 2,000 pounds in each ton are
water, ash and cellulose. Ash is what
is left after burning the whole food—it
is useful for manure. Cellulose is that
part of the food that is entiiely indi-

gestible.

One dollar’s worth of corn will give a
large quantity of carbohydrates and
comparatively little fat and protein,
^hile one dollar’s worth of linseed meal
gives less carbohydrates and a great
deal more of the others, in fact, the
corn has too little protein while the linseed meal has too much. It would pay
better to buy one dollar’s worth of each
of these foods and mix them than to buy
two dollars’ worth of either one. A
good sized cow should digest each day
food enough to contain 2J4 pounds of
protein, 12J4 pounds of carbohydrates
and 24 pound of fat, or more in the
A portion_of this may
same proportion.
be fed in the fhrm of hay, fodder or ensilage, but the grain is needed to give
flin -ra+irvn afrcmcrtll wit.Vlnnt.

Live Stock Points.

hog breeder illustrates the differbetween a man and a hog thus: “A
men’s digestion fails before his appetite
does. A hog’s appetite fails before his
digestion does.”
Cotton growers are unusually discouraged in some parts of the south. The
old system was for the planter to run
in debt for supplies from the time oue
A

ence

cotton crop was sold till the next grew.

Even his pork he imported from the
north, when as good pork as the country
affords can be made in the south by
A powerful effort is
every farmer.
being made to induce agriculturists in
the cotton states to

quit the old wasteful, dependent methods and raise upon
their own ground live stock, grain of all
cviiu

liuns a lux

vegeiauics.

vv ueu

the southern farmer does this he will
be for the first time independent. The
6outh is the grandest poultry region in
this Union. His own hogs, butter, eggs,
poultry and beef will enable the southern farmer to live like a prince.
It does
pay to raise all these things at home
upon the farm.
Bulletin No. 78 of the Michigan experiment station treats in an exhaustive
manner of glanders in horses and the
human family. The disease known as
farcy is also discussed.
The difference between glanders and
farcy, according to bulletin 78 of the
Michigan station, is this: The term
glanders is used when the interior of the
hose, the lungs or other portions of the
organs of respiration are affected, while
the name farcy is used when the outside
of the body is attacked. Glanders cannot be communicated from one horse to
another from the breath. The infection
is spread from the offensive matter that
is discharged, and this is found at public
horse troughs, stables or upon harness,

blankets,

etc.

This is how Field and Farm sizes it up:
“Remember pasturing takes five acres to
each cow for six months; soiling feeds a
cow on one acre for six months; ensilage
feeds a cow on one acre for a whole year.
Look here.
A Chicago paper asks:
“Why in the world are not a few more
enterprising women, with a small capital
at their disposal, coming forward as

poultry farmers?"_
The

to

use

readers of our publication are requested
Salvation Oil for any and all pqins, It is
and costs only 25 cents.

a sure cure

Ohes.

.22
139

isOIuo...>25%
Chicago is Alton.189
Chicago a Alton preferred.... 160
Ohluago, Burlington & Quincy.. 109%
Delaware is Hudson Canal Co.. i.25%

of Staple Products in the

Quotations

Leading Markets.
and Bonds—Money Easy Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Firm Government
Bonds Bull and Steady—Railroads Active

Stocks

Firm—Stocks

and

Closed

Active

and

Strong at Best Prices.
York money is easy, ranging from
lVs(S2; last loan lYs, closing at lVs per cent.
Prime mercantile paper i@5Vs per cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet and firm with actual
business in bankers’ bills 4 84 for 00-day bills
and 4 86 for demand; posted rates at 4 8o@
4 87. Commercial bills not quoted.
Government bonds dull and steady.
Raih’oads are
active and firm.
In the stock market after 12 o’clock a better
At New

tone

prevailed, the upward

began

movement

by Rock Island, and taken up later by Northern
Pacific preferred and Missouri Pacific, the two
last named stocks rising about 1 each. Manhattan in the meantime bad risen to 119 against
13% last eveng, but sank back to 117%. Lack
at tile same time fell away from 146 to 144%.
St Paul became vrey aotive and pfd rose to 125.
After delivery hour further small fractional
gains were scored all oyer the fist, the market
closing aotive and strong at best prices.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 316,100 shares.
Retail Grocers'

Receipts by Maine' Central R. R.—For Portcars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 130 cars.
Foreign Exports.
E1VERPOOL. ENG.
Steamship Sarnia11,680 bush barley 19,23G do wheat 2662 do
oats 4876 bbls apples 16,400 lbs potash 11,400
do poultry 682,500 do bacon 87,600 do lard
602,485 do cheese 78,400 do butter 21 pckgs
emery wheels 13 do sundries 21 do leather 423
head cattle.

Quotations.

.....102

Closing.102

& CO.

July.

May.

102%
102 Vs

99%
99%
98%
983/4

102
102

Jan.

Highest-'..48%

Lowest..

483/s

Feb.
48%
48%
48s/s
48%

483/s
48%
48

*/»

48%

WHEAT.

July.

Jan.
Lowest........101%

101%

98%
983/i
98%

102Va

983/i

102%

Highest.

Lowest.......

Closing.

....

..

EO

49%
50

Feb.
481/2
49%
48%
49%

May.

48%
49%
48%
49%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

■Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

May.
01%

Opening.

91

Lowest......

CORN.

May.

Jan.

40

Opening. 37%
Closing.
Thursday’s quotation^

40%

WHEAT.

Feb.

00%
01 %

CORN.

May.

Jan.

40

Opening. 38%
Closing. 39%

41%

Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
street.
Middle
186
Brokers,
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126128
Canal National Bank.100
115
117
Casco National Bank.100
40Va 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
1.00
102
First National Bank.100
115
117
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
116
118
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
103
105
Portland National Bank... .100
114
116
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
80
85
Portland Gas Company. 50
115
120
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
110
115
Portland Water Co.100
115
120
Maine Central R R.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City Gs, 1897.108
125
Portland 6s, 1907.123
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding. .102
aid.102
R.
R.
104
Bangor 6s, 1894,
110
Bangor 6s, 1899. R Raid.108
121
Water.120
Eangor 6s, 1905,
107
Bath 6s, 1898, R R. aid.105
104
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.102
102
Bath 4% s, 1907, Municipal.100
100
Bath 4b, 1921, Refunding. 98
108
Belfast Gs, 1898,R. R. aid.106
100
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
101
Calais 4s, 1901-1911. Refunding.. 100
114
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
102
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
102
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
115
Maine CentralE. R. 7s,1898.1st. mtgllo
136
7s. 1912, eons. mtgl34
103
105
“J%s
112
gGs, 1900, extens’nllO
Portland

Portland

6S. 1895—1905 D’bl02
R. R. 6s, 1896.105
& Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895-103

103
106
105

Farmington

1 ui uain: o.

vygu

»

gv/o,

.iaa/

Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1890.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 06

110
98

Boston Stock Market.

The

following

stocks in

were

Boston:

to-day’s quotations of

Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe E. 4214
C. B. & Q.109%
Mexican Central. 2014
Union Pacific. 48 Vi
Boston & Maine E.160
do pfd.146
Bell Telephone.210
New York and New England K. 60
do ofd.108
Wisconsin Central.

Maine Central.

HR%
20

bales.

78%
22%
19%
16%
39%

A832iTfiu?taUons-

Portland Wholesale Market.
POETLAND, Jan. 28,1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Grain.
Flour.
Corn, car lots... 66@n7
Superfine &
00
Corn,
lots.. 59®60
bag
low grades.4 76@5
Meal, bag lots.. 58@69
X Spring &
25
Oats,car
lots..
.43@45
XXTpring.5 00@5
PatentSprng
Oatf, bag lots..40a47
5 75@6 00 Cottonseed,
Wheat
car lots..
Mich, str’ght
,?27@27 50
bag lots. $28@29 00
roller.5 37@5 62
clear do.. .5 15@5 25 Sacked Br’n

413/a
92%

81%
125%
113%
50%
114%
12

48%

.-

48
14

30%
84%
82%

cot

15%
72
uiya

....

..

..

Boultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice

...

Beans—N Ylc hand-sicked pea, 1 95@§2; marpea, #1 90®1 95; choice screen pea, 1 60®
70; hand-picked ined, 1 85@1 90; choice yellow eyes, 1 86@1 90; California pea beans,2 20
@2 30; hand-pfeked. 2 30ffi2 40.
Seed—Timothy. 1 55@1 85 ;red top, 1 75@$2;
Western Jersey, 2 0u®2 25; clover, 8®9c ;Hungarian, 90c®$l.
Hay—Choice, 19$®19 60; some fancy higher;
fair to to good at $15®$17; Eastern fine, #12®
$14; poor to ordinary’ $11@$14.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
1 37Vii®l 50
bbl; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45
bu;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hebrons 45e.

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

NEW YOKK. Jan. 28, 1892.—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal..38 V.

Hocking Coal.15
Homestake.12

00
00
Ontario.44 00
Quicksilver. 4 00
do pfd.20 00
Mexican.
2 15
Best & Belcher. 3 10
Horn Silver.

Con. Cala. &Va.

Ophir.

3 45

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YOEK, Jan. 28,1802.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations

of Government securities:

Jan. 27.
New 4's reg.115Va
New 4’s coup.U61/2
United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts.106%
Denver & E. G. 1st.117
Erie, 2ds.106%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Kansas Pacific lsts.107
Closing quotations of stocks;

Jan. 28.
116
116

100
106
117

100%
109
11 >

107

Bread.
...

@13
@14 y3

Coal.

New York—
Light.19@20
Mid weight-21@22

Heavy.22@23

Cumberlanel.4 60@6 00 S laughter.31@ 2
Acadia.
Goodd’mg.19@20
Am. calf.60,5170

Chpdtmit

6 00

Franklin....

Lumber.
7 60
6 00 S’tli pine.... $30@$40

Lehigh.

Clear

Coffee.

pine—

Rio, roasted —19@21 tfppers.$58@60
Java do.29@30 Select.$4fi@62
Fine common. .$38@45
Coogerage.
Hhhd shooks & hds—
Spruce.$13@14
Mol. city.. 1 80@1 90 Hemlock.$11@12
>Qlayboards—
Sug.count’y 90c@
Country Mol,
Spruce, X... ..$36@38
hhdshooksl 15@1 20 Clear.$34@36
hhd hdg ml
2d clear.$26@28
No 1.$15@20
32 in. 24@26
Spruce35in 20@>-'2 Pine .... ....$25@50
Shingles—
Softpine35 20@22
HarapneSi 26@30 X cedar... .3 60@3 75
Clear cedar. 3 00@3 25
Hoops 14 ft.
X No 1.2 00@2 50
Hoops 13 ft.
No 1 cedar..1 25@1 50
Hoops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Spruce.1 25@1 50
Amer’n # ibloVsigll
Lath3,spce. .2 20@2 26
Lime—Cement.
Manilla
12@14
Manilla bolt
Lima,# csk.l 00@1 05
Cement.140@1 60
@14
rope.
Matches.
Russia ilo.. 17@18
60
Sisal.0V4&10V4 Star,# gross
39@40
IDirigo.
Drugs and Dyes.
Meatls.
Acid Oxalic.... 12@14
Acid tart.40@42
Copper.00@19
Ammonia.15(o}20 14@48 com.
19
.6*/4 @ 8 Polished copper.
Ashes, pot.
35
Bals copabia.. .6? @70 14x48 planished.

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO, Jan. 28,1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 10,000; shipments 3000; fairly active and steady to shade higher; good to choice
steers at4 7o@5 25; others at 3 00@<®4 25;
Stockers 2 305.3 25; cows 1 6041 65.
Hogs—receipts 40,000; shipments 12,000:
steady;rough and common 4 00@415; mixed
and stockers at 4 30®4 50; prime heavy and
butchers’ weights 4 50@4 60; light 4 2054 55.
Sheep—receipts 9000; shipments 300; slow
and steady to lower native ewes at 3 0054 00;
mixed at 4 40@4 80; wethers 5 0u@5 76; Westerns at 5 10:55 20.
Lambs 3 60@4 60.

....

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
NBW YORK.Jan.28,1892.—The Flour mark20.003
packages; exports 4410
et-receipts
bblsand 18,654 sacks; dull and heavy; sales

20.9 0 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 25,53 85;
city mills extra 4 90,55 10; city mills patents
5 10@5 35; winter wheat low grades at 3 25®
3 85; fair to fancy at 3 90f54 80 (patents at 4 4
5.6 15; Minnesota clear 4 0054 57; straights
do at 4 3E(®5 00; do patents 4 50:5.5 25; do rye
mixtures 4 00@4 75; superfine at 2 85ta,8 4o;
fine at 2 40®3 15. Sothern flour dull and weak
at 3 90® 5 15; Rye flour dull at 4 50@4 90.
Buckwheat flour dull at 1 7051 80. Buckwheat
at 63@68c. Cornmeal is dull aud unchanged.
AVReat—receipts 96,750 bush: exports812.895
bush; sales 187,000 bush; dull and unsettled;
No2 Redl 02store andeiev.l 03®1 04Vs afloat;
1 02s/* @1 047/s fob; No3 Red at 98%@99e;
No 1 Northern at 1 04l/s@l 06%; No 1 hard at
1 06Vs@l 07Vs; No 2 Northern at 99%. Rye
lower, and quiet: Western at 93595c. Barley
dull aud weak; No 2 Mil 09571c. Corn—receipts 91,450 bush; exports 197,784 hush;sales
142.000 bush; higher and quiet, closed strongc
er ; No 2 at 49x/2®50c elev, 50@51c afloat,
f o b; No 2 White —c ;No 3 at 47x/3@48e steamer mixed at 48%@50x/ic. Oats—receipts 4305
bush; exports 495 bush; sales 93.000 bush;
stronger and quiet;No 3 at 34Y2 ; White do 37
®37%c; No 2 at 3514@30x/20; White do at 88
@38c‘.: ;No 1 at 36c; do White at 39x/2C;Mixed
Western at 35&37c; White do 37@42c; AVhite
State 87@42c; No 2 Chicago 36xiffi36'- c. Coffee—Rio firm and quiet ;No7 at 13%. Sugarraw quiet and steady; refined dull,easy; outside
quotations are those posted by the trust; inside
figures cover rebate; No 6 at 3 9-16@3 ll-16c;
No 7 at 3%®3%c; No S at 3 7-l«@3 9-10c;
No 9 at 33/8®3Vac; No 10 at 3 5-16(53 7-16c;
c ; No 12 at 3 3-16.®3 5-lGc;
No 11 at 3x/4@3
No 13, 3 3-16 53 5-16 ;off AS%@3 15-16 :Mould
standard
A at 4@4V8C; ConfecA 4Va®4xAc;
tioners’ A 3ys@4c ;cut loaf at 5®5 VsC; crushed
at
4
at6®5
c: powdered
3-16@5 6-16c; granulated 4® 4‘ec; Cubes at 4 3-16@4 5-16c. Petroleum quiet and steady; unitedat at 617/8C.

..

Beeswax.35@40

6
powders...
Borax.12@14
Brimstone.
.2x/2@ 6
Cochineal.40@43
Blch

..

‘Rppf

innAt.ivp-

hppf

hams quiet; tierced dull; cut meats strong middles firm. Lard higher, firm and
active;
Western steam closed at 6 82% bid; city steam
ti 40; refined stronge; with moderate demand;
Continent at 7 00@7 20; S A 7 70. Butter is
firm; State dairy l8@26c; Western factory at
I @23%c; erm at21@32c; Elgin at 32; rolls
10@21c. Cheese in moderate demand and firm;
State at 9@12%c: fancy 11% @12.
Freights to Liverpool weak and dull; grain
per steam 3%d.

fairly

CHICAGO.Jan. 28,1892—The Flour market
is steady and unchanged. Wheat fairly active;
closed strongiNo 2 Spring wheat at 87%c;No 2
Red at 89Vita90c. Corn more active and higher; No 2 at39c. Oats strong and higher; No 2
at 29@2!)%c; No 2 White —. No 2 Rye80%e.
No 2 Barley at 69@60c. No 1 Flaxseed at 96c.
Provisions active and higher; mess pork 8 50
Receipts—Flour, 20,000 bids; wheat, 30,000
hush; corn 110,000 hush; oats, 201,000 hush;
rve. 3 7,000; barley, 61,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 20,000 bhls;wlieat. 31,000
bush; corn. 175,000 bush; oats, 147,000 bush;

9,000 bsli; barley, 45,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 28, 1892.—The Flour market is quiet and steady; family at 3 15:43 25;
choice 3 30@3 40 ;fancy 3 76@3 85: extra fancy
Wheat closed
4 064(4 15; patents 4 36@4 56.
3/S(«,%c higher ;No 2 Reu88@89c. Corn closed
li/8e higher; No 2 at 36%@36V2C. Oats strongNo 2 at 20%c. Rye dull-No 2 at 82. Barley is vcrv quiet; Mum —c. Provisions ve y
strong and higher; pork 9 25@9 50 for old, and
II 75 for new. Lard 6 20@6 30. Dry salt meats
—shoulders at 4 65; long and ribs 5 95; short
clear at 0 20. Bacon—shoulders at 5 25; longs
and ribs 6 40; short clear 6 5;.
Hams 9 00@10 60.
Receipts—Flour, 5,000 bbls; wheat, 30,000
bush; corn. 283,000 bush; oats, 69,000 bush;
rye, 3,000 bush ;barley, 12,000 bush.
Shipments—Flou 4000 bbls; wheat, 24,000
bush; corn, 189,000 bush; oats, 18,000 bush;
rye, 6,000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, Jan. 28, 1892.—Wheat—White at
931/4C; No 2 Red 9314c. Corn—No 2 at 39%c.
Oats—No 2 at 33c; No 2 White at 34c. Rye at
rye,

er?

Receipts—Flour, 247 bbls; wheat 7683 bush;
663 bu; oats, 6959 bush.

coin

4

Bolts.
Y M sheath....
Y M Bolts.

20

27
Bottoms.28@30

Ingot.13@14

Copperas.lVs@ 2
TinCream tartar.... 30@35
Ex logwood.
12@16 Straits.22@24
Gumarabic.. .70@1 22 English.23@25
Aloes cape.15@25 Char. I. Co..7 00@7 50
Camphor.60@52 Cliar. I. X. .9 26@9 55
Mytrh.52@65 Terne.6 00@8 50
16@18
Opium.2 25(a)2 50 Antimony...
Shellac.36@40 Cdke.6 00(o/8 50
Indigo.8 c@$ 1 Zinc.7 60@8 00
...

15Vj
Iodine.3 75.0$4 Solder VkxVa
Molasses.
Ipecac.2 o0@2 26
Licorice, rt... 15@'0 Porto Rico.30@40
Lac ex.34@40 Barbadoes.32@33
.38@40
Morphine.. .1 95@2 20 Cienfuegos
Oil bergamot4 00@4 25 Boiling.
Cod liver... 110@1 35 Fancy Ponce.. .39@40
...

—

mirl miip.t-

@13%

Leather.

PiotSup.7% @8
do sq.5%@6
.5
Crackers
@6

lifniun

84c.
/1

IN. Y.fct’ry.12
Eggs.
...2'@26 Vermont.. 12
Held.21®a!2 Sage.14
Limed.2G@21
Eastern ext.

and N. H. choice Baldwies, 1 65<gl 75; Greenngs 1 5051 62 v» ; Kings $2@2 50.

Rt.Piwlv

Butter.

Lemons.

4 00@5 00 Creamery.28@30
Palermo
Messina... 4 00@4 75 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.27@29
Choice.20@21
Oranges.
Valenaia—4 50@5 00 Good...19@20
Florida_2 50@3 251Store.18@19
Cheese.
Malager gpesO 60@7 50

1

Chicago

Ligonia.6%

15

....

do chickens at 16®18c; fowls 13e; fair to
gocdatl0@12; Western dry packed turkeys,
choice 14® —c; fowls 10@12e; chickens 13®

an.

00@2

Centennial.6Vs
Medium do.
Ger. med.. .1 75@2 101 Pratt’s Astral.. 8V3
00
Devbe’s brilliant 8%
YellowEyes.l 75@2
Kaisins.
.2 65@2 75
Cal. Pea.
55c
Muscatel...
.1 50@2 00
Potat’s
Irish
50®
2 5O'®3 00 London lay’r2 00@3 50
Sweets
Onions—NaOnpura lay’r.8 @9%
tiveS.2 65@2 75 Valencia.
6V2@7
Geese.
Sugar.
14@15e
Chickens.
15@171b Ex-qual’ty line
granulated.. .4 7-16
Fowls. 13® 14c
Turkeys.... 17@ 18c Standard do... 43/s
Extra
C. 3%
Apples.
Seed.
No 1 Bald00
Red
wins.1 75@2
Top... 1 90@2 00
ating.2 25@2 50 Timothy.. .1 55(@1 60
vap nr lb.
8® 10c Clover.10 @14

—c;

C A 771

2

Fea Beans.

—

1

©01/57,00

....

ib; country
do 6 Vi c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at —®30c;
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 24,®29c;
extra imitation creainry
@25c jfactory ehoicee
22@23c; Northern creamery, choice 30®31c;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
25®27c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
25®29c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12@12V2C; fair to good at 8@llVic;Western choice llVaC; fail- to good 8y»@llc; sage

4

Into

oar

bag lots. §23@24 00
rooler_5 50@5 66
clear do... 6 2 6® 5 37 Middlings.. $22@2* 00
bag lots. ®23@26 00
TjVht’r wheat
Provisions.
patents. 5 50@5 76
Pork, Bks.Hi 25@18 00
Fish.
clear..
.16 50@15 26
Cod—Large
short ctslo 26®15 50
6 25@6 60
Shore
26
5
do..
Beef,extra
00@5
Small
moss... 8 50@ 9 00
3 00@4 25
Pollock
plate... 10 00@10 60
Haddock... 3 25@3 50
ex-plate. 10 50® 11 00
Hake.2 00@2 50
Lard, tubs. 6%@ 7%
Herring,box
14@18o tierces... 6V.@ 7%
Scaled....
pails.... 6%@11
Mackerel, bl
pure leaf.10%&U
Shore ls..S 24@S26
Hams-10
145316
@10%
Shore 2s..8
do cov’rd.ll
Med. 3s... 1150@$18
@11%
Oil.
Large 3s..
Produce.
Kerosene. Portland ref. pet... 6Vs
Cue Cran’s.. 6 50@8 60

Lard—Choice 7c (p lb in tierces and tubs;10-!b

,,

■

1

Nails.
Lemon.3 00a3 25
Olive.1 00@2 50 Cask,cut_1 90@2
2 1' @2
50
wire
peppt.3 25(0:3
Naval Stores.
Wintergreen2 00@2 12
Tar
bbl..
.3
Potass Tir’mde. .28@33
50@8
#
Chlorate.. 17@18 Coal tar... .5 25@->
Iodide.2 86@3 00 Pitch.3 00@3
90<®95 Wil. Pitch.. 3 00@3
Quicksilver,

00
2o

75

50
25
5
00@4 00

..

Quinine.31@36 Rosin.3
Rheubarb, rt.75c@l 60 Tupentine, gal. .39@49
Rt snake.35@40 Oakum.8@ 9
Oil.
Saltpetre.10(0)16
Senna.26@30 Linseed.38@43
Canary seed.... 4@4 Vs Boiled.41@4G
Cardamons 1 00@1 7 5 Sperm. 90@1 00
Soda, by-carb3 */. @6% whale.1 5@65

Sulphur.'.'.31/4 @3“-

Shore.35;&40
Sugar lead.20@22 Porgie.35@40
White wax... .55@60 Lard.60®70
.8 iatlO Castor.1 26@1 35
Vltrol, blue.
.90c®l 00
Vanilla,bean .§10@13 Neatsfoot
Duck.
Elaine.26@50
..

Paints.
No 1.32
LeadNo 3.28
No 10.20
8 or..12 Pureground.7 00@7 50
10 dz.16 Red.7
@7V±
@3i/j
Gunpowder—Shot. EngVenRed3
Blasting_3 50@4 00 Am Zinc... .5 00® 7 00
,2y2
Sporting.. .4 &o@6 60 Rochelle..
Rice.
Drop shot,25 ibs. .1 60
Buck, B, BB,
Carolina-5y2@7
T. TT, F.1 76 Rangoon_5V2®6
Saleratus.
Hay.

Saleratus_5(g6y2

Pressep.S12@13
Loose.$10@13

Spices.
Straw.$ Oh io Cassia, pure.'.. 15®17
Iron.
Common 2_

Mace.75®80

@2y$ Nutmegs.70<g73

Refined.2Vs« 2Vt Pepper.18®21
Cloves.1.44/20
Norway.3V2@4
Cast steel....
8@10 Ginger.13® 15
German steel.fe'3y2l
Starch.
Shoesteel.®2V2 Laundry.3%®5

Sheet Iron—
Common.4

@4y2

C.4V2®5
Russia_13V2®14
Galv.(i @7
H.

Gloss.6 Vi ® 7 Vz
Tea.

Souchong.18@50
do

choice-36®50
Japan.25K35
Tobacco.
Ooolong.2*6® 36
Best brands....50®GO Formoso..36(®oO
Lead.
Medium.30®s40
Common.25®30 Sheet.Vi
Natural leal.. ..60®70 Pipe.6 ®0y2
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
TIME
FOB
FBOM
_

Sarnia.Portland.

•.

Liverpool

Jail 26
.Jan 26
.Jan 27
Jail 27
.Jan 28
.Jan 28
.Jan 30

..

Havel.New York. .Bremen...
Britauic.Now York. .Liverpool
Friesland_New York. Antwerp
Danla.New York. .Hamburg
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos
Caracas.New York. .Laguayra
Adirondack.. .New York. .Ktngston,&cJan30
Santiago.New York.. Hav & Mex. Jan 30
Etruria.New Yolk. .Liverpool .Jan 30
Allianca.New York. .K10 Janeiro. Jan 80
Aller.New Yolk. .Bremen-Jan 30
Amsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam Jan 30
La Bretagne .New York. .Havre.Feb 2
Trave ..._New York. .Bremen-Feb 2
Majestic.New York. .Uverpool. .Feb 3
City oi Chicago New York. .Liverpool. .Feb 3
...

Grand Trunk
On

MINIAXUKE ALMANAC, JAN. 29.

§uu£ 58?.: •.:: •: :l g)®*1 water I: •: f81

fcf3,yyS : 0oo[Heigiittlde{;;19ftlin
MAKHSTE NEWS
rOBT OF PORTLAND.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

—

THURSDAY, Jan. 28.
Arrived.
LiverSteamphip Sardinian, (Br) Hughes,
mdse to H & A Allan.
and
pool—passengeFs
\ork—
New
Steamship Cottage City, Benett,
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
for
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston
Eastport and St John, NB.
for
Westport,
Sell William T Donnell, Davis,
repairs. See Mem.
TT
Sell Annie B Mitchell, Burdick, Carver’s Harhor for New Vork.
,r
Sch S E Nightingale, Sprague, New York for
„T

Eastport.

Cleared.

Steamship Sarnia, (Br)

Couch, Liverpool

D Torrance & Co.

CORRESPONDENTS.
WISCASSET, Jan 27—Sid, Mary Eliza, for
Boston.
Jan 28—Sid, seh Wm Churchill, Barker, for
New York.
EAST BOOTHBAY. Jan 28— Sid, sch W C
Pendleton, Webber, Portland.
ROUND POND, Jail 28-Sld, sch Cinderella,
Fountain, Portland.
FROM OUR

Notice to Marriners.

Fall and Winter

p.

auouui I'll

Arrangement.

in.

For Tickets, and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’I Manager.
dtf
je20

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

Polifftrma

lanan

LINE

FOR

—

Phina

Pentad and

Qniifh

viiiimij

wwiiinti

mum

wwuiii

America and

For J a pan and China,
COLON.sails Saturday, Jan. 30, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every

From

Wednesday and Saturday.

Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-lialf the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
or
For freight
passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSOE, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
From

Sbe will fit new mast here.
St John, NB, Jan 26—Sch Messenger will be
placed on the blocks and recoppered before she
loads for Canary Islands.

broken.

_

Huntley, Philadelphia.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar26th, sch J

M

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

FARE OIVLY
STAUNCH SEAGOING

THE

$1.00.
STEAMERS,

TREMONT m FOREST CITY
Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,

Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o'clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager.

sepl6

dtf

DOMINION LINE.

_

Cld 27th, brig J C Hamlin, Jr, Sponagle, for
CurdoiiBiS
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 27th, brig Annie
R Storer, Richardson, (from Philadelpliia) for
Havana.

NEW HAVEN—Ar 26th, sch Jona Sawyer,
Baltimore.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 27, schs
Alfred Keen, Baker, and Lulu Everett, Sawyer,
Rockland for New York; S J Lindsey, Me*adden; John 1* Kelsey, and G M Braiiiard, do for
do; Eliza LavenseUer, Keller, Thomaston for
do; Minnie C Tayler, Quinlan, Portland for do;
Laina Cobb. Falkliigtiam, Millbridge for do;
T W Alien, Clark, Calais for do; Cora Louise,
Greenlaw, Bootiibay for do; Eugene Bordo,
Robinson. St George for Philadelphia.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 27th, sell Sagamore,
Crowloy, Baltimore.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 20th, schs Nellie J
Dinsmore. Dodge, Weekawken for Portland;
Geo E Dale. Hoboken for Eastport.
SALEM—Sid 27th. schs Lucy H Russell, Wilson, and John S Amas, Chase, Brunswick, both
to load RIl ties for New York.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 25th, sch E H Smith,
Tryon, Norfolk.
Foreign Forts.
At Yokohama Jan 18, ship Sea Witch, Tibbetts. for Kobe and Hiogo, to load for New
Sid fm Antwerp 21st, ship Bohemia, Hogan,
New York.
Ar at Havre Jan 21, ship J B Walker .Wallace,
Tacoma.
Ar at Montevideo about Jan 19, barque Wandering Jew, New York.
Ar at Pernambuco Jan 1, sch Jose Olaveri,
Arey, Rio Janeiro.
At Pernambuco Jan 21, barques Emit®. Nash,
■friiew...

tt

Hopkins. Dow, for Uuited States.
Sid fm Demerara Jan 5, barque Albert Schultz
Strout, New York.
Ar at Guantanamo Jan 10, sch Bertha Warner, Locke, St John, NB.
Sid Jan 13. barque Jose D Bueno, Kobertson,
St Jago; 16th, sell Falmouth, Smith, Delaware
Breakwater.
Sid fm Cienfuegos Jan 19, barque Shetland,
Haskell. Zaza, to load for North of Hatteras.
Ar at Havana Jan 27, barque Doris Eckhoff,
Todd, Boston.
Sid 22d, schs Tofa, Wilson, Pensacola; AR
Weeks, Henley, Mobile.
Ar at Cardenas Jan 21, sch Uranus, Murphy,

Philadelphia.
Sid fm Sagua Jan 19, brig Emma, Mountfort,
Fernandina.

Spoken.
4. lat 25 S, Ion 27 W, ship Frank Pendlefrom
New
York for Calcutta.
Nichols,
ton,
Jan 7, lat 42, Ion 13, sch H W Maeomber, fm
for
E,
Philadelphia.
Plymouth,
Jan 25, 2 PM, off Bodies Island, sch Horace C
Morse, Harriman, from New York for Savannah
Dec

353.

Bl

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make
a cure.
Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed's
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a

person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day Including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, $1.00._ my22d9m

GEORGE

C.

HOPKINS,

Counsellor at
88 1-3

50

Exchange Street, gud Depot Foot of India Street,

Lowest tares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.76: Detroit $16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $26.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and 819.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$00.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Mahager.
decsdtf

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect November

Railway.

16, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30

m.
a.

ni.

CONNECTIONS Dally-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Bucktield for W.
Simmer and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixlieldand Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.

STAGE

dtf

A T"*7"¥7l
lVJLxm.Xxi JLi

VJJJ

A TT
JL JA-ttLJU

T»

O

JLl/«

JLl/«

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

On and after November 29, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and +11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallo well and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and +11.30
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. w.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. m.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. in.
Monmouth, Winthrop Read field and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m.. 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
ill.

p.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m. via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., and on

Sundays only

at 7.20

a. m.

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.-, via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
m.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. m.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
lloulton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. +Night exnress with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to hkownegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or lieon

Sunday mornings.
Quebec

Bine.

For
Mills, Sebago Bake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury. Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Jefferson and Baneaster, 8.45 a. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West: and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
Bine for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Royal Mail Steamships.

Calling at Halifax
From

Outwards and

Liverpool. |

Homewards

From
Portland.
Jan. 28.
Feb. 11.

I

Steamer.

Jan.

SARNIA,
LABRADOR,
25.
OREGON,
Mar. 10.
SARNIA,
24.
LABRADOR,
OREGON,
Apr. 7.
SARNIA,“ 21.
Cabin, $40 to $60; Return, $80 to
ond Cabin, $26; Steerage, $20.
7.
21.
Feb. 4.
18.
Mar. 3.
17.
31.

Avonmonth Dock

| From
I Halifax.
IJan. 30.

|Feb.

|

Mar.

I
;

Apr.
‘‘

13.
27.
12.
2«.
9.
23.

$110; Sec-

Direct.

I
I
From
From
Avenmouth. |
Steamship._I Portland.
I DOMINION,
January 23.
February 10.

February
"

4.
18.

I

TORONTO,

| TEXAS,

March

22.
7.

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.

DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov28dtfAgents.

Allan
Royal

Mail

Line

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; AuBatli and from Rockland Mondays only,
.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 9.30 a.
m.; Farmington. Skowliegan and Lewiston,
12.26 p. m.: St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowhegau, Waterville and Lewiston, S.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fahyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•Suudavs included.
PATRON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
nov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 20,1891.

fusta,

Boston & EViaine R.
In Effect October

WESTERN DIVISION.

Trains leave Portland (Uniou Station) for
Scavboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.45, 10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, G.15 p. in.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. in., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m.t 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m„
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m,; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
m..

7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Hav-

erhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
t8.45 a. 111., §12.40. 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p.

Steamships.

4,

R.

1891.

m.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m.

ton

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
From
From
Halifax.
Liverpool Steamships Portland.
21st Jan. 23rd Jan.
31st Dec. Parisian,
6th Feb.
4th Feb.
14th Jan. Sardinian,
20th
28th
*Numidian, 18th
5th Mar.
3rd Mar.
11th Feb. Circassian,
will
cattle
*8.
S. Numidian
carry
and onlv cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
steam-

From

STATE LL\E!ServiceofASsLUie

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $(36 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galwav. Prepaid steerage $10: intermediate
*30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
dec24

BLUE

lem, Lynn, Boston, (12.00

(§1.00

a. m.

daily)

p. m. daily) +6.00 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. m..
12.30
daily)
p. in.. (*7.00 p. m.

m..

f9.00

( i.O.OO

a.

a.

m.

daily.;

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tOonneets with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
jWesteru Division from North Berwick Sun-

m.

•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to nil points South and West
for sale at Unlon
Congress street, and
at Commercial street station.

Station,

JAMES X. FURBER.
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. D. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.

oct3_____dtf

RAILROADS.

ROYAL

EASTERN DIVISION*
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.: Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. ill.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Sa-

LINE.

Portland & Worcester Line.

Finest and Safest Trains in the World

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

—BETWEEN—

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington

New

—VIA—

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.
CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
Oil and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
fer Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
>

or

Reed.

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3

m.

TICKET OFFICE

White Mountains and

Brown,

goula,

Fiom Quebec, 12.10 p.

Cumberland

_

New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 27th, sch T P Dixon,
Boswiek, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 26th, sch Daniel B
Eearlng. Clifford, Boston.
Ar 27tli, sch Carrie Strong, Strong, Pasca-

-n..i-.

m.

yond Bangor,

Domestic Forts.

NEW YORK—Ar 26tll, sch James M Hall,
Halloek, Norfolk.
Below, sch Robert Dillon, Leighton, from
Savannah.
Cld 27th, schs Carrie A Buckman. Stubbs, for
Guantanamo; Relief, Bradley, for San Andreas
Frank Warren, Falter, New Orleans; Chas J?
Gilbert, Smith. Manzanilla.
Passed Hell Gate 27th, sch Ella Francis, from
New York for Rockland.
BOSTON—Cld 27th, schs Dione, Williams, for
St John, NB; Daylight, Nickerson, Baltimore.
Sid 27th, sch Rogers, for St John, NB.
Ar 28th, sells Frank Herbert, Sprague, New
York; Benj C Frith, Fades, Salem.
PASCAGOXJLA—Sid 26th, sch Mattie E Eaton, Gamage, New York.
Sid 27th. sch E H Cornell, Wass, Pensacola.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 26th, sch James H Woodhouse. Kelley. Boston.
SATILLA RIVER—Ar 24th, sch Daisy Farlln. Dunton, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 26th, sch Wm Johnson,

Reynolds.

6.50 p.

p. m.

------—-

UIU

ARRIVALS.
From Lewistou and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.411 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. n»., 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal. 12.10 a. m.,

•ndT

of Panama.

mus

lor Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m.. and 1.10, 1.30 and B.1Q p. nL For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 6.10 p. in. For
Montreal and Chicago-, 7,10 a. m. and 1.80
p. m. For Quebec, 1.80 p. in. For Buckfield and CautoB, 7,10 a. fa. and 1.80 p. m.

je'J7

Mexico,

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

Commodore, U. S. N., Chairman.

lO

—

On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m„ fair Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked
to destination. {^“Freight received up to 4.00

16,1892, a whistling buoy, painted red, will be
moored in about 60 feet mean low water, about
1-2 a nautical mile to the seaward of Chatham
Bar Buoy, off the entrance to Chatham, Mass.
By order of the Lighthouse board,
James a. greer.
Memoranda.
Sch Wm T Donnell, before reported ashore
at Westport, discharged cargo ice at that port
It
and was towed to this port 28th for repairs.
is said that six of her beams are broken and it
feared some of her floor timbers are broken.
She is partly insured and will be hauled out on
the railway for survey.
Macliiasport. Jan 22—Sch May-flower from
Machias for Buck Harbor, with wood and corn,
meal,while towing down river, sprung a bad leak
and had to be beached. The meal was wet.
Fall Elver, Jan 27—Sch Julia A Warr, Warr,
seven days from Jacksonville for Bridgeport,
arrived in Seaconnet river 26th. Reports heavy
weather and lost part of deckload shingles.
Delaware Breakwater, Jail 27—Sch May McFarland, Small, from Philadelphia for Havana,

FOR

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

vmiiiwi

1
Office Light-House Board,
Washington, D. C., Jail. 23,1892. t
Notice is hereby given that, on or about Feb

Steamship Co.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island* and Cap© Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

exchange dispatches.
at Liverpool Jan 27, steamer Toronto,

fm
Ar
Portland.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, prior to Jan 27tli, ship
Emily F Whitney, Dearborn, New York. Belle
Ar at Yokohama prior to Jan 26, ship
O’Brien, Ilodgman, Hiogo, to load for New
York.
Ar at Antwerp Jan 25, ship Arabia, McLoon,
San Francisco.
Ar at Demerara Jan 5, sch Andrew Adams,
Adams, Cardiff.

m.

novlO__dtf

International

1801,

DEPARTURES.

Wednes-

on

Returning, leave
Pier 38, EastBiyer, KeifSorb, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 p. in.
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.
days and Saturdays at <5 p.

of Canada.

Railway

and After MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

For MEW YORK.

__

LIVERPOOL, Jain 2®b
Winter Wheat at 7s 10dig,7s loud; Spring
Wheat at 7s lld«7s llVad; Mixed American
Corn4s 7%d. Cheese 5,sbd.

187

r«8 55. Lard at 0 47y2@o 60. Short rib sides
at 5 82%@5 85. Dry salt meats—shoulders at
4 02%@4 76: short clear sides at 6 00@6 50.

New York

New York Stock and

141,,

pails in cs 7 We.
Hogs—Choice city dressed Otic

May.

Opening.
Closing.

Leeds &

for money and the account.
LIVEEPOOL, Jan. 28, 1892—The Cotton
market is steady; middling at 4%d; sales
8,000 bales; speculation and export 1000

68%
118 %

00

Tl.,1

Werkendam

Cleared.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON.! Jan. 28, 1892—Consols (95 9-16d

e.

vr« -I

.Feb
.New York. .Rotterdam .Feb
..

RAILROADS.

STEAMEBS.

8
4
6
6
6
6

■

gins.New York..Bremen.

Foreign Markets.

00@14 75; short cuts at
00 00®14 50; hacks at 16 00@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00®15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

A

CORN.

Jan.
Opening..... 49%

106
.»
21
64
116
24'-

14c.

May.

Closing.48s/4
Thursday’s quotations.
Opening.101%
Highest...102

76%
117SA

row

CORN.

Opening. 48%

2214
123°*

Eggs—Eastern extras —@26c; fancy near-by
stock higher; firsts 25®—c; extra Vermont and
New Hampshire at —@26c; Western 25®26c;
Michigan firsts 25c; held stock at 13®20e;
limed 17@18c. Jobbing prices are lc higher.

WHEAT.

Lowest.102

&2S-etofc93-The

at 13c.

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.

Jan.
.102

109%

BOSTON, Jail, 28, 1892.—Tho following are
quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.

11V.

land. 87

PUELEN,
Wednesday’s quotations.

31%

_72%

Hams at 9 '4 c; small do 10c; pressed hams

PORTLAND, Jan. 28.

CROCKER

17%

to-day’s

Pork—Long cuts

at

NEW OBLEANS, Jam 88, 1892—The Cotton
ic.
market is easy; middling
1892—The Cotton
CHARLESTON, Jam 2®,
7«.
market is firm; middling
Cotton
SAVANNAH,
market is quiet; middling
MOBILE. Jan. 8,1892—The Cotton market
is easy; middling 70.
Cotton marMEMPHIS, Jam 28.1892—The
7c.
market is easy; middlings

145

u±

Cotton

?Sfee“c^^inod

126%

Waesland-Now York. ..Antwerp.. -Feb
Kuala.New York.. Hamburg Feb
Arizona .New York. .Liverpool.-Feb
New York. .Liverpool ..Feb
kurania'•''
..

do Gulf

11 00.

Railroad Receipts.

CORRECTEDBY

NEW

..

uregou jxav.

(By Telegraph.)
YOEK. Jam ?8’, J,?i)3,~",'rbe

mttStlsqSet
1e|72|bales;
at 6% c; good
ordinary uplands at oW,

Boston Produce Market.

Portland market—cut loaf 5 % c ;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, Oc; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.

Grain

Cotton Markets.

160
110

Delaware, Lsekawana is West.. 145s,4
Denver is Bio Grande. 17
Erie. 31%
Eric preferred. 72
Illinois Central.108%
Did., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie is West. 22%
Lake Shore.122
Louis is Nash. 75
Manhattan Elevated.113
Michigan Central.104%
9
Minn, is St. Louis.
Minn, is St. Louis pfd. 21
Missouri Pacific. 63
New Jersey Central.115
Northern Paoifie common. 23%
Northern Pacific pfd. 67
Northwestern.118%
Northwestern pfd.141
New York Central.114%
New York, Chicago & St' Louis. 20%
do pfd. 78%
Ohio is Miss. 22%
Out. is Western. 19%
North American. .16
Pacific Mail. 88%
Pullman Palace.187
Beading. 41%
Bock Island. 91%
St. Louis is San Fran.
do pfd.
do 1st.
St. Paul. 80%
do pfd.1 22%
St. Paul, Minn. is Mann.113
St. Paul is Omaha. 50Vs
do pfd.113%
Texas Pacific, new. 12%
Union Pacific. 48
U. S. Express. 48
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific... 13%
do pfd..
30%
Western Union..
83 ■/«
Sugar Trust.,. 82
do pfd./...7
Richmond & West Point. 15
do pfd. 72%

Sugar Rates.

P.lnsimr.102

much to its bulk.
The problem is to buy the grains that
bring most to the farm for the money.
If a man buys cotton seed meal or linseed meal he would be foolish to feed it
•with the same measure used in feeding
cornmeal or bran. Six pounds of commeal might have the best effect on a cow
if‘fed with olover hay, while six pounds
of cotton seed meal, costing the same
money, might kill her, because it would
supply too much protein. We doubt if
it will pay any farmer to feed heavily of
concentrated foods unless he is willing
to give up the “forkful” and quart system and feed by the scales with the idea
of giving so many pounds of fat, protein
and carbohydrates to each animal instead of so much “hay and grain.”
Tables of analyses are now easily obtained and the farmer can figure them
In these times of high prices it
out.
will pay any farmer to figure on this
matter. Too many farmers are buying
cornmeal for protein, which is just
about as economical as buying sawed
and planed lumber for firewood.

Hiiiu.3

143
117
34

...

Results of Experiments at the Massachusetts Agricultural Station.

j. nese rooas as

s.148
Adams Express.
.life
American Express
Central Pacino.... 3u%

Caw,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Organization of Corporations a specialty.
tiftn
au26

4.11 trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME
TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30. 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15. 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
7.30 p. m., 12.15 night. Sundays-9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00 p.
m.. 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 witli dining ear) a. in.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Far lor ears on day trains Sleepers on night

trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.
Boston
dec22

office, 211 Washington street.

Maine Central Railroad

dtf

Company.

A dividend of $3.00 per share has
teen declared, payable Feb. 15, 1892,
to Stockholders of record Fel). 1,1892.
GEORGE W. YORK,
Treasurer.
d2w
jau21

Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30
m.

and 12.30 p.

a.

m.

For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterhoro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and
5.30 p. in.
For .Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, (5.20 and 11.15 p. ill.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Juuction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 (5.20 and
11.15 p. m.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), G.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction With “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, lor Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New YTork, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albanv R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 aim 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to 8. E. COKDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
oct5
dtf%

THE WOMEN OF PORTLAND.

PRESS.

THE

A

A Bob Sled Loaded With

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Boys Buns Into

Sleigh.

a

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland theatre.

FIFTH PAGE
Bines Brothers.
EIGHTH
J. E. Libby.
Kines Brothers.
Savings bank book lost.

PAGE.

Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found undei
(3.
on
heir appropiate headings
page
New Wants. To Let, For Sale,

Yesterday afternoon while the boys
coasting merrily on Franklin street,
a bob sled bearing six boys, went down
the hill at a great pace, for the track was
Just as they
excellent condition.
were nearing the foot of the hill a sleigh,
the
ON AN driven by Mr. E. P. Chase, crossed

Learning Parliamentary
Law,

Are

They

Stockbridge’s special ticket sale.

AND THEY ARE CARRYING

were

NEW

advertisements.

new

ACCIDENT.

COASTING

JTrTUBBY’S
Opening Sale

When
When

she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.

When

she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

wo

of Them are Doing These
Things—Mrs. Stevens to Give a Lecture

At Least Some

on

_eod&wly

decll

Parliamentary Law Today—A Port-

land

Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.

Equal Suffrage

To

Club

Formed—Public

beer
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
used over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
lor their children while Teething, with perfect
the child, softens the
It soothes
success.
has

of

Be

Maine

Meeting
Suffrage Association Next

Woman’s
Monday.

Somo of tlie women

likely

to be

coming to

of

this city

the front in

are

public

affairs before many years if careful preparation counts for anything.
Besides

maintaining a persistent and well manfel)6MW&F&wly
aged agitation for the privilege of Voting,
they are also perfecting themselves in
additional Local News see parliamentary law—a-very handy accomplishment in case any of them should be
elected to the city government, the legislature or Congress. Last week Mrs. L.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
M. If. Stevens gave a parliamentary les-

For

Fifth Page.

son

It was a

much warmer.
The Public Library contains
VUU1111CO auu

KilO XU.U1 HO

ty’s library 10,000
There

and

pleasant day yesterday

was no

36,000

xxiouvuvwx

volumes.

session of the

Municipal

arrests hav-

yesterday morning,
ing been made for twenty-four hours.
Rev. W. S. Ayres will conduct the
no

court

Bible class at the Y. M. C. A. rooms this
afternoon at 4.30 o’clock. All interested
are invited to attend.
A horse owned by Mr. Lucien Snow
ran

away
The

Pine

on

streetjyesterday

morn-

to which the horse was
The horse was
attached was smashed.

ing.

sleigh

injured.

also

Tiie plans have been drawn by E. E.
Lewis of Gardiner, for eight passenger
stations, the freight depots and round
houses for the Rumford Falls railroad
extension.
Rev. E. P. Woodward will preach on
“The Mistakes of Jesus” at the Second
Advent church Sunday evening at 7.30
o’clock. This is intended as a sequel to
the discourse of last Sunday in review
of Rev. Dr. Blanchard.
The Maine Central is

handling a good
deal of freight at the present time. One
special freight train left here Wednesday
crossing the 9 o’clock a. m. train at Augusta,and there were loaded cars enough
in the Waterville yards to make up anMost of the cars are

other train.

from

the Provinces and Aroostook.
I'llidcirtn

T»:„^

\Ta

Avrlor

fifi

rvf

Railway Conductors o£ Portland, will go
to Bangor Sunday, January 31, to hold a
special meeting for the exemplification
of the full work on a number of candidates from that section of the State.

at the rooms of the W. C. T. U. Mrs.

presiding
officer, and her lecturo was attended and
enjoyed by a large number of women
who are members of the various clubs in
the city making up the Woman’s Literary Union. The success of this lesson
was such as to call for another, and Mrs.
Stevens has kindly consented to give a
second lesson at headquarters, 511- ExThe
change street, today at 3 o’clock.
increasing interest of women in such
matters has induced the committee in
Stevens is liersell an excellent

to devote one afternoon

charge

of

each

month to the study of parliamentary law
and Mrs. Stevens, though already overburdened with her work as state president, has at the earnest solicitation of the
Portland Union, consented to conduct
such lessons. To these meetings and all
the regular weekly meetings of the union
all women whether members or not will
always be cordially welcomed.
The

rosewood that had been seasoned for 100
y’ears; it is consequently now 130 years
since the .tj3 was cut.
Mr. Fred Moore lives on Free street
occupying the lower tenement of the
house and his mother occupies the upper
tenement. Mr. Moore’s wife is away,

and Wednesday he went up stairs to
spend the evening with his mother,
leaving a banquet lamp burning on the
tabic. When he returned he found everything thick with soot from the lamp
which had been smashed badly. The floor
the

well as all the

room were

pretty things

in

thick with the soot.
PERSONAL.

Mr. John Carson of

tendent of mails,

was

Augusta, superinin the city yester-

day.
XlUil.

cJUOOJJAl

A»A.

AACiJCoj

LIBIA

in unuio

Sagadahoc county since 1S63, was in
the city yesterday.
In the
Supreme Court yesterday,
Judge Haskell announced the resignation of Augustus F. Moulton, Esq., as
one of the examining board, and the appointment of George E. Bird, Esq., to
the place.
for

The Ocean Traffic.

port.

The Sardinian'of the Allan line arrived
yesterday afternoon. She brought 27
cabin passengers and 1700 tons of cargo.
As was previously reported she encountered heavy weather and one sea smashed
in the side of the smoking room, somewhat injuring one of the passengers.
Dr.

horse, although he was dragged some
little distance, and two ladies who were
in the sleigh with him were also thrown
out.

Maine

lows’ Hall at

EMERY-WATERHOUSE CO.
Firm

Another Old Portland

Goes Into

a

evening, Friendship Lodge, No.
99, I. O. of O. F., of Springvale, will
dedicate a new hall.
Among those who
will be present are Grand Master Nicholas Fessenden of Augusta, Grand TreasPortland and
urer Stephen Marsh of
Grand Marshal Samuel

Bailey Says Things Interesting to Bay
State Cattle Owners.

Cattle Commissioner George H. Bailey
is up in Massachusetts giving the people
of that state some unpleasant facts about
their herds of cattle. He says that 20 to
30 per cent of the cows that furnish milk
to Boston and other large cities have tuberculosis. The Traveller quotes him as
saying that the chopped meats known as
“Hamburg steaks” and the “Frankfurt
sausages” are largely made from wornout and diseased cattle.

Adams of Bel-

moved the most prominent member of
the old, established house of Emery,
Waterhouse & Co. It has been decided
to

a corporation, at
admitting to a share of the

firm to

change the

the same time

business several young men who have
The officers
grown up with the house.
of the company are:
President—Daniel F. Emery, Jr.
Clerk—C. D. Alexander.
Directors—Daniel F. Emery, Jr., W. Chamberlain, J. H. Day, F. W. Emery and C. D. Alexander.
The capital stock is fixed at $100,000.
The old firm is one of

the most

widely-

The new corknown in New England.
poration will be managed by men who
have been connected with the old firm
and worked their way up in its service.
Funeral of

County Treasurer Webb.

The funeral of the late

County

Treas-

urer James M. Webb took place from
the Methodist church at Westbrook yes-

terday afternoon,
1U1CU

KfJ

which was
vmQUi

Liio

completely
HO

J/

ni

w*v

last tokens of respect to one they had so
'delighted to honor in life. Owing to the
fact that the courts wore in session and
the other county officers were pressed
with business, the only county officers
able to bo present were Register of Deeds
Thompson and County Commissioners

Tolman and Lord.

Among

the

promi-

shipful Master

Burns of

Temple Lodge

conducted the regular Masonic buria
service. The choir sang several selections beautifully,
among them “At
The reRest” and “Abide With Me.”
mains were buried in the cemetery at
bearers were
The pall
Saccarappa.
taken from the 17th Maine and Temple

Lodge.
The floral pieces were very beautiful
and included a superb open book composed of roses, with the words “finis”
on the last, page, a beautiful harp from
Cloudman Post, and handsome designs
from the 17 Maine and Temple Lodge.

of

STYLES

NEWEST

finish, finely made of the

best materials.

ROBES
50c

-THEY

ARE

—

Large and Long Aprons.
Customers will find these goods to be well
worth the

Corset Covers

How

Manager Furber Stood by Engineer

Take

All Odd Lots of every kind of Cotton
Underwear and all of our High Cost
Night Robes with Low Shoulders, to be
closed out at very low prices.

price.

Look at

a

An examination of the stock solicited.
show our goods.

yesterday. “He was a thoroughly devoted, loyal and capable man. The
employes of the road will miss him especially. He never deserted one of
them or failed to give him support in
trouble.
There was Engineer Bonney,

Congress

Putnam

who

was

involved

ful servant of the

in

road,

the Scarboro ac-

when he was in-

As soon as
dicted for this one error.
Mr. Furber heard of it he telegraphed
me to stand by Bonney, and I secured
Judge Symonds to defend him.
“I have no idea who will be put in Mr.

The movement on foot to preserve and
make public property the Hermitage,
where Andrew Jackson lived, has tended indirectly to call attention to Jefferson’s old home, Monticello. It stands on
the summit of a beautiful mountain near
Charlottesville, and commands an unsurpassed view of the surrounding country. On a clear day the old capital of
the Confederacy, sixty miles away, can
be seen. The mansion is of the modernized type of Greek architecture which
was so popular in the south a few generations ago, with rotunda and Corinthian columns.
a

Hermit’s

At the Same Time.

Street.

Jau29dtf

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST.
TSJEhavebeen notified In writing, as required
VT
by Revised Statutes, Chapter 47. Section
112. by John J. Hernan, Jr., of Portland, Me.,
that his Deposit Book, No. 47,837, is lost and
that he desires a duplicate hook issued to him.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
lw A inhens

Portland, Me.,

Dec.

ft. T?.r>e’f»r.«L Treasurer.

28,1891.

jan291aw3wF

LET—A small tenement of six rooms on
Price §13 per month. Ap29-1
ply at 87 MITA.TOYST.

TO Becket street.

10 Cents
WINDOWS.

This time two nickels will turn the
balance and deliver to you the correct
If yon are not interested in these
windows the fault is yours, not onrs.
We try to make them attractive and
perhaps yon have not even tofavored
see if
them with a passing glance
the goods have merit. There are many
things in them, which if not needed for
sickness already existing at home, may
prevent it; or yon may see some article
of comfort or luxury for even the small
sum of ten cents.
It is worth your while to look anyway and we appreciate even that.

S

<

(QUICKLY SOLUBLE
)
PLEASANTLY COATED;))

S

;

cure

Sick-Headache, <
S
/
and all
< Bilious and Nervouss

The government departments have
trained editors employed to edit all government reports.

> Renowned all over the World. /
S Ask for Beecham’s and take no others. )
(Made at St. Helens, England. Sold byS
(

tons of

Diseases.
druggists and

dec21

Chicago.

dealers.

New York

Depot, (

Grip

Hood’s

$1.00

IS

3.-S

A T

OiM-d

csuuii

xianicuocut

JANE CHASE, late of Deering, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof, presented by Harriet Fuller, the Executrix therein named.
PATRICK F. BRADLEY ET ALS, children
and heirs of Anne Bradley, late of Portland,
deceased. Fifth account presented for allowance by Arthur Bradley, Guardian.
Second
JAMES A. BRADLEY, of Portland.
account presented for allowance by Arthur
Guardian.
Bradley,
MARGARET A. IIOLLADAY, late of Portland,
deceased. First account presented for allowance by Sarah S. I.ovejoy, Executrix.
SUSAN T. DUNLAP. late of Portland, deceased. Petition for administration, presented by J. Warren Libby, a brother of said deceased.
SUSAN T. DUNLAP, late of Portland, deceased. Petition for administration, presented by Francenia E. Dunlap, daughter-in-law
of said deceased.
FRANCIS H. CROSS, late of Portland, deFirst account presented for allowceased.
ance by Edwin L. Dyer, Administrator.
MARGARET McGINTY, late of Portland, dePetition that Dennis Tobin be apceased.
pointed Administrator, presented by Mary
Slattery, mother of said deceased.
CORNELIA STUYVESANT JACKSON, late
Will and petition for
of Portland, deceased.
the probate thereof, presented by Stuyvesant
Ten Broeck Jackson, a son of said deceased.
PATIENCE LEIGHTON, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition that Melvin P. Frink or
some other suitable person be appointed Administrator. presented by Anna F. Leighton
and Mary S. Russell, sisters of said deceased.
SARAH W. ROUNDS, late of Portland, deceased. First and final account presented for
allowance

oy aosepn

a.

nucive,

.uuunn-ua-

with the will annexed.
CHARLES F. ROUNDS, late of Portland, deceased. First and final account presented by
Joseph A. Locke, Administrator.
ELLEN II. ROBINSON, late of Portland, deWill and petition for the probate
ceased.
thereof, presented by George Hall, the Exetherein
named.
cutor
NATHANIEL WALKER. late of Portland, deWill and petition for the probate
ceased.
thereof, and petition that letters of administration with the will annexed be issued to
Charles T. Walker, of Lewiston, no Executor
having been named in said will; presented by
Elizabeth Walker, widow of said deceased,
MARY ANN SMALL, late of Portland, deWill and petition for the probata
ceased.
thereof, presented by Kedah Snow, a sister
of said deceased.
ALICE GERTRUDE HEFLER, of Portland.
Petition that decree of adoption be reversed
and annulled, presented by Howard E. Soule
and Sarah E. Soule, inhabitants of said
County of Cumberland.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Judge.
A true copy of the Original Order:
Attest: EDWARD C. REYNOLDS, Register.
wSw-t
tor

Cents.
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AND OTHER BARGAINS IN SAIE DEPARTMENT.

anu bunfiruumu omwr wr

soda.)
HYPOPHOSPHITES,Pulmonary&Disease*.

a reliable remkdy for

BROS.
ioTj^of

PILLS

SYIUIP

BRANCARD’S preparations are unequalled as a tonic and an alterative
for fortifying the system and preventing a relapse.
a
0

Sold by All Dbuggists.

1

Janl6dlawSly

E

)

/

^===—-

have been used with great success in cases of attacks; also during the
critical period of convalescence, when the patient is greatly debilitated and
liable to develop catarrh or pneumonia.

E. FOUGERA

&

CO.,

Agents,

SG, 38 and 30 North William St., New York.

Sarsaparilla.”
Dr. J. F- TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.

jyl<5

w*«

I

BLABICABD’S

SarsaparHla

Coughs, Colds, Dyspepsia, Scrofula, and
General Debility. Very easy to talte and
assimilate. No nausea.' Thousands of
Physicians prescribe it and many say it is

THE BEST EMULSION IN THE MARKET.
Ask your

Druggist for it, and take

no

other.

MAGES EMULSION CO,, Mfrs.,
Lawrence, Mass; Toronto, Canada.

W&S4w

GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.

Cocoa

I

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the tine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a
delicately flavored beverage which may save us
many heavy doctors’bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong
enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around
us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point, we may escape many a fatal shaft by
keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood
and a properly nourished frame.”—'CiCivil Service Gazette.”
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins, by Grocers, labelled
thus: JAMES EPPS & CO., Homceopathiu
Chemists, London, Eng.
fel)7S&T&Wly

TT&S&wtl4

Boston
Before placing your Life Insuiance
in
Companies outside the State of
Maine, semi to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY Tor
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
oct2Ieodtf
N Oil-Forfeiture Law.

yicaciucu

Executor therein named.
JULIA H. GOWELL, late of Falmouth, deWill and petition for the probate
ceased.
thereof, presented by Henry W. Swasey, the
person having custody of said will.
SARAH J. TEMM, late of Scarborough, deceased, Will and petition for the probate
thereof, presented, and petition that letters
of administration with the will annexed be
issued to Wilbur F. Dresser, of said Scarborough. no Executor having been named in
said deceased’s last will and testament presented by John H. Temm, a brother of said
deceased.
ROBERT DYER, a person of unsound mind, of
Cape Elizabeth. Petition for license to sell
and convey Real Estate, presented by Edward
F. Hill, Guardian.
NEIIEMIAH O. DOUGLASS, late of Deering,
deceased. Account and private claim of Executor, presented by Linus Seeley, said Exe-

COVERS

CORSET
--—

Each.

“LA GRIPPE.”

the

HOOD’S PILLS are purely vegetable and are
the best liver invigorator and family cathartic.

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
for the County of Cumberland, on the Third
of our Lora
Tuesday of January, In the year the
following
eighteen hundred and ninety-two;
matters having been presented for the action
is hereby
it
thereupon hereinafter indicated,
Ordered:
all
to
persons
That notice thereof be given
be
interested, by causing a copy of this orderintothe
published three weeks successively
Maine state Press, and Eastern Argus,
papers printed at Portland aforesaid; that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
said Portland, on the Third Tuesday of b ebruary
next, at ten of the clock in tlie forenoon, and 08
heard thereon and object if they see cause.
BENJAMIN S. SMALL, late of New Gloucester, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented by Charles W. Small,
and petition that letters of administration
with the will annexed be issued to John
Wells, of New Gloucester, presented by saiil
Charles W. Small, the Executor therein
named hut who declines to accept said trust.
HI-IODA NASON, late of New Gloucester, deWill and petition for the probate
ceased.
thereof, presented by John A. Morrill, the
named.
therein
Executor
IRENE NICHOLS, late of Freeport, deceased.
Petition that Frederick W. Nichols he appointed Administrator, presented by said F.
w. Nichols, husband of said deceased.
STOCKBEIDGE EATON, late of Harpswell, deFirst account presented for allowceased.
ance by Paul A. Durgan, Administrator.
ELIZA SKOLFIELD, late of Harpswell, deWill and petition for the probate
ceased.
thereof, presented by Clement L. Skolfield,
the Executor therein named.
JEREMIAH HAYDEN, late of Windham, deWill and petition for the probate
ceased.
thereof, presented by John A. Hayden, the
Executor therein named.
ORENS LORENSEN, late of Cumberland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate
and

jan20

Of Lubee, Me., says regarding Hood’s Sarsaparilla: “Last spring I had a severe attack of the
Grip which left me in a very feeble condition. I
had no appetite, was nervous, and was in a poor
I was advised to take
ivay generally.

Hood’s

and

RINES

Poster

And in a few days I began to improve. My appetite increased till it seemed that I could not get
snough to eat. When I had taken three bottles I
felt as well as ever. I heartily recommend

75c

59c,

Sarsaparilla
with

CHEIF

FOR =-77—--

--

Which builds up the whole system, purifies the
blood and prevents relapse and attacks of other
diseases. Be sure to get Hood’s.

Struggle

SKIRTS

WRITE

JMW&Fnnnlycdlst.8thor5tlip

The Weakness

Postmaster

of the
persons interested in either
Estates hereinafter named.

j

And prostration, like that tired feeling, so sure
to follow the Grip, is really the most dangerous
stage of the disease and can only be overcome
by taking a good tonic medicine like

—

BARGAIN,

A

AT

$

<

Severe

Gowns

Night

Sthpdtf

trimming.

Hood’s

69

“

KTIOE3

^PficeT^Worth^CuinQaBox?M2Bc7)>

folds of contrasting velvet, which nresupposes that velvet will be the suitable

burned in

“

Middle Street.

jan25

Cloth, both broadcloth and ladies’
cloth, is seen everywhere, and tricot is
put forward as one of the season’s novelties in very light colors. 1 notice that
they are draped in the windows over

yearly

“

50

-

H. H. HAY & SON,

Care.

Between 7,000,000 and 8,000,000

50 and 75 Cts. each.

-

-

Night Gowns

package.

It is remarkable that one who is both
afflicted and a recluse should display ingenuity; yet Giovanni Gorgesso, the
blind hermit of the Island of Zacinthos,
is declared by a recent visitor to have
devised a reflector which throws sunlight enough into his cave to warm it
and comfort its sightless tenant.

soft coal are

Chemises

WEEK

DIME

m OUR

Where Jefferson Lived.

Heating

LIBBY,

R.

_

NOTICES.

cutor.

Always pleased to

J.

To all

utcicui,

25c and up.
25c and up.
21c and up.

...

EACH.

fast.

Furber’s place.”

Corporation.

shape

and

Lodge of Odd Fellows has in- and up.
definitely postponed the proposed amendments to its by-laws and the benefits will Drawers
Shirts
This

large quantity

a

CENTS

19

quantity

NIGHT

remain at the old historic rate.

morning

With plain hems, tucks and lace work, all marked down to

We have made arrangements to do a
very large business in our COTTON
UNDERWEAR DEPARTMENT this
of
season.
To distribute the
goods we iiave contracted for, it will be
necessary for our prices to be very close
to those of the MANUFACTURER.

WITH HIGH SHOULDERS, prices

jident and put on trial for manslaughter.
Bonneyliad been for many years a faith-

day afternoon, February 2nd, in Baxter
Hall for the purpose of organizing a

PRICES.

SPECIAL

Si>ringvale.

Maine

sale this

on

WHITE APRONS

TO BE SOLD AT

in

Lodge's Benefits A New Odd Fel-

place

OPENED TODAY.

ALL THE
THE SECRET ORDERS.

Equal Suffrage Club.
^
There will also be a meeting on TuesPortland

ham. Cloudman Post of Saccarappa attended in a body, and large delegations
from the 17th Maine Association—headed by General Mattocks and
Major
Green—and Temple Lodge of Masons of
Westbrook.
Rev. Mr. Pottle, pastor of the church
and chaplain of Temple Lodge, conducted the services. Rev. Mr. Bacon, pastor
of the
Congregational church, offered
prayer, and Mr. Pottle made a few remarks, referring in high terms to the
Then Worcharacter of the deceased.

United States products, comprising 87,500 pounds of lard, 390,650 pounds of bacon, 852 barrels of apples and 423 head of
cattle. About a dozen passengers sailed

liA

“The Boston & Maine cannot fill Mr.
Furher’s place,” said Judge William L.

afternoon. She took a cargo valued at
of which $60,478 is the value of

$192,074,

V»n P

and. stopped the

the reins

to

on

nnoof

Bonney.
the

nent persons present were Judge Kay of
Westbrook and Rufus IJinkley of Gor-

from this

held

tiro o

The time is also drawing
public meeting of the Maine Woman’s
Suffrage Association, which is to be hold
next Monday evening at Baxter Hall.
Mrs. H. J. Bailey, the newly elected
president, who has just returned from
the national meeting at Washington, will
preside. Excellent speakers have been
arranged for, and all interested are invited to be present.
for

near

Sarnia, Couch, of the Dominline, sailed for Liverpool yesterday

Steamer
ion

aIaIa-B

nr..

BROS’.

from the best manufacturers

Mr.

Woman’s Suffrage Association.

finest,
finest, perhaps
Another old established firm of Portof the guitars in this city belongs to a land has followed the custom that seems
lady, who thirty years ago took lessons now to be coming much into vogue; and
of Auguerra, of Boston, who was one
formed itself into a corporation. There
of the best guitarists in the world. Un- are the C. H. Eice
Paper Co., theTwitchder his supervision this guitar was made
ell, Champlin Co., the Stevens & Jones
for her, after an old Spanish model.
Co., the Milliken, Tomlinson Co., and
There are very few like it in this country. now the
The
Emery-Waterhouse Co.
of
The box part is curved. It was made
death of the late Daniel F. Emery re-

as

accident he rolled under the hoofs
Chase’s horse and received a
inglancing blow from the horse’s hoof
was at
He
wound.
a
bad
scalp
flicting
first thought to have had his skull fractured, but Doctor Bing, who was passing
took Plummer to his home on Addison
street and reported a bad scalp wound.
Plummer was also considerably bruised.
of

)ne Sale Follows Another

ELEGANT LINE OF NEW GOODS We

some

the

Ono of the

carpet

sled and the boys tried to steer out of his
occurred.
way. As a result a collision
The sled was knocked on ono side, the
of the
boys thrown off and the runners

sleigh passed over one of the boy s legs,
laming him, but not seriously. Another
boy was somewhat bruised,
Charles Plummer, a son of Mr. Frank
Plummer, the county commissioner, was
not so fortunate as his companions. By

PROBATfE

RINES

attempted

Baby was sick,

miscellaneous.

COTTON

sleds at Oxford street.
ing lie saw the sled, and its occupants
to evade the
He
saw him.

Castoria.

gave her

War-1

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

---

As he was cross-

AGITATION FOR SUFFRAGE.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Institute.
Paralytic and NervineMass.

208 Tremont St.

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INHURANOECOMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

Boston,
treatment of paralysis, deformities
brain
and
nervous
diseases in ail their
epilepsy
forms. The only paralytic institute in the United
States. Consultation and advice at the institute
free. Patients waited upon at their homes in
Boston if desired.
Circulars mailed to any
address. Institute open dailv from 6 a. in.
to 5 p. m,
augSdlawSly
For the

mar 13
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